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What Does the Middle Class Serve?
The Middle-Class Discourse in Turkey
Abstract
The present study that asked the question what purpose the middle class discourse
serves will focus on the content of the different middle class discourses that were dominant
from the proclamation of the Turkish Republic up until the present day. The study endeavors
to discuss how the denial of classes in the early years has evolved over the following years
into an externalization by recognition of classes on another level, this time through
recognizing the middle class. It can be said that the only class that has been recognized in
Turkey is the old, traditional or new middle class, and hence the concept of a middle class
has been built considering the needs of the capital accumulation regime practised in the
country and thus alters accordingly.

Introduction
According to a news article published in 2006 in a Turkish newspaper which can
be viewed as central in the political sense, the entrepreneurial spirit as a milestone
on the path to wealth has to do with human genetics. The article reports that, the
studies carried out by British and American researchers from Londons St. Thomas
Hospital on 609 pairs of maternal twins of the same gender and 657 pairs of twins of
opposite genders have unravelled the fact that becoming a millionaire from scratch
is a skill embedded in the genes.1 This is how you kill multiple birds with one stone
so to speak: we have long known that associating the source of social inequality
with personal traits or individual behaviours is the main point of departure for the
bourgeoisies ideologists from left or right wings. On top of that, we now have the
genetic high ground. This way, not only the argument that social inequalities in
capitalism can be explained without a class conflict between capital and labour, and
in other words the idea of farewell to the proletariat finds new backing, but also
the message that this has to do with fate is being engraved in peoples minds.
Since the dawn of capitalism, the arguments on the existence of classes have swayed
from side to side, stressed from both recognizing and denying the existence of classes.
*
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This neither on earth nor in the sky kind of approach to classes is nothing but the
embodiment of the endeavour to cloud the existence of classes and equip capitalism
with an ideological stability. The basic method used in such an endeavour is to absolutize
periodical tendencies. An example of these attempts to absolutize would be the argument
that new technologies have ruled out the working class. In addition to reversing reality,
such attempts have played a crucial role in building an ideological hegemony over the
working class, to satisfy the periodical needs of the various bourgeoisies segments 
no matter which one. Remember, if there is no working class or it is completely ruled
out, then all citizens would be equals, or at least everybody would belong to the middleclass! Class has no place in the new world of entrepreneurship. This is how a new
ideological ground is ensured for the claims that a new middle class replacing not
only a classless and integrated society, that can be mobilized via common interests,
but also the emergence of the conventional working class, which therefore needs to
organize based on different political practices.
Turkeys dominant classes have been, throughout the course of history, attempting
to render the working class invisible by putting forward the idea of a classless
society through political scientists and sociologists. Based on such approaches as
social stratification, and interest groups which have also been adopted by sociological
analyses conducted in Turkey, the existence of classes as a production relationship
and consequently the presence of a working class has been overlooked. Regardless
of all their differences, the common ground for those who have ignored the working
class is that they tend to focus on the consumption standards of various social
segments, their income and occupational status in particular, the capacity to engage
in market and political processes, and their subjective positions within these processes.
In social analyses throughout Turkey, such concepts as citizenship based on different
identities, lifestyles and statuses, wealth and poverty based on different levels of
income, entrepreneurship based on the competence to have a say in the markets, and
elites and classes of commons based on the capacity to have managerial power, have
frequently been used by different groups for different purposes. The main goal of
such approaches as social stratification and interest groups, is also adopted by
sociological analyses conducted in Turkey to ignore the existence of classes as a
production relationship. Distinctions like those in the centre and those in the periphery,
the elites and the commons, or White Turks and alternate Turkey have always
served to overlook the tangible existence of the working class in Turkey whenever
social inequality has intensified in the country.
This foregoing study does not seek to find out the elements that constitute the
classes and the middle class in Turkey where capitalism is moderately developed,
where the borders separating them are located, or the kind of divergences the middle
class has within. It rather endeavours to discuss  starting from the moment the
Republic of Turkey was founded  how the denial of classes in the early years has
evolved over the subsequent years into an externalization by recognition of classes
on another level, this time through recognizing the middle class. Therefore, before
talking about the state-of-play for the middle class in Turkey, it would be meaningful
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to briefly address the middle class with a view to properly presenting the main
question of the foregoing study. Instead of looking for an answer to the question
whether there really is a middle class or how it works in Turkey, it would make
more sense to ask the question, what purpose does the middle class serve?2 The
fact that it serves a purpose; that it has a function makes it imperative to define
middle class as a form of relation. This is because the middle class as an ideological
construction has always maintained a political mission in Turkey. While the existence
of a middle class keeps standing out as a problem in Marxist literature, we maintain
that there is something called a middle class form of relation to the extent of its
usefulness. The concept of middle class is built considering the needs of a capital
accumulation regime practised in the country and alters accordingly. In this regard,
the foregoing study explores the historical transformation and progress of this form
of relationship in Turkey.
In this context, the first part of the study is dedicated to the period when a denial
of classes prevailed as of the foundation of the republic (in 1923) up until 1960. The
period between 1960 and 1980 was when classes were recognized, however only a
society of middle class was embraced. The years following 1980 constitute the
period during which neoliberal policies were introduced for the first time in Turkey.
The principal characteristic of this period is based on the externalization by
recognition of class relations by coming up with a new middle class discourse
based on denying classes and class relations.
The proclamation of the Republic: Envisaging a classless and integrated
society
Turkeys bourgeois revolution, after a failed attempt in 1908, took place over a
process undertaken between 1919 and 1923. In a sense that mass movement against
an existing order replaces an old government with a new government, revolution is
sometimes solely political, and does not entail a social revolution. In this context,
having its roots in 1908, a process actually completed in Turkey in 1923 is basically
of a political revolutionary nature. Nevertheless, this revolution is distinct from the
ones that coincide with the first phase of bourgeois democratic revolutions (in England,
the USA and France) in one major aspect: which other classes did those making the
The best way to conceal class inequalities in society and make it look like they do not exist is
to make sure that people believe that theirs is a society of middle class (Michael Zweig, The
Working Class Majority: Americas Best Kept Secret, Ithaca and London: Cornell University Press,
2012). The best method to sustain the existing system is to expand the middle class and disseminate
the idea by creating middle class values. The Keynesian Welfare State is, in this regard, referred to as
the golden age of capitalism. In its respective period, the welfare state which can be interpreted as
the project of making society middle-class-like, was tried to be implemented by granting certain
rights to citizens by way of the state. As a matter of fact, in the Keynesian period, the emphasis was
on citizenship instead of class (Tom Bottomore, Citizenship and Social Class, Forty Years On, in
Citizenship and Social Class, 2, Thomas Humphrey Marshall, Tom Bottomore (eds), London: Pluto
Press, 1992).
2
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revolution happen actually ally with? The one in 19191923 was not a revolution
that  distinguishing itself from the first phase of bourgeois revolutions  mobilized
peasants, craftsmen and a newly-emerging proletariat that overthrew the government
through such an alliance. On the contrary, the political revolution of 19191923 can
be described as an imposed, mass-freedom revolution.3
On the other hand, there are other revolutions which were undertaken by going
beyond the political sphere, i.e. going beyond a mere change of government and a
handing over of the classes that hold power, which involved  with a view to
complementing the political revolution  a rearrangement of social relations such as
religion, language, law, education and daily life, and in this way changed the reproduction
process of society completely. The main point about the process Turkey went through
in the 1920s, and even the 1930s, would be the elimination of a considerable part of the
barriers against capitalist development; in other words a comprehensive social revolution
preceded by a political one. Yet again the fact that the political revolution did not
embrace the masses, made it mandatory for the social revolution in the 1920s and 30s
to be undertaken in an imposing manner and without the consent of the masses. After
all, during the course of the processes of change and the transformation in the fields of
religion, language, dress as well as other rules governing social life, and particularly in
the field of law, the demands and needs of the rural and urban lower-classes were, in
an overall sense, not taken account of and as such the independent initiatives of these
classes were ignored. There were undoubtedly a set of objective reasons involved
here, which were associated with the level of advancement of capitalism, how classes
were positioned back then and their relations with one another, the conflicts within
class fractions, and the influence of imperialist states. As addressing these reasons
would cross the borders of this foregoing study, let us discuss them in another article.
However, a major implication of an imposed and mass-free political and social revolution
is the fact that it gave rise to problems in the adoption of the rapid and radical changes
by society as a whole. The imposing nature of Turkeys social revolution resulted in a
far more painful and elongated process of adoption of these transformations by large
swathes of population, or no adoption at all, in some parts. Nevertheless, a major
aspect of these social revolutions has to do with the capacity to present the entire
society as a classless and integrated mass.
In Turkey, the 1930s refer to a period when the groundwork for industrial capitalism
was laid under the leadership of the state. In other words, the transition from a
process of capital accumulation marked by commercial capital and other kinds of
capitals that operated in the field of circulation, to industrial capital accumulation,
was ensured through state capitalism.4 This is a rather long process and the statist
3
Sungur Savran, Osmanlýdan Cumhuriyete: Türkiyede Burjuva Devrimi Sorunu [From Ottoman
to Republic: The Problem of Bourgeois Revolution in Turkey], Onbirinci Tez, No. 1, November
1985, pp. 172214.
4
Sungur Savran, Türkiyede Sýnýf Mücadeleleri 19081980 [Class Struggles in Turkey 1908
1980], Ýstanbul: Yordam Kitap, 2010, p. 154.
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policies implemented over this period also laid the foundations for the emergence of
a fully-fledged industrial bourgeoisie by the 1950s. As a matter of fact, it is safe to
say that the statism of the 1930s was in concordance with the interests of private
industry, and in a far more general sense, created an atmosphere that favoured the
capitalist circles and land owners.5 However, the statist policies in economic terms
went hand in hand with the discourse of creating a classless society without privileges
in the ideological or cultural sense. The science of sociology and the sociologists of
the period were going to assume essential roles in this regard.
The most dominant  at that time  of society projections, bought along by the
wave of modernization which kicked off in the early years of the 20th century would
be without doubt, the idea of the nation state. As a nation state founded subsequent
to the fall of the Ottoman Empire, Turkey can also be addressed within the scope of
this projection. Covering the intellectual aspect of creating this projection in question,
fell on the shoulders of sociology.6 It is safe to say that, during the early years of the
Republic and the latter years of the Ottomans, there were two distinct conceptions
of society and sociological angles in the region of Turkey  and more precisely in
Istanbul. The first of these conceptions would be the liberal and non-centralist
understanding, based on the views of the School of Le Play whose advancement
was associated with Prince Sabahaddin; while the other one would be the organicist
and corporatist understanding based on Émile Durkheims views, whose advancement
was associated with Ziya Gökalp. Although it is widely argued that the founders of
the Republic were both distant to the views of Ziya Gökalp, who was against
Westernization, and to those of Prince Sabahaddin known for his opposition to
nationalism7; the social visions of the founders were more akin to nationalism.
As indicated previously, the dominant paradigm of the founding period when
sociology assumed the role of saviour in Turkey would be organicism. The idea of
an organicist society involves a broad line stretching from Ibn Khaldun to Durkheim.8
As can be inferred from the title, the organicist view provides an analogy between
society and a living organism. Just like the word organisms connotation of an
integrated and interconnected design in everything, the organicist perspective views
society in the same vein. To this end, people who chose to observe society through
such a frame of mind would see harmony, balance and incorporation in society,
rather than a clash of interests. Yet it should be remembered that this view involving
systemic conservatism is indeed the very grounds for the justification of inequality.
The most profound shared aspect of organicist society conceptions would be
their assumption that societies go through certain phases as is the case with
Korkut Boratav, Türkiyede Devletçilik [Statism in Turkey], Ankara: Ýmge Kitabevi, 2006, p. 163.
Niyazi Berkes, Sociology in Turkey, The American Journal of Sociology, Vol. 42, No. 2,
September 1936, pp. 238246.
7
Niyazi Berkes, Türk Düþününde Batý Sorunu [The Western Question in Turkish Thought],
Ankara: Bilgi, 1975.
8
Don Martindale, The Nature and Types of Sociological Theory, Boston: Houghton Mifflin,
1981.
5
6
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organisms. 9 For instance, the principal concept in the terminology of Durkheim
 the most influential figure in Ziya Gökalps understanding of sociology  is
solidarity. Suggesting that societies shifted between the said phases according to
their varying types of solidarity, Durkheim asserts that conventional society is
dominated by mechanic solidarity while modern society is ruled by organic
solidarity.10 The society with an advanced organic solidarity is a society of balance.
In this context, Durkheim and sociologists defending his views address the
occupations in a modern society as classless and see no conflict or irreconcilable
contradiction among these, within the framework of solidarity and social division
of labour; they rather see the elements of an organism complementing one another
in harmony, i.e. organic solidarity. Gökalp describes this kind of solidarity as
follows:
All members of the nation are absolute equals. There can be no individual, no
family, no class holding any exclusive privileges. The states fulfilling these criteria
are also called a democracy which means the rule of people.11

Upon the influence of the dominant paradigm built by the saviour science of
the early years following the proclamation of the Republic, the widely acknowledged
argument was that the society of Turkey was classless. Mardin suggests that,
with regard to the status of the social classes in Republican Turkey, there was a
new class which the customary distinguished figures of state aspired to create,
yet were unwilling to relinquish control of, either.12 The myth of a Turkey with a
classless society can be interpreted as the expression of the problem imposed on
the group of officials by this class which has emerged and been created.13
The clearest statements within the discourse of classlessness can be found in
the speeches Mustafa Kemal gave during his visits across the country as well as
the texts produced by the Republican Peoples Party (CHP). For example, the
opening remarks by Mustafa Kemal in the Ýzmir Economic Congress are noteworthy
in this regard:
Our society is not made up of classes with distinct interests; on the contrary, it is
composed of classes that need each other for their existence and efforts. At this
very moment, Im addressing farmers, artisans, merchants and workers. Which of
these can become an antagonist of another? Who can deny that the farmer needs

Emre Kongar, Toplumsal Deðiþme Kuramlarý ve Türkiye Gerçeði [The Theories of Social
Change and Turkish Reality], Ýstanbul: Bilgi Yayýnevi, 1979.
10
Émile Durkheim, The Division of Labour in Society, London: Macmillan, 1984.
11
Ziya Gökalp, Türkçülüðün Esaslarý [Principles of Turkism], Ýstanbul: Varlýk Yayýnlarý, 1968,
p. 156.
12
ªerif Mardin, Türkiyede Toplum ve Siyaset [Society and Politics in Turkey], Ýstanbul: Ýletiþim
Yayýnlarý, 1995.
13
Ibidem.
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the artisan, the artisan the farmer, the farmer the merchant, and all of them need one
another and the worker?14

The discourse of classlessness as a prominent element in the policies of Mustafa
Kemal and the founders, was incorporated in the charter of the CHP using the term
populism. Whereas the first charter included the phrase the notion of society does
not involve any classes, whatsoever, the later charters featured the principle of
populism.15 The remarks of Mustafa Kemal were sometimes directly quoted in the
charters of the CHP. The classlessness view of CHP as a party based on the principle
of populism was reflected in the public address by Mustafa Kemal in 1931 prior to
the parliamentary elections, and was directly incorporated in the second charter
under the Article 2 as follows:
The people of the Republic of Turkey do not comprise of separate classes; one of
our main principles is to create a society involving various groups of occupation
with a division of labour for personal and social endeavours. A) Farmers, B) Small
scale industrialists and craftsmen, C) Workmen and workers, D) Self-employed
professionals, E) Industrial professionals, F) Merchants and G) Civil servants, are
the main groups of professions that constitute the Turkish community. The work
of each is essential to the life and welfare of the other as well as to the common
good. In this regard, instead of class conflicts, the goal of our party is to ensure
social order and solidarity as well as cater for a harmony of interests which do not
overrule one another. Interests shall be proportionate to the level of competence,
skill and labour.16

Within the context of the argument that the principle of populism means rejecting
social classes, in the History of CHP published by the CHP recently, it is indicated
that the Peoples Party was not created and based around the idea of classes,
that it was founded as a party which actually embraces all classes without
discriminating against any class. It is also asserted that it was also expressed in
the 10th Year Anthem, with the promise of an integrated society with no privileges
or classes. 17 The same article suggests that the populism in CHPs program can
be summarized under three items: (1) Being a democrat, (2) Giving no privileges
to any individual or group apart from the common rights of the nation, (3)
Rejecting class conflict.
In brief, as of the proclamation of the republic up until the mid-1940s, the driving
force and main objective of the Westernization activities was  from the very outset
CHP Tarihi [History of CHP], 2013, http://www.chp.org.tr/?page_id=67 (accessed 27 January
2015).
15
Çetin Yetkin, Türkiyede Tek Parti Yönetimi (19301945) [Single Party Rule in Turkey (1930
1945)], Ýstanbul: Altýn Kitaplar, 1983, p. 96.
16
Cumhuriyet Halk Fýrkasý Nizamnamesi ve Programý [Program and Directory of CHP], 1931,
p. 32.
17
CHP Tarihi, p. 2.
14
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 the idea of the survival of the state. In this context, the Westernization project
aimed at creating a new society and culture in Republican Turkey was grounded on
the basic goal of sustaining the state. The discursive framework of the Westernization
movement was built by the principles of the Kemalist ideology. Throughout the period
between 1930 and 1945 Kemalism, is an order based on the recommended creation
of a new secular, modern and Western Turkish identity as well as a representation of
the Turkish nation as an undivided, uniform and harmonious integrity.18 This myth
of a uniform society which, believes in a symmetry between the represented and
the space of representation, ignores the distance between its physical content, i.e.
the specific grounds of the Kemalist order and the need for a general universal
order.19 The Kemalist order morphs into a universal order model without an alternative.
Kemalisms ideal of reaching a level of modern civilization  with its presumption
that this ideal can only be reached via a uniform and harmonious social structure 
has led to an utter denial of classes.
Nevertheless, the situation began to change in the mid-1940s. The merchant
bourgeoisie who grew stronger quickly thanks to the excessive profits ensured by
the circumstances in the war period, and the landed gentry and the agricultural
bourgeoisie who ran into conflict with the CHP government about contractor capital
and agricultural policies, were now getting prepared to become more influential in
the countrys administration.20 That is when the landed gentry and the merchant
bourgeoisie allied against the Kemalist leadership, and founded the Democratic Party
(DP) as an alternative.
Although the DP promised a more liberal economic policy as opposed to statist
policies, it was not keen on the idea of an integrated statism which the CHP had
been maintaining. Embodied in the form of state-nation cooperation, integrated statism
involves a broad sphere of influence where economics is a part of the state, and
society is subject to extended intervention in politics and culture as well as social
and private life.21 According to Ýnsel, the mentality of integrated statism was not
limited to the CHP. Having come to power in 1950, the DP can also be said to have
had a similar tendency. A continuation of the integrated statism understanding,
prevented the absolute rejection of the states official ideology which was only
amended and reformed in certain aspects.
A major reform on the official ideology  which can be addressed within the
context of this foregoing study  took place in the understanding of a privilege-free,
classless, integrated community. In this regard, it is noteworthy that while the DP
kept on rejecting class conflict, it also initiated the project of creating a society of a
Nur B. Çelik, Kemalizm: Hegemonik Bir Söylem [Kemalizm: A Hegemonic Discourse], in
Modern Türkiyede Siyasi Düºünce [Political Thought in Contemporary Turkey], Ahmet Ýnsel
(ed.), Ýstanbul: Ýletiþim, Vol. 2, 2001, p. 76.
19
Ibidem.
20
Savran, Türkiyede Sýnýf , p. 159.
21
Ahmet Ýnsel, Türkiye Toplumunun Bunalýmý [Crisis of Turkish Society], Birikim Yayýnlarý:
Ýstanbul, 2007, p. 191.
18
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conventional middle class,22 to replace the former middle class whose power was
rooted in the state, and promote this as a value. The DPs competence in transforming
this project into a populist policy played a significant part in its success in the 1950
elections.
The urban middle class mostly composed of bureaucrats, soldiers and intellectuals
who went through a period of eminence limited to the republican era, in other
words, when the classlessness arguments of the official ideology were at its peak,
which is also referred to as the civil servants group. The fact that this civil
servants group was considerably favoured by the state  particularly in the aftermath
of the Second World War  turned out to be a source of tension between the civil
servants group and the common people who later became the target electorate
for the DP. Another reason for the aggravation of the aforementioned tension was
that the urban middle class was hired in various institutions (education, army,
healthcare) which forced the imposed practices on the regular people, acting as
the representatives of modernization, Westernization and advancement. The DP turned
this to its own advantage regarding its own political trajectory and based its main
policy on the argument that the DP was more populist than the CHP.
Therefore, the DPs promise of being populist quickly gave rise to a policy of
discrediting the former middle classes composed of civil servants and bureaucrats,
and supporting the aforementioned conventional middle class instead. Here, the
inflationist pressure in the economic area also played a part. Indeed, the social
stratum most pressed by the DPs inflation-produced, «forced» saving policy was
the urban middle class. The most vocal among the urban middle strata were the
salaried bureaucrats and military officers who were not only badly hurt by the inflation,
but had largely lost their prominent status as a leading class which they had enjoyed
during the CHP regime.23
In this regard, the middle class created in the Republican era, and the middle
strata built during the rule of the DP bear distinctly differing characteristics and
contents. A major aspect distinguishing the DP period from the Republican period
in the sociological sense, would be the change in the understanding of society.
The aforementioned organicist, solidarist  in actual fact, Francophone 
understanding was now being replaced by another one which implied social mobility
via the discourse of, Transforming Turkey into little America and, ensuring a
wealthy individual in each neighbourhood which indirectly recognized a society
with classes. In other words, the utopia of a classless, society of middle class
was replaced by another utopia of a mobile society where, each neighbourhood
could have a wealthy person.
22
In the Marxist sense, the conventional middle class comprises of self-employed craftsmen
and artisans, freelance lawyers, doctors, pharmacists, engineers, accountants, artists and civil
servants, Karl Marx, Capital: A Critique of Political Economy, New York: International Publishers,
1967, p. 887.
23
Doðu Ergil, Class Conflict and Turkish Transformation (19501975), Studia Islamica, Vol.
41, 1975, p. 142.
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This new utopia of middle class society, rather than promoting classlessness,
transformed into something like the American dream where the classes no longer
constituted any barriers. After all, Zweig suggests that the most prevalent myth about
classes in the USA is the belief that the overwhelming majority of the society is made
up of the middle classes.24 In this context, it is safe to say that a denial of classes rather
than via a discourse of an integrated, classless society, but by creating a society of
middle class, first kicked off during the rule of the DP. Yet, we can also say that the
discourse of middle class served as an ideological construction in both periods.
1960 and after: National developmentalism and classes
The fundamental ideology of the period between the military coups of 1960 and
1980 was the discourse of national developmentalism, which was quite convenient
for the import substituting capital accumulation strategy. Over this period,
development and restructuration became associated with the states intensive and
widespread interventions and its future economic activities.25 However, from an angle
of a perceived hegemony problem, it is safe to say that there were some attempts to
implement the discourse of national developmentalism, sometimes through statist
policies and other times, via an anti-statist approach; yet in both cases, the real
question concerned the endeavour of the dominant strata to become hegemonic
classes. In this context, the DPs climb to power can be regarded as the particular
attempt of the merchant and agricultural bourgeoisie to form a new historical bloc.
This in turn, is yet another indication that the relation between the state and social
classes is not about externality, that the bourgeoisie is directly formed by the very
hand of the state, in direct contrast to a cutting of the cord with the state.26 The
government of the DP had emerged in 1946 as the principle representative of the
land and merchant bourgeoisie. Nevertheless, it is crystal clear that once it
commences, capital development cannot be halted at a certain point; and it will
constantly strive to advance. Hence, the capital accumulation ensured through trade
and agriculture will then need to be transferred to industry, which is very natural. As
a result of this, a major proportion of the large agricultural and merchant bourgeoisie
would begin to invest in industry and evolve into an industrial bourgeoisie. That is
why the second half of the 1950s, witnessed an increasing tension between the
needs and demands of the newly-advancing industrial wing of the bourgeoisie and
the plans of the agricultural and merchant bourgeoisie represented by the DP
government.27 Preparing to make a stride in the field of industry during the late years
of the DP government, the industrial bourgeoisie began to demand a clearing of their
Zweig, The Working Class Majority
Birgül A. Güler, Yeni Sað ve Devletin Deðiþimi Yapýsal Uyarlama Politikalarý 19801995 [The
New Right Wing and Change of the State Structural Adjustment Policies 19801995], Ankara: Ýmge
Kitabevi, 2005, p. 38.
26
Galip Yalman, Türkiyede Devlet ve Burjuvazi: Alternatif bir Okuma Denemesi [The Turkish
State and the Bourgeoisie: an Alternative Way of Reading], in Sürekli Kriz Politikalarý [The Politics of
Permanent Crisis], Nesecan Balkan and Sungur Savran (eds), Ýstanbul: Metis Yayýnlarý, 2004, p. 56.
24
25
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way. When the government did not take any actions in response to this demand, and
continued to grant privileges to the agricultural bourgeoisie and the landed gentry,
the (mostly urban) great merchants and industrial bourgeoisie were driven towards
opposing positions. This modernizing segment of the bourgeoisie, who were willing
to keep up with the capitalist age, were naturally now in search of a political alternative
that would ensure the necessary and convenient change to favour their interests.
After all, as far as capitalist advancement is concerned, regardless of who holds a
state of hegemony  be it bank capital, merchant capital or agricultural capital 
it has to be in concordance with the increasing value of the industrial capital.
Unless such value increase is ensured, it would trigger a general crisis for capital
accumulation, which in turn, would give rise to a hegemony crisis.28 The crisis that
transpired during the DP government was of this kind. In this context, it is safe to
say that the military coup of 27 May 1960 was aimed at creating a more legitimised
political structure under the hegemonic leadership of industrial capital.29
Having been implemented in the 1960s continuing until the mid-1970s, the ideology
of national developmentalism was inherently based on a denial of classes and the
discourse of being one as a nation. As a necessity of the capital accumulation regime
being practised during these years, the workers and labourer classes were granted
many social rights. When socialist left parties were on the rise, in an effort to prevent
this trend, a left of center discourse become popular among the dominant classes.
While the social state strived to maintain a discourse of classlessness, the dream and
myth of creating a society of middle class was also maintained, as in the case of
every nation state. The idea was to restore the middle class life-style which had been
lost between 1950 and 1960 during the DP government. Now it was necessary to act
politically stressing the need for inter-class integration and harmony, rather than
promising classlessness. In this framework, the discourse of a left of center as a
populist policy began to become increasingly meaningful and important. As the idea of
the left of center is part of a political tradition based on a classless and uniform
society, in contrast to its withdrawal of the class conflict and antagonism discourses
of Western social democracies, it deepens the levels of antagonism towards the notion
of peoples powers and dominant powers.30 Although in principle, social democracy
Sungur Savran, 20. Yüzyýlýn Politik Mirasý [The Political Legacy of the 20th Century], in
Sürekli Kriz , p. 23.
28
Bob Jessop, Birikim Stratejileri, Devlet Biçimleri ve Hegemonya Projeleri [Accumulation
Strategies, State Forms and Hegemonic Projects], in Devlet Tartýþmalarý [The State Debate], Simon
Clarke (ed.), Ankara: Ütopya Yayýnlarý, 2004, p. 199.
29
Tülin Öngen, Türkiyede Siyasal Kriz ve Krize Müdahale Stratejileri: Düþük Yoðunluklu
Çatýþmadan Düþük Yoðunluklu Uzlaþma Rejimine [Political Crisis and Crisis Intervention
Strategies in Turkey: From Low Intensity Conflict to Low Density Reconciliation Regime], in
Sürekli Kriz , p. 82.
30
Özkan Aðtaþ, Ortanýn Solu: Ýsmet Ýnönüden Bülent Ecevite [The Left of the Center from
Ýsmet Ýnönü to Bülent Ecevit], in Modern Türkiyede Siyasi Düºünce [Political Thought in Modern
Turkey], Tanýl Bora and Murat Gültekingil (eds), Ýstanbul: Ýletiþim Yayýnlarý, 2008, pp. 219220.
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aspires towards a competent capitalism which would mitigate class conflicts, the
discourse of the left of center believes it can eliminate class conflict in a peaceful
and populist manner, rather than by employing mitigation measures. The class view
of the left of center is, as Bülent Ecevit suggests, an understanding of humanity
distinguishing it both from the right movements and the radical left.31 This way, the
creation of a middle class society is promised. As Aslý Daldal has emphasized:
In this framework, in the aftermath of the 1960 coup detat, an urban middle-class
coalition was formed with the common ideal of economic progress and Social
justice. In Manfred Halperns terminology, a new middle class, a salaried, well
educated stratum uninterested in the accumulation of property, was the backbone
of the progressive urban coalition in Turkey. Within this coalition, the Army and
the Intelligentsia (including the bureaucrats) representing this new middle class
together with the Manufacturing Bourgeoisie (which partly conformed to the
premises of the traditional developmentalist middle class thesis), assumed the
most important political positions.32

So, the old middle class in the 1960s was in essence the nationalist vanguard,
the civil service oriented salariat, short on money but long on institutional perks.33 As
Raka Ray writes, the old middle class were constituted of those who had a particular
orientation towards modernity; who were open-minded, egalitarian and fiscally
prudent.34 Nevertheless, having been altered after 1980, the capital accumulation
process was going to ensure the replacement of the discourse of the old middle
class, whose power was rooted in the state, by the discourse of the new middle
class whose power was rooted in the market.
The 1980 military coup and neo-liberalism
The collapse of the national developmentalism discourse throughout the 1980s,
along with the economic crisis of the 1970s and the need of a transition to another
capital accumulation regime, laid the ground of justification for the military coup on
September 12, 1980. Therefore Turkey initiated its endeavours of integration into
the world economy by going through a transition from national developmentalism to
structural adjustment policies, within the process ignited by some sort of a passive
revolution.35
31
Bülent Ecevit, Ortanýn Solu [The Left of the Center], Ýstanbul: Ýþ Bankasý Kültür Yayýnlarý,
2009, p. 91.
32
Aslý Daldal, The New Middle Class as a Progressive, Urban Coalition: The 1960 Coup dEtat
in Turkey, Turkish Studies, Vol. 5, No. 3, 2004, p. 99.
33
William Mazzarella, Middle Class, https://www.soas.ac.uk/south-asia-institute/keywords/
file24808.pdf (accessed 26 January 2015).
34
Raka Ray, The Middle Class: A Sociological Category or a Proper Noun?, Political Power and
Social Theory, Vol. 21, 2010, p. 317.
35
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The developments after 1980 have been characterized with the implementation of
an outward-oriented economic policy in terms of integration into the world economy
and the restructuring of the state on one hand, and the gradual decline in state
intervention regarding the economy on the other. The discourses of market and
market society came to be advocated constantly. Henceforth the discourse of
democratization, which replaced that of national developmentalism, would be used
in order to legitimize the global order of exploitation. Democratization is considered
as, the compulsory and natural product of yielding to market rationality36 and that
is why it is presented as a three stage process: specifically globalization, privatization,
and localization. As it can be basically understood, several manoeuvres were needed
in order to render the market efficient and embed the discourse of democracy. The
most important of these manoeuvres was through emphasizing that state intervention
into the market was to be the major stumbling block hindering the development of
democracy and a civil society. Thus legal-institutional measures that would restrict
state intervention were started to be taken on board, even by the very hand of the
state itself. The meaning of structural adjustment is basically nothing but the removal
of protective walls, the acceleration of privatization, and the removal of institutional
obstacles before national capital. Neo-liberal restructuring will take place by the very
hand of the state. The public essence of local governments will thus be dissolved
through these policies.37 Here, a change in the form of state and the re-arrangement
of state-society relations in parallel to the changes in class-based power relations are
in question. This project of restructuring initiated by the military regime also indicates
that a new project of hegemony was placed on the agenda as well. According to
Galip Yalman, the new project of hegemony brought into the agenda, around this
period emerged as the end of class-based politics.38 Eradicating state intervention on
one hand, and spreading the discourse of democratization on the other, as well as
localization as a part of this, are consolidated with the discourse of a civil society
distinct from the state. A civil socialist discourse externalizes both a class struggle and
the objectives of political power, and confines the purpose of entire political activity to
democratization. This also carries the purpose of abolishing class-based politics,
autonomizing the relationship between economics and politics, and making that
distinction even more clear-cut as well as orientating people towards a culture/identity-based politics, rather than one based on class relations. This way, democracy is
reduced to the participation of individuals in the decisions to be made about themselves
on a local level, through non-governmental organizations without the problematizing
of production or property relations. Democracy is rendered dependent on good
governance and the extent to which this governance can be realized.
36
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Conversely, in parallel to the new economic policy and technological developments,
different categories of wageworkers other than the working class were claimed to
have emerged (for example, Alvin Gouldner, Anthony Giddens, Scott Lash and John
Urry).39 Regardless of their different meanings and contents, these theories of new
class generally argued that Marx neglected the new middle class that developed
in between the bourgeois and the proletariat in its entirety,40 and his hopes that a
classless society would be achieved after capitalism had become irrelevant.41 This
newly developed middle class was distinct from the working class, not only regarding
wages and the work it performed but also for being considered as a symbol of the
transition from materialist values to post-materialist objectives and values, as well as
for advocating that there would be a move from class-based political polarization
towards value-based political polarizations.42 The values adopted by the new middle
class were best expressed in terms of movements called New Social Movements
or Identity-Oriented Movements, rather than of labour movements or any other
class movement.
This development and the ensuing disputes were also reflected in Turkish political
life and the social sciences. The Motherland Party (ANAP) that took office in 1983
following the military coup, used the theme of orta direk (central pillar), which
included social strata such as workers, civil servants, farmers, and tradesmen, and
adopted an image of a middle class party. Orta direk was referring to a group
including civil servants, retired people and wage workers whose life conditions were
worsened as a result of the economic policies. Through these policies, which do not
serve to bother power relations in society, Turgut Özal tried to give the impression
that the ANAP was representative of the public and the notion of social justice
being meted out to the losers of any neoliberal restructuring of the economy.43 As
39
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a result of this the impression was given of a society consisting almost entirely of the
middle classes. The replacement of an old and conventional middle class discourse
with the discourse of a new middle class in the following years represents an important
ideological manoeuvre. This new middle class consisted of company managers, selfemployed people, and high ranking civil servants and included university graduates in
the broadest sense. According to this approach their difference from the old middle
class, which had developed under state protection, particularly lies in their characteristics
of being close to global culture, keen on protecting their own area, and opposed to any
form of hierarchy.44 More importantly, this new middle class is defined through its
lifestyle, patterns of consumption, free and leisure time activities, and cultural
differences. Mass communication tools ultimately spread and disperse popular
tendencies, lifestyles, fashions, practices, habits and occupations, and even the lifestyles
of people with particular professions, outwards to the entire world. A common
characteristic of class analyses made in consideration of this factor, is the pointing out
of a profession-based categorization, which in one sense is what Max Weber called
a status group. In this categorization, the social group that emerged due to the expansion
in high-profession groups is called the new middle class.45
According to Çaðlar Keyder, the new middle class is not a part of the bourgeoisie.
The distinctive characteristic of this class is the fact that they are not employers
(themselves) within the division of labour created in modern society yet they are
essential in terms of (their) skills (being) awarded in return for their mental efforts;
taking greater responsibility and (being) in the position to make decisions. From
this point onwards, Keyder argues that our fate is dependent on this new middle
class rather than on the proletariat: Relative autonomy for employers is important in
order to define the new middle class Based on that, we can say that this group
would not really buy into the social movements we associated with the proletariat.
We can expect that they would rather be sensitive towards matters such as individual
freedom, environmental awareness, and state coercion.46 Therefore the class that
defines todays society is the new middle class according to Keyder, as well as being
the driving force of social change. Further interpretations suggest that the recent
rise of Turkey owes to this new middle class.
Thus, contemporary society engages its members primarily as consumers; only
secondarily, and partly, does it engage them as producers. To meet the social norm,
to be a fully-fledged member of society, one needs to respond promptly and efficiently
to the temptations of the consumer market; and in case of economic trouble be
part of the consumer-led recovery.47 The new middle class of the 1980s and
Çaðlar Keyder, Yeni Orta Sýnýf [The New Middle Class], Bilim Akademisi Derneði, No. 34,
2014, www.bilimakademisi.org (accessed 27 January 2015).
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1990s in Turkey was made into a popular image as urban professionals pleased to be
the customers of the global culture of consumption, thanks to working in sectors
strongly tied to the global economy and having high levels of income, and symbolizing
the rationality of economic liberalization and globalization. The new middle class of
Turkey during 1980s and 1990s was represented with the popular imagery of well-paid
urban professionals who were working in sectors which were strongly connected
to the global economy and thus, were happy buyers of the global consumption culture,
and as such were a symbol of the rationale behind economic liberalisation and
globalization. Bureaucrats, the bearers of westernization, modernization and progress
and thus winners entitled to certain privileges during the founding of the Republic
until the 1960s, were replaced by the new middle class who became bearers of
globalization, innovation and consumption during the 1980s.
The political party which enacted the most successful policy of this kind was the
Justice and Development Party (AKP) who had an Islamic rhetoric and have managed
to stay in government since 2002. When urban transformation projects and the cultural
policy of the AKP is analysed, it will be seen that consumerism is central to both its
political discourse and practices.
The real reason behind urban transformation throughout the world is to facilitate
capital flow, to create new investment opportunities to both national and international
capital and to create new consumption spaces. Urban transformation projects enacted
by both central and local governments are usually focused on consumption and try
to satisfy the expectations of the new middle class. It can be seen that urban
transformation accelerated during the AKPs tenure, as land was reclaimed from its
previous owners and shopping centers were built next to high apartment buildings,
as this neoliberal culture policy priorities included the building of shopping centers,
big and glamourous chain stores that belong to global brands, alongside boulevards
and roads lined by cafes and restaurants.48
Configuring urban policy with consumption spaces at its center, is not only
important for central and local political authorities but also for the large and medium
scale capital owners.49 Today, the AKPs social base is comprised of a capitalist
class of artisans, vendors, shopkeepers and small and medium sized business owners,
and hence the importance of creating and/or augmenting a consumption culture
can easily be understood. In short, urban transformation and cultural policy is
enacted by a consumerist vision and an aim to enrich the capital owners within its
Islamic/conservative grassroots.
It is necessary to emphasize this as an important point to grasp, between religion
and the consumption classes. This pulling out and moving away from state oriented
markets as a result of neoliberal policies, caused an increase in size and number of
Engin Sarý, Neoliberalizmin Kültür Politikasý: Ankarada Kentsel Turizm ve Kenarda
Býraktýklarý [The Cultural Politics of Neoliberalism], in Kenarýn Kitabý: Arada kalmak, Çeperde
Yaþamak, Funda Þenol Cantek (ed.), Ýstanbul: Ýletiþim Yayýnlarý, 2014, p. 236.
49
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organizations like religious communities and relations such as family, neighbourhood,
kinship and citizenship (fellow countrymen), that are formed and based on the relations
of reciprocity. As it became more and more difficult for individuals to meet basic
needs through market relations after 1980, religious community membership gained
importance as a way of compensation to meet those basic needs. 50 This sense of
belonging in Turkey is mostly based upon loyalty to a religious community. On the
other hand, religious communities in Turkey are also based around small and middle
sized capital groups like Server Holding, incorporated by the Nakºibendi community
(Naqsbandi Tariqa). These communities and capital groups, as previously mentioned,
consist of the AKPs social base. Accordingly, every policy for increasing consumption
is for the benefit of these religious communities and their small and middle sized
companies or their holdings. For this reason, the AKP always emphasises the important
of consumption and the Islamic new middle class.51
Briefly, it has been revealed that the post-1980 expansion of the consumption-based market was primarily grounded in the re-definition of the category of the
middle class. In this context, it can be argued that the new middle class is a political
category with loose boundaries re-drawn according to the capital accumulation regime.
As the Economist and the World Bank state, this is a new category including anyone
that possesses a reasonable amount of discretionary income. These global economy
authorities underline that with their untapped consumption potentials, these middle
classes could be a new engine of growth.52 As in other developing market economies,
the re-defined middle class in Turkey is a considerable resource regarding the
sustainability of a global economy. It is because the members of this class have an
average income, are willing to consume, and most importantly, can obtain loans.
Therefore classes are no longer being denied, but externalized by recognition through
the new middle class as defined by consumption.
Conclusion
In this study, we focused on the function of the discourse of the middle class
rather than the problem of whether a middle class does or does not exist in Turkey.
We tried to examine the processes, since the foundation of the republic up until
today and by dividing it into three periods. Each of the mentioned periods points out
the timeframes throughout which different policies of varying economic, political,
and ideological or cultural aspects were implemented.
The republican period, especially in the 1930s, was a period during which statist
policies were implemented in economic terms and a nation was trying to be built for a
Ayþe Buðra, Devlet-Piyasa Karþýtlýðýnýn Ötesinde: Ýhtiyaçlar ve Tüketim Üzerine Yazýlar
[Beyond the State-Market Dichotomy: Essays on Human Needs and Consumption], Ýstanbul:
Ýletiþim Yayýnlarý, 2000, p. 23.
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newly established state. For this reason, the basic ideology of the period was grounded
on the idea that society consisted of a classless and unprivileged whole. However, with
the DP that adopted more liberal and conservative policies undertaking office in 1950, it
is observed that a traditional middle class located in Anatolia and Istanbul was supported,
instead of the middle class (bureaucracy, military, and high rank civil servants) that was
developed by the republican period and took its power from the state. Here, the purpose
was, creating a rich person in every neighbourhood and making Turkey resemble
America, the so-called middle class society. This middle class discourse was naturally
carried out con-currently with that of economic development.
The post-1960 period points towards the transition to an import substitution
accumulation regime, and this was realized by a military coup in Turkey. During this
period, a national development discourse emerged and thus once again the objective
of creating a middle class society was emphasized. However, in contrast to the
republican period, the making of politics based on a requirement of inter-class
integration and harmony instead of classlessness came to the fore.
After 1980, an outward-oriented economic policy in which state intervention was
minimized, was started to be implemented instead of import substitution policies.
Naturally, the basic ideology of the period could not be described as national
developmentalism; instead, the discourse of democratization was adopted.
Nevertheless such economic policies would make inter-class distinctions more
obvious. In opposition to this w as the emergence of a civil society and the classless
structure of this civil society. It is because only the individuals in a civil society
forged any identity (woman, man, ethnicity, religion etc.) yet were never members
of a class. In addition to this, the discourse of a new middle class was elevated in
the replacement of the old and traditional middle classes. Then it was meaningless to
consider the proletariat but realistic to consider the new middle class as the driving
force of change. However, more importantly, this new middle class performed exactly
what neo-liberal economic policies needed: a consumption of as much as possible.
In this study, we tried to indicate that the middle class as an ideological construct
in Turkey had a political mission. As a matter of fact, in different capital accumulation
regimes, different social groups gain convenience for the survival of the economy;
just as in the case that the secured middle class of the period of Fordism and the
welfare state, being assured of its future, was replaced by an unsecured new middle
class not assured of its future, that was indebted, yet living the good life and
becoming the ideal type or symbol of the system in the period of Post-Fordism,
globalization, and economic liberalization. The category of the middle class, redefined
flexibly according to the status of the capital accumulation regime, is located at the
center of this picture. With regards to Turkey, especially during the period from
1950 until nowadays, and despite being defined differently within the context of the
requirements of the system; a middle class discourse in general has been a medium
for keeping society together and is indicative of the fact that this is not a class
society bound by recognition of the existence of class: apparently there is only one
class of note and that is the old, traditional or the new middle class.
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Abstract
This paper seeks to explain the nature of Turkeys foreign policy towards
the Middle East, before and after the Arab Spring. Since the first term in office the region
of the Middle East was crucial for the Justice and Development Party (AKP) and Recep
Tayip Erdoðan, whose government started to implement Ahmet Davutoðlus strategic
depth conception. Answering the question if the current foreign policy of the AKP is an
expression of simple political pragmatism  a major feature of Turkeys foreign policy
since Atatürk  or rather a strengthening of regional power ambitions, remains the main
purpose of this article.

Introduction
The Middle East is the region traditionally incorporated into the scope of interest
of the Republic of Turkey. It is largely the result of its political, cultural and economic
presence in the region lasting several centuries. This presence emerged from the
international ancestor of the modern Republic of Turkey, i.e. the Ottoman Empire
founded in circa 1300, when one of the Turkish leaders named Osman defeated his
neighbours and transformed the little principality in the Marmara Sea region into a
consistent state that took its name after this conquering ruler. As the newly established
state ruled by Osman was becoming more powerful, it started to be called the Ottoman
Empire and began rapid expansion, starting from conquering several small and weak
states in Anatolia and then focusing on such regions like the Balkans or the Middle
East. After seizing Constantinople in 1453, the Ottoman Empire launched extensive
conquests, mostly in the years from 1520 to 1566, when ruled by the sultan Suleiman
the Magnificent. A bit earlier, in 1517, Ottoman Turks defeated Egyptian Mamluks
and conquered the territories of Syria and Egypt. In 1534 they took control over the
lands of Iraq. The further expansion, being the most extensive in the 16th century,
resulted in the Empire becoming a dominant power in the Middle East, taking control
over territories of Northern Africa and the Arabian Peninsula.
In general, the might and influence of the Empire started to diminish since the late
18th century, when the military dominance of such powerful states like Great Britain,
France, Russia or Prussia became significant. The efforts to save the country from
Ph.D., Pedagogical University of Cracow, Institute of Political Sciences, e-mail: karolbieniek@
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inside, focusing on an implementation of several modernizing activities in order to
transform rigid, mostly feudal structures into a modern state, failed. The Empire,
overpowered by crises, suffered consecutive military defeats throughout the 19th century
and was successfully deprived of the territories conquered several centuries earlier.1
Ottoman Turks were rapidly losing their lands in the Middle East, the Balkans and the
Caucasus. The ultimate fall from grace took place in the early 20th century; in 1912 the
Empire once again lost territories in the Middle East, and after losing yet another war
the sultan was forced to conclude a peace treaty resulting in Tripolitania and Cyrenaica
being ceded to Italy. In 19121913 the Balkan Wars resulted in the Empire losing the
last of its territories in the Balkans. In 1914 the Empire entered World War I as an ally
of the Central Powers, whose loss resulted in the downfall of the Ottoman state.
Within three years from signing the Treaty of Sèvres2 to the Treaty of Lausanne in
1923, the entire Ottoman history was wiped out. The Turkish War of Independence of
19201923 and the victory by forces led by Mustafa Kemal Atatürk allowed the signing
of a peace treaty establishing a complete sovereign state on the territories under its
control that corresponded to the current borders of Turkey.3 Soon, this newly
established state started to create its institutional foundations and to develop new foreign
policy that for many years determined the way Turkey was present in international
relations, including relations with the Middle East. This is when the foundations of
Turkish foreign policy were made, the foundations that the subsequent ruling Justice
and Development Party (AKP, Adalet ve Kalkýnma Partisi) pledged to change.
Turkish foreign policy in the 20th century
Firstly, we should underline the fact that the newly established state was weak and
had to face several external challenges, meaning that it was in some measure forced to
perform peaceful international policy and to deprive itself of any territorial claims
against its neighbours. A necessity to perform internal transformation was the reason
why Turkish elites were forced to undertake foreign policies without any revisionist
goals, that could guarantee the existence of a young state at the same time.
Initially, the main goals of Turkish foreign policy were focused on earning the
widest possible international recognition as well as the protection of a hard fought
independence. At the same time, foreign policy became a secondary concern, when
compared to the main goal of the Turkish state, which was internal reconstruction.4
1
For more details about the Ottoman presence in the Middle East and the collapse of the
Ottoman Empire see: Patric Kinross, The Ottoman Centuries: The Rise and Fall of the Turkish
Empire, New York, London: Morrow, 1977.
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2000, p. 45.
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Members of the Kemalist administration launched a widely performed program of
social reforms aiming to build Turkey as a modern, nation state. Developing change
required both internal and international stability. The famous Atatürks, peace at
home, peace in the world slogan, coined by the main architect of Turkish foreign
policy from 1923 to 1938, expresses his opinions on the international activities of
Turkey in these times. Peaceful and anti-revisionist foreign policies aimed at paving
the way for internal stability and to implement reform, were crucially needed in the
young state. At the same time these policies were undoubtedly the result of a
reasonable and realistic assessment as the young country lacking force could not
afford any engagement in international conflict. This was the reason why Turkey
unconditionally accepted the borders defined in the Treaty of Lausanne and did not
perform any actions in order to change them, although the internal problems of
neighbouring countries, especially in the Middle East, where European powers
established their own spheres of influence after WWI, provided ample opportunity
to do so.5
Radical change with regards to foreign policy, that took place during the
transformation from the typically archaic state of the Ottoman Empire into the modern
nation state of the Republic of Turkey, was significant. The dynasty of the Ottoman
Turks ruled the feudal and theocratic monarchy, and conducted foreign policies
focused on the conquest and expansion of its influence in new lands for hundreds of
years. As the international position of the Empire started to decline in the late 18th
century, the Ottoman Turks focused on the protection of their territories that became
their main goal of international activities. When Atatürks party took power in the
1920s, two crucial phenomena occurred. Firstly, there was a change in the foundations
of the state, which  according to its founders  was supposed to be a secular nation
in accordance to the widely defined Western culture. In order to achieve these goals,
a program of radical social reforms was implemented, the caliphate was abolished,
the alphabet was changed and political institutions based on Western states political
systems were established.6 Secondly, the aforementioned changes of foreign policy
took place; thus proposed social reforms required both time and general stability.
The Republic of Turkey could not afford any international conflicts, when its priority
was to rebuild the country internally. The main ideas of Ottoman foreign policy,
such as Pan-Ottomanism, Pan-Islamism or Pan-Turkism were both internally and
internationally replaced with the ideas of the Kemalist republic, such as republicanism,
secularity and nationalism, where a nation was defined as,  a political and social
community created by citizens bonded by a common language, culture and ideals.7
For example, no actions were performed in 1926, when the region of Mosul was incorporated
into Iraq and controlled by the British, when any possible Turkish intervention would have had a
great chance of success.
6
For more details about the constitutional regime of the new Turkish Republic see: Taha Parla,
Türkiyede anayasalar [Constitutions in Turkey], Ýstanbul: Ýletiþim 2007, pp. 1727.
7
Mustafa Aydýn, Turkish Foreign Policy  Framework and Analysis, Ankara: SAM Papers,
2004, p. 35.
5
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As the Ottoman Empire was transforming from a multi-national, strictly religion-related state into a secular nation country, internal reforms turned out to be essential.
Subsequently, foreign policy became to some extent controlled by internal policy as
its goal was to preserve the Turkish state, maintain the status quo in the region and
to enable the development of a civilized Turkey.
This matter is especially significant in order to analyze Kemalist foreign policy
that can be defined as pragmatic, rational and avoiding risky international actions.
Further elements included a reverence for international law and obligations focused
on maintaining full independence and civilization development.8 For the Kemalist
elite that was ruling Turkey, civilization development was perceived as a civilization
development in accordance to the levels of Western Europe countries. On the other
hand, the Middle East was seen as a backward region, where religion plays an
important role in the development of social processes (which of course, was totally
against the rule of secularity adopted in Turkey, being a fundament of the Kemalist
ideology). Such perceptions only enhanced the attitude of Turkish establishment in
that their country should be politically, economically and culturally bonded with
Europe. Thus foreign policy, shaped by the nationalistically oriented elite, became
another modernization tool. In the following parts of this article it will be shown that
later, the term civilization development would be differently understood by social
groups oriented on religion, and resulting in certain consequences for Turkish foreign
policy, including the Middle East.
The accepted assumptions of foreign policy resulted in the Middle East being
regarded as of minor significance in Turkish foreign policy during the creation of
the so-called First Republic. In fact the only activity performed in the context of this
region, was the signing of the Treaty of Saadabad between Turkey, Iraq, Iran and
Afghanistan on June 8 1937. The agreement was a non-aggression pact and engaged
parties were obliged to conduct peaceful policy making and co-operation.9 We should
mention that the signing of this agreement was an example of Turkish efforts to
maintain correct relations with its neighbours and thus preserve the status quo in the
region. It is also a perfect example of careful foreign policy conducted by Kemalists
from a general point of view.
In WWII Turkey remained neutral, however some events that followed the war
forced some transformations in Turkish foreign policy. Political pressure and demands
from the Soviet Union forced the Turkish political elite to search for new ways to
enable protection, which was the main goal of foreign policy. Only as late as 1952 did
the isolated Turkey join NATO, becoming a stable element of this organization.
Membership in this organization also created some strategic opportunities to build
8
Turhan Feyzioðlu, Atatürkün Dýþ Politikasýnýn Özellik, Ýlke ve Amaçlarý [Features, Principles
and Goals of Atatürks Foreign Policy], Ýstanbul: Boðaziçi Üniversitesi Yayýnlarý, 1984, pp. 111.
9
Atay Akdevelioðlu and Ömer Kürkçüoðlü, Orta Doðuyla Ýliþkiler [Relations with the Middle
East], in Türk Dýþ Politikasý Cilt I: 19191980 [Turkish Foreign Policy: Part I 19191980], Baskýn
Oran (ed.), Ýstanbul: Ýletiþim, 2004, p. 368.
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relations with the European Community and in 1963 the Ankara Agreement was signed,
creating an association of Turkey with this organization. In the context of the Middle
East it should be generally mentioned that once again it was not a priority in Turkish
foreign policy. As a member of Western countries, Ankara focused on internal NATO
activities and on integration with Western Europe structures. Even the signing of the
Baghdad Pact in 1955 should be treated as part of a Cold War related action that
defined Turkey as a Middle East ally of the USA, and against the USSR.10
It can be concluded that during the Cold War, Turkish foreign policy was extremely
static. A polarization of the international system, being an imminent characteristic of
international relations of that time, defined Turkeys activities that focused on widely
understood security measures (seen as participation in activities within NATO).
In summarizing, it should be stated that since the establishment of the Republic of
Turkey in 1923 up to the end of the Cold War, Turkish foreign policy was under the
extremely strong influence of Kemalist elites, both in political and military terms.
The rules defined in the 1920s became dominant and when civil governments were
thoroughly controlled by the military; foreign policy was also under the strong
influence of this group, for which the priorities were strong relations with Western
countries, a significant role within NATO structures and co-operation with the USA.
Such a defined framework explicitly determined Ankaras activity in the Middle East,
limited to regional actions resulting from Cold War processes.
The end of the Cold War was a challenge for Turkey and its foreign policy. In that
time when Ankara was forced to define its activity priorities in international relations,
there were also however, some new opportunities that were not utilized, especially
in the 1990s, as Turkish elites mostly copied their activities from the Cold War era,
thus they conducted a conservative foreign policy limited to the aspect of security.
Despite becoming significantly interested in neighbouring regions such as the Balkans
or Central Asia and the Caucasus, areas with countries belonging to the so-called
Turkic languages family; in contradiction to expectations, Turkey was unable to
become a state that could have a continuous and significant influence on these regions.
The reason for this was a general lack of strategic will and a constant foreign policy
that was still under the strong influence of Kemalist elites. Internal problems also
played an important role in the process as in the 1990s the country suffered from a
permanent economic crisis, political instability and terrorism.11 These problems also
had an impact on relations with the Middle East, because despite the engagement in
the crisis resulting from the 19901991 Gulf War and the hosting of significant
amounts of refugees, Turkish actions were just as passive as they had been throughout
the Cold War era.
10
Atay Akdevelioðlu and Ömer Kürkçüoðlü, Ýranla Ýliþkiler [Relations with Iran], in Türk Dýþ
Politikasý Cilt I: 19191980, Baskýn Oran (ed.), Ýstanbul: Ýletiþim, 2004, p. 651.
11
During the 1990s Turkey experienced the biggest economic crisis in her history. The weak
coalitional governments were unable to implement serious social and economical reforms with a
view to overcome the crisis.
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It was only around the beginning of the 21st century, when finally there was
some qualitative change regarding the role and importance of the Middle East in
Turkish foreign policy, around the time when AKP seized power. After starting
governance in 2002, the party started to challenge Kemalist elites and to holistically
change Turkish foreign policy, in which the Middle East began to play an extremely
significant role.
The Justice and Development Party  ideological identity and foreign policy
The Justice and Development Party (AKP) was established in 2001 and derived
from the existing political wing, whose crucial goal and main reason of activity was
an enhancement of the role of Islam in the political and social life of Turkey.12 It is
where an ideological division took place at the beginning of this century, a division
performed by political groups led by Necemttin Erbakan and young activists of the
Virtue Party (Fazilet Partisi), described as the restorers movement, who left this
party and established the AKP. A rejection of radical pro-Islamic attitudes with only
mutual references to peripheral segments of Turkish voters, i.e. the impact and
result of activities of the well-consolidated Kemalist elite, became notions that were
to become excluded from significant political processes, and were to form the key
elements of the AKP political program. The party established by Recep Tayyip Erdoðan,
the current Turkish president and Abdullah Gül, the former president, strongly placed
itself within the social and political division of the centre and the peripheries, as is
characteristic of Turkish politics. The centre relates to the Kemalist elite and social
forces close to this ideology, represented by the main opposition group the Republican
Peoples Party (CHP, Cumhuriyet Halk Partisi), whereas the peripheries, where most
AKP voters come from, are represented by a defined group closely linked to Islamic
values and by those who simply loathe the Kemalist wing. Slogans of state renewal
proposed by the party in its election program and its consequent image as new and
vibrant player on the Turkish political scene brought an unprecedented and unexpected
level of success in the 2002 elections, that allowed the AKP to create the government
single-handedly. It is worth mentioning that the 1990s were a difficult time in recent
Turkey history. Weak, unsuccessful, short-lived governments who were unable to
cope with challenges emerging after the Cold War, namely overwhelming corruption,
social apathy and economic crises, proved extremely harmful for the common people.
In this context the AKP was seen as a breath of fresh air in Turkish politics.
Subsequent images and portrayals of this party as the power that would  in contrast
to the parties of the1990s  serve the citizens and solve their problems instead of
focusing on the party itself, had a profound influence on the above-mentioned election
12
Although its clear that the AKP has a pro-Islamic stance, the party at the beginning of her
activities did not want to confront with the Kemalist establishment and strongly underlined a
moderated stance based on avoiding social tensions and confrontation with the existing establishment.
See: Ümit Cizre, Menderes Çýnar, Türkiye 2002: Kemalism, Islamism and Politics in the Light of
February 28 Process, The South Atlantic Quarterly, Vol. 102, 2003, p. 323.
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success in 2002.13 In the following years Erdoðans party managed to consolidate
its position on the Turkish political scene, winning elections in 2007 and 2011. See
the table below.
Table 1. Results of elections to the Grand National Assembly of Turkey, held on November
3, 2002, July 22, 2007 and June 12, 2011
Year/percent
of given votes
and number
of mandates

Justice and
Development
Party (AKP)

Republican
Peoples Party
(CHP)

Nationalist
Movement
Party (MHP)

Independent
candidates

2002

34.29

363

19.38

178

8.35



1

2007

46.52

341

20.9

112

14.27

70

5.27

26

2011

49.83

327

25.98

135

13.01

53

6.57

35

9

Source: Prepared on the basis of: Documents of Supreme Election Board of Turkey, http://
www.ysk.gov.tr/ysk/GenelSecimler.html (accessed 12 December 2013).

These results are indicative of the constant domination of AKP in Turkish politics.
We can say that even if the first victory of 2002 was mostly the result of a sense of
fascination and hope in a new party holding sway over voters,14 the next two conclusive
victories resulted from specific actions of the party in both internal and foreign policy.
In internal politics the AKP performed actions against the Kemalist establishment
in order to consolidate power in state administration. In the first term of 20022007
those actions were undertaken with utmost care as AKP leaders were perfectly aware
of the fact that significant power was still held by the Kemalist elite who were
supported by the military. Party leaders did not want to follow Necmettin Erbakan,
who after winning a democratic election was forced to step down from the post of
prime minister as a result of direct pressure from the military in 1997.15 Thus, AKP
activity during its first term focused on problems related to economic restructuring
and implementing several legal solutions in order to integrate Turkey into the European
13
The AKP in her rhetoric appealed to the conception of service (Turkish hizmet), thus
underlying that service to the people would be her main task. This was all aimed at creating a popular
image of the AKP that differs from corrupted political parties of the 1990s era. See: Recep Tayyip
Erdoðan, Konuºmalar [Speeches], Ankara: AK Parti Yayýnlarý, 2004, pp. 193194.
14
In the polls conducted after the election, 38% of voters declared they supported AKP as they
wanted to try a new party, see: Soli Özel Turkey at the Pools: After the Tsunami, in Islam and
Democracy in the Middle East, Larry Diamond, Marc Plattner, Daniel Brumberg (eds), Baltimore
and London: The John Hopkins University Press, 2003, p. 163.
15
In 1997, prime minister Necmettin Erbakan, the leader of the pro-Islamic Welfare Party (Refah
Partisi), was forced to leave his post after experiencing constant military pressure. The army did not
decide to intervene openly, thus this event has been described as a post-modern coup (Turkish
post-modern darbe). See more: Ali Bayramoglu, 28 ªubat  Bir müdahalenin güncesi [28 February
 The Memoirs of the Intervention], Ýstanbul: Ýletiþim, 2007.
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Union. These actions, greatly supported by society, were mainly focused on an
institutional weakening of the military influence on political processes. In 2005 Turkey
was officially qualified as an EU candidate state, but this was also due to the apparent
success of Erdoðans government as Turkey was the first candidate state without a
final guarantee of membership. At the same time important posts in public
administration were gradually held by people related to AKP, for example in public
broadcasting. At the end of AKPs first term there was a period of gradually enhancing
tension between the party and the military. In 2007, on the basis of various procedural
aspects, the army ceased all activities to prevent Gül from being elected as president,16
and prime minister Erdoðan decided to run a parliamentary election before the end of
its tenure. Once again, his party became victorious thanks to real economic successes,
an increased quality of life for the common people and the consolidation of the
professional image of his party as a power well able to efficiently modernize Turkey.
The second term with Erdoðan, chosen a prime minister again, was a period of
increasing tension and confrontation and with the strengthening of the AKP as a
constant power in Turkish politics. The mechanism that AKP applied was based on
running a constitutional referendum. We should underline that the party had extremely
large support in society, explicitly interpreted by the party itself as acceptance of its
modernizing activities that in fact consolidated its power. In 2007, in the form of a
referendum implemented by the AKP, the Turks voted for, amongst other things, for
a change in the procedure of electing a president (the president was supposed to be
installed as a result of a direct election instead of by the Grand National Assembly of
Turkey (TBMM, Türkiye Büyük Millet Meclisi)) and for shortening parliament tenure
(from five to four years).17 Three years later, in 2010, the AKP decided to run another
referendum regarding several proposed changes to the Constitutional Act of 1982
relating to such matters as a significant increase in civil rights and liberties, and
crucial changes in judicial structure, and especially concerning military matters. The
structure of the Constitutional Court was also to be changed, having been a body
that often slowed down and hindered legal changes initiated by AKP politicians.
Around 58% of voters were in favour of the implementation of such proposed
changes.18 Thus, in quite a short space of time, the AKP managed to successfully
weaken its political rivals and became a key power on the Turkish political scene. In
2011, for a third time in a row, it easily won another election and is now ruling
single-handedly. One could say that despite some protests that have recently taken
place in Turkey, emanating from the well documented Gezi Park demonstrations,
the situation seems to be under control at the moment and Erdoðans power remains
unthreatened. The weakening of the Kemalist establishment turned out to be so
According to the law of Turkish Republic, a president was then elected by the TBMM.
Referendum provisions at: http://www.tbmm.gov.tr/kanunlar/k5678.html (accessed 20
December 2013).
18
Referendum provisions at: http://www.tbmm.gov.tr/kanunlar/k5982.html (accessed 23
December 2013).
16
17
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effective that even mass social protests, involving an estimated 2.5 million people in
79 Turkish provinces,19 had no impact on the internal policies of the AKP, whose
objective is a further consolidation of power and changes in current social relations
shaped in accordance with Kemalist values.
At the same time we should mention that the election successes achieved by AKP
were also based on a skillfully conducted foreign policy and also on significant
economic accomplishments.
As previously stated, before the seizing of power by the AKP, Turkish foreign
policy towards neighbouring regions was not significantly dynamic and relations
with them were not in a healthy state. Thanks to its geostrategic location, the Republic
of Turkey could exert significant influence on such regions as the Middle East, the
Balkans, the Black Sea and the Caucasus. In the 1990s Turkish foreign policy towards
these areas was not considered a priority for Ankara and relations with neighbouring
nations could be described as no better than appropriate. Turkish political elites
remained mainly focused on a strategic partnership with the United States and on the
matter of integration with the EU, the latter being treated as the main priority in the
second half of the 1990s. The result was the limiting of relations between Turkey
and its neighbouring regions and states in terms of resolving emergency problems
and  as for the Balkans  the creation of an atmosphere of stability and co-operation
by building a network of institutional bonds.20 Additionally, internal economic problems
which resulted in an unfavourable position regarding matters of trade exchange and
foreign investments, compared to European powers, such as Germany, France or
even Greece that penetrated the markets of the Balkan states. Summing up, we can
notice that the 1990s were a time of some stagnation for Turkish foreign policy as
the country did not fully utilize some apparent opportunities to consolidate and increase
its influence after the dissolution of the Soviet Union and end of the Cold War.
The seizing of power by the AKP is directly related to the qualitative changes of
Turkish foreign policy and intense economic development, the natural consequence
of which was an increase in trade exchange with neighbours and an enhanced level
activity of Turkish entrepreneurs in foreign markets.
The new conception of foreign policy of Ankara was significantly based on the
assumptions defined by Ahmet Davutoðlu, the main advisor of prime minister Erdoðan
in 20022009, the minister of foreign affairs from 2009 to 2014 and the current
prime minister of Turkey since 28 August 2014. The basic principles were described
in his paper entitled Strategic Depth: Turkeys International Position. This widely
The main reason for the protests were accusations of dictatorial ambitions and the explicitly
declared will to change the secular character of the Republic of Turkey against the prime minister
Erdoðan and AKP. See: 2.5 milyon insan 79 ilde sokaða indi [2.5 Million People in 79 Provinces
Went to the Streets], http://gundem.milliyet.com.tr/2-5-milyon-insan-79-ilde-sokaga/gundem/detay/
1726600/default.htm (accessed 11 January 2014)
20
The Balkans are the perfect example of an area where Turkey has implemented security and
stability oriented foreign policies after the end of the Cold War, Güner Öztek, The Situation in the
Balkans and Turkeys Balkan Policy, Turkish Review of Balkan Studies, Vol. 8, 2003, p. 4.
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documented book became captured the essence of Turkish foreign policy under the
AKPs rule. Firstly, the author recognizes that the end of the Cold War created new
opportunities for Turkish foreign policy that could potentially elevate the status of
Turkey as a regional or even a global power. In this context the 1990s are seen as a
lost period, when a constant conception based on the historical and geographical
potential of Turkey remained undeveloped. In his opinion, the states affected by the
significant changes in global politics, such as, for example, the end of the Cold War,
have a so-called historical and geographical depth. This is initially documented as
follows: A country that is always at the epicenter of events, whatever they may be
Countries like Turkey, China, and Japan have deep historical roots in their regions.
During the transition from the 19th to 20th century, there were eight multi-national
empires across Eurasia: Britain, Russia, Austria-Hungary, France, German, China,
Japan and Turkey. Now, these countries are experiencing very similar problems
with their respective regions. Germany has experienced similar difficulties in Eastern
Europe to those experienced by Turkey in the Balkans and the Middle East. As these
countries all possess historical depth they develop spheres of influence; if they fail
to do this they then experience various problems.21 On the other hand, geographical
depth should be seen as the element of Turkish historical depth: Turkey is not just
the only old Mediterranean country. One important characteristic that distinguishes
Turkey from say Romania or Greece is that Turkey is simultaneously both a Middle
East and a Caucasus country. Unlike Germany, Turkey is as much European as it is
Asian and indeed Turkey is also as much a Black Sea country as it is a Mediterranean
one. This geographical variation and depth places Turkey right at the center of many
geopolitical areas of influence.22 By using both the historical and geographical potential
of Turkey, additionally enhanced by the strong civilization influence of Turkey on its
neighbouring regions, it is the foundation of the conception of strategic depth. It is
nothing more than the strategy assuming transformation of the international role and
significance of Turkey from a border state, being typical for the Cold War period,
into the entity of main importance for the neighbouring regions and then in the global
context, based on the aforementioned criteria.
In the context of influence on the Middle East, the difference between Kemalist
foreign policy and the proposition offered by the AKP is extremely significant. The
vision proposed by Ahmet Davutoðlu to some extent meant that the Sèvres
Syndrome, so typical of the Kemalists and focusing on protecting the last Turkish
territories saved from the collapse of the Ottaman Empire, was abolished. On the
other hand, the increased importance of the Middle East in terms of Turkish foreign
policy under AKP rule is a consequence of opening this country to neighbouring
21
The interview with Ahmet Davutoðlu for the Turkish Daily News: http://www.hurriyet
dailynews.com/the-power-turkey-does-not-use-is-thatof-ampquotstrategic-depthampquot.
aspx?pageID=438&n=the-power-turkey-does-not-use-is-thatof-quotstrategic-depthquot-200106-14 (accessed 4 January 2014).
22
Ibidem.
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regions and leaving the only acceptable conception of civilization development
unconditionally linked with Western Europe. Of course, adopting the rules of strategic
depth does not mean that Turkey will cut off its links with the West, but only
search for new opportunities to enhance its influence.
According to adopted guidelines, the foreign policy of Ankara should be based on
five basic conditions that all have great influence on Turkish relations with Middle
Eastern countries:
1. Maintaining a balance between security and democracy.
2. A no problems with neighbours strategy.
3. An intense development of relations with neighbouring regions and with
countries beyond them.
4. A multi-dimensional foreign policy.
5. A regular-based diplomacy, being the core of Turkish foreign policy, and
understood as a significant enhancement of diplomatic relations seen as a
method to reach objectives in international relations.23
The first rule, Maintaining balance between security and democracy, which
refers to both events taking place in Turkey and the international environment. It
expresses the efforts of Erdoðans government to broaden the catalogue of civil
rights and liberties. In this context we should note that on one hand the adopted
strategy meant giving several rights to the Kurdish minority, such as the right to
media materials in their own language, and, on the other hand, further military fight
against the PKK guerilla, active in Eastern Turkey.
The key rule of the AKP in the process of creating foreign policy, no problems
with neighbours, being to some extent the development of the Kemalist strategy of
building an atmosphere of stability and security in the international surroundings of
Turkey. We should also underline AKP activity and note the fact that during its rule,
contacts with such countries as Syria, Iraq or Iran have greatly improved.
The improvement of relations with Syria, previously poor during the Cold War,
was gradually emerging after the 1990s. The turning point in relations between the
two countries was the signing of the Adana Agreement in 1998, which resulted in the
withdrawal of support for the PKK in Syria by its government which decided to cooperate with Turkey in the field of fighting terrorism.24 Until the Arab Spring outbreak
in 2011 we could see a significant improvement of relations. The government in
Damascus saw good relations with Turkey as the method to break its international
isolation. The visit of the Syrian president Bashar al-Asad in 2005 was the first of its
kind since 1946, it was one of many international visits at the highest level and
created excellent relations between the Turkish prime minister and the Syrian
23
For more information on the conception of strategic depth see: Ahmet Davutoðlu, Stratejik
Derinlik: Türkiyenin Uluslararasý Konumu [Strategic Depth  Turkeys International Position],
Istanbul: Küre Yayýnlarý, 2011.
24
Özlem Tur, Türkiyenin Irak ve Süriye Ýliþkileri [Turkeys Relations with Iraq and Syria], in
Türk Dýþ Politikasýnýn Analizi [The Analyze of Turkish Foreign Policy], Faruk Sönmezoðlu (ed.),
Ýstanbul: Alfa Yayýnlarý, 2012, p. 595.
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president. In these mutual, beneficial relationships we can observe constantly
increasing trade, greatly influenced by the signing of a free trade agreement in 2007.
For example, in 2005 the value of trade exchange (import and export) was ca. 694
million USD, whereas in 2010 it was 2.297 billion USD.25
The traditionally cool relations with Iran since the Islamic revolution in 1979 have
also improved. There were two main reasons for this. Firstly, Turkey and Iran both
fight Kurdish guerillas in their own territories. Secondly, Turkey is strongly dependent
on Iranian supplies of energy fuels, mostly natural gas. It is crucial that in 1996 the
prime minister Necmettin Erbakan from the anti-Kemalist and pro-Islamic Virtue
Party signed a 25 year agreement for supplies of this fuel to Turkey, worth 23 billion
USD. Although Erbakan himself was later forced to step down by the military, none
of the following governments have withdrawn from the agreement and Turkey started
to intensify its relations with Iran within this field of fuel supplies. For example, in
2001 a gas pipeline from Ankara to the Iranian city of Tabriz was opened and the
AKP signed subsequent agreements in this matter. Similarly as in the case of Syria,
we can also observe an increased trade between both countries and with a greater
number of official visits at the highest level. Nevertheless, we should stress that in
the case of Iran there is an easily noticeable asymmetry. The government in Ankara
is well aware of the dependence of its own country on Iranian fuels and does not
fiercely criticize the Iranian authorities, for example it made no statement on the
probably falsified presidential election in Iran in 2009.
The overthrowing of Saddam Hussein and the American intervention in Iraq in
2003 provided new opportunities for Turkey. In this case the no problems with
neighbours strategy took the form of a direct engagement of Ankara into the
problems of Iraqs integration in the context of the Kurdish minority living there.
The matter of the territorial integrity of Iraq became a priority, which is why Turkey
actively joined negotiations regarding the future of this country, initiating the socalled Neighbourhood Countries Process and conducting negotiations with
representatives of the Kurdish minority. The AKP government managed to create
bonds with such groups as the Iraqi Kurds, the Turkmen and the Sunnites. Under
Turkish pressure the Sunnites decided to become active in the constitutional
referendum of 2005. Undoubtedly, Iraqs stability is one of the basic challenges of
Erdoðans government and one of the methods to provide a constant enhancement
of trade between both countries. In 2003 its value was 870 million USD and in 2011
8.4 billion USD.26
Summarising, it should be noted that there has been a significant improvement in
relations with such countries such as Syria, Iran and Iraq since the beginning of the
AKP rule. As it has already been said, during the Cold War, Turkish relations with its
25
Data collected from the Turkish Statistical Institute: www.tuik.gov.tr (accessed 12 December
2013).
26
Data collected from the Turkish Statistical Institute: www.tuik.gov.tr (accessed 20 December
2013).
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neighbours were rather cool and Turkish foreign policy was more focused on relations
with Western countries. After some gradual improvement of relations in the 1990s
the AKP provided some new dynamics to this process, which is to some extent
against Kemalist foreign policy rules. Here we should notice that the AKP election
success in 2002 resulted in a fierce discussion on the future foreign policy of
Erdoðans government. In general, foreign policy in Turkey is the subject of consensus
among different political wings that focus on rivalry regarding internal problems.
The success of the party which was openly linked to Islamic values created some
fear that Turkey might become a second Iran and that its foreign policy attitude
would be changed from pro-Western and then focused on developing relations with
Middle East countries.27 None of these events happened because all Erdoðans cabinets
used the rule of strategic depth and managed to create foreign policy by focusing
on both relations with the West, (e.g. with the European Union), and the Middle
East, showing some new levels of dynamism.
Assumptions such as the intense development of regional co-operation, multi-dimensional foreign policy and regular-based diplomacy create a new quality and to
some extent discover the Middle East for Turkey from some new point of view. In
this context we should pay attention to the rule of the multi-dimensional foreign
policy of Turkey. The political elite of the AKP realized that the end of the Cold War
significantly widened the scope of possible activities, that were seemingly
underperformed in the 1990s. The priority for security was widened permitting the
intense improvement of trade and cultural relations, including Middle East countries.
Thus new international actions took a multi-dimensional form and trade contacts
became an extremely significant method to strengthen the regional position and
importance of Turkey.
During the AKP rule Ankara has become a very significant trade partner for regional
countries. In quite a short time, since 2002, the Turkish economy has rapidly built
up, being significantly supported by its skillful export policy, in which the key role
was played by representatives of private sector. The presence of such entities in the
process of shaping objectives and the realization of foreign policy in general has also
been a new qualitative characteristic of AKP policy. Amongst these entities, especially
those engaged in relations with Middle East countries, the Union of Chambers and
Commodity Exchanges of Turkey (TOBB) should be mentioned. Thanks to its close
links with the Turkish ministry of foreign affairs and the office of the Turkish
president, its members generally took part in foreign delegations with the highest
state officials and the participation of businessmen at these events became obviously
necessary. The organization has a wide network of contacts and is also a member of
several international business associations, such as the Association of Balkan
Chambers, the Association of Mediterranean Chambers of Commerce and Industry,
For more information on the discussion on change in the character of Turkish foreign policy,
see: Tarik Oðuzlu, The Middle Easternization of Turkeys Foreign Policy: Does Turkey Dissociate
from the West?, Turkish Studies, Vol. 9, No. 1, 2008, pp. 320.
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the Muslim Chamber of Commerce and Industry, the International Chamber of
Commerce and the Black Sea Zone Chamber of Commerce and Industry. For a
considerable time, the activities of the organization took a special approach towards
the countries of the Middle East, that were neither typical of Turkish foreign policy
nor trade and commerce. In 2005 TOBB created the program entitled Industry for
peace, whose objective was the economic and social development of the Middle East.
According to representatives of this organization, the main method to ensure stability
in this region was the development of the private sector and the economies of certain
countries. The Ankara Forum was established as a medium for economic co-operation
between Israel, Turkey and Palestine. Its actions, though mostly motivated by economic
factors, perfectly match the general objectives of AKP foreign policy leading to a
building of an atmosphere of political stability and welcome predictability in the
neighbouring regions of Turkey. Analogically speaking, the statements of TOBB
president Rýfat Hisacýkoðlu, in which he underlines the necessity of greater co-operation
between Ankara and Islamic countries, can be interpreted as complying with the
ideological foundation of Erdoðans party. For example, in 2008 he stated that Ottoman
heritage was a positive factor and that Turkey should use it as a foundation to develop
its relations with Middle Eastern countries.28 At the moment, the TOBB is the leading
Turkish industrial organization, which influences the targets and character of its
international relations which are very strong with active lobbying by its representatives
and which is a positive stimulus for the Turkish economy.
The table 2 shows the value of Turkish trade during the years 20012012. Especially
the significant increase in both exports and imports taking place over this period, i.e.
under the rule of AKP since 2002, which is of notable interest. Thus, we can say that
it is true that as this party took power, Turkish economic activity increased significantly.
In 2001 the total value of Turkish exports was just over 31 billion USD. In the following
years we can a notice gradual improvement and in 2012 this value reached 152 billion
USD, which equates to a five-fold increase on 2001.
The aforementioned data confirms the significant dynamism of the foreign trade
of Turkey under AKP rule. We can also notice increased trade regarding the
neighbouring regions of this country. For example, in 2003 the value of exports to
the Middle East was 5.464 billion USD and in 2012 it reached 42.451 billion USD.29
Here one should underline the effectiveness of AKP foreign policy towards the
Middle East during the years 20022011. In general, the seizing of power by a proIslamist party proved beneficial in the countries of the region and facilitated the
effective development of mutual relations, in compliance with the normative
assumptions of strategic depth. For nine years, up until the unfolding of the Arab
spring, the government in Ankara somehow managed to revitalize its activity towards
this area and to implement it into a consistent strategy of development with its regional
influence being an important element. An increasing distance in terms of relations
28
29

All information from the TOBB website: www.tobb.org.tr (accessed 12 December 2013).
Turkish Statistical Institute data: www.tuik.gov.tr (accessed 12 September 2013).
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Table 2. Value of Turkish exports and imports in years 20002012
Year

Export
(thousand USD)

Import
(thousand USD)

2000

27,774,906

54,502,821

2001

31,334,216

41,399,083

2002

36,059,089

51,553,797

2003

47,252,836

69,339,692

2004

63,167,153

97,539,766

2005

73,476,408

116,774,151

2006

85,534,676

139,576,174

2007

107,271,750

170,062,715

2008

132,027,196

201,963,574

2009

102,142,613

140,928,421

2010

113,883,219

185,544,332

2011

134,906,869

240,841,676

2012

152,461,737

236,545,141

Source: Prepared on the basis of the Turkish Statistical Institute data: www.tuik.gov.tr (accessed 12
September 2013).

with Israel30 and the unhesitating attitude of Erdoðan against the Israeli-Palestinian
conflict made him a hero for many inhabitants of this region.31 Simultaneously, relations
with such countries as Egypt and Saudi Arabia were developed and intensified further
and Turkey was granted the status of an observer during Arab League summits.
The events of the Arab Spring underlined limitations in Turkish foreign policy
towards the Middle East. Similarly to the main powers of global politics, Turkey
was astonished by the range and fierceness of the events happening in such countries
30
Relations with Israel experienced a period of cooling dating from the late 1990s onwards that
overlapped with a shifting of priorities of Turkish foreign policy in general. The Mavi Marmara
incident in May 2010 and the death of nine Turkish activists carrying humanitarian help to a
blockaded Gaza, have led to a serious diplomatic crisis and a continuous stalemate in bilateral
relations. For more information about this issue, see: Ýlker Aytürk, The Coming of an Ice Age?
Turkish Israeli Relations Since 2002, Turkish Studies, Vol. 12, No. 4, 2011, pp. 675687.
31
According to a survey done by the University of Maryland in 2011, prime minister Erdoðan
was the most popular leader in the Arab world. Three basic factors contributed to his popularity:
a) Policy performed towards the Palestinian-Israeli conflict, b) A perception of the Turkish political
system as one that successfully combines religious issues and democracy, c) Turkeys economic
success. See: Arab dünyasýnda en popular lider baºbakan Erdogan [Prime Minister Erdogan is the
Most Popular Leader in the Arab World], http://www.ilgazetesi.com.tr/2011/11/22/arap-dunyasinda
-en-populer-lider-basbakan-erdogan/0106835/ (accessed 15 January 2014).
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as Egypt, Libya, Tunisia and currently in Syria. The authorities in Ankara had to face
the situation and simultaneously cope with the dilemma that the Kemalists had already
had when defining their foreign policy towards the Middle East, which was an adoption
 or not  of a careful attitude and the awaiting of what the future would bring. As
previously mentioned, having bonded its foreign policy with Western countries, the
Kemalist elite adopted the same attitude towards all unstable events in the Middle
East. On the other hand, under AKP rule the Turkish authorities decided to actively
engage with the countries of great importance for Turkey, such as Egypt and Syria.
Support was given to the Muslim Brotherhood in Egypt, which was soon deprived
of power by the military, and to the Syrian president Bashar al-Assad, the latter of
which turned out to be wrongly calculated. The no problems with neighbours
strategy mostly based on the development of contacts using the traditional instruments
typical for soft power, turned out to be ineffective, when confronting the violent
actions performed by authoritarian regimes, especially the Syrian one, which clearly
proved the limitations of Turkish foreign policy towards the Middle East and its
dependency on the actions of the USA or the EU in the region. The question about
the future of Turkish foreign policy as a whole remains a sophisticated issue. It
seems that a significantly increased interest in the Middle East with engagement in
this region up until the moment of the outbreak of the Arab Spring made Turkish
political elites think that the possibilities of an improvement of levels of importance
afforded towards neighbouring regions could be significant. At the same time, the
AKP politicians seemed to lose interest in such matters as the integration of their
country with the EU. Since 2005 Turkey has formally been made a candidate state,
however without a clearly expressed guarantee for final membership. At the moment,
a significant part in the negotiation chapters is blocked and although the authorities
in Ankara have not officially withdrawn from accession to the EU, they seem to be
less enthusiastic about this than in the years 20022005.32 Additionally, a decreased
level of Turkish prestige and vested interest in the Middle East following the Arab
Spring which resulted in a resetting of foreign policy which became far less active
to the point of stagnation, has meant that the ruling elites will soon have to significantly
transform the conception of the strategic depth that turned out to be insufficient
during crisis situations.
Conclusion
Undoubtedly, the beginning of the 21st century was a time of great internal changes
in the Republic of Turkey. The rule of the pro-Islamic Justice and Development
party had influence on a significant change of existing internal relations that focused
on confrontation with the Kemalist establishment, as well as on the character of a
new and changing Turkish foreign policy. It was an extremely crucial change with
Turkish Support for EU Membership on the Decline, Opinion Divided on NATO, http://
www.todayszaman.com/news-326761-turkish-support-for-eu-membership-on-decline-opiniondivided-on-nato.html (accessed 10 January 2014).
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reference to relations linking this country with the region of the Middle East. As
previously mentioned, this traditionally significant area was of different importance
to different elites. After 1923 Turkish contacts, in this region decreased and were
cast under a shade of ideological change which focused on moving away from the
old foreign policies, that had been typical of the Ottoman Empire era, when the
main priority was a reconstruction of the state with the widely implemented
reformation by the Atatürk administration in order to make Turkey a modern country.
The following years failed to see any greater sense of importance afforded to the
Middle East by the authorities in Ankara and the Cold War rivalry and rhetoric
helped to shape Turkish foreign policy in a specific way, whereby the priority was
a strategic bond with Western countries and possible regional initiatives were deemed
to be of only secondary importance. Ironically, the end of the Cold War did not
lead to a significant and constant improvement of relations between Ankara and
the regional countries, mostly because of foreign policy weakness of Turkey during
these times, when activities in international relations were replaced with a welldocumented, lack of consistent strategy, caused mainly by economic and political
problems in the country. Only the seizure of power by the AKP brought some
qualitative change in the reception and recognition of the Middle East by the Turkish
authorities. The adopted conception of strategic depth became the foundation of
Turkish international activities and managed to revitalize the relations between
Turkey and the regional countries over quite a short period of time. Historical and
geographical depth was allowed to run an active foreign policy with both typically
political and economic matters being of special importance. Here one should
underline the clear pragmatism of the strategy proposed by the AKP as a skillful
use of opportunities which led to an increased significance of the regional role of
Turkey and to an enhancement of security in the whole area. On the other hand,
the events of the Arab Spring highlighted some weaknesses in Ankara: the notion
of strategic depth turned out to be a fine operating strategy during times of
peace, whilst looking somewhat more tested in crisis conditions, which did not
prevent Turkey from becoming increasingly isolated, leaving the question of an
increasingly active development of its foreign policy open to debate.
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Abstract
This article analyses how Turkey is portrayed in the Polish media, arguing that opinions
on Turkish issues in the countrys key media outlets have a significant influence on its
public perceptions. The article sheds light on the key ways of depicting Turkey in the two
most influential quality newspapers and the weekly magazine. The Polish media rarely deals
with Turkish issues but if they do, they usually discuss them in a fairly balanced manner with
frequent hints of sympathy to, for example, successful Turkish systemic transformations.
The media content presenting Turkey in an openly negative light is generally quite rare,
especially on the pages of Polityka and Gazeta Wyborcza, but slightly more frequent in
Rzeczpospolita.

Poland supports Turkeys efforts to become a member of the European Union.
After fulfilling universal entry criteria all the barriers for Turkish accession into the
EU should disappear1  said Polish Prime Minister, Donald Tusk during his visit to
Turkey in 2010 and in this way he expressed the attitudes of a large section of the
Polish society. According to the Eurobarometer surveys2 Poland is one of the countries
of the European Union that is most favourable to a further enlargement of the EU
structures and the accession of Turkey to the EU. The Polish societys support for
enlargement is significantly higher than the EU-27 average and it has not been too
deeply affected by the general enlargement fatigue. The country tries to promote the
idea of EU enlargement also at the international level by being a member of the
informal Tallinn Group uniting 11 EU states that are in favour of further enlargement
and seeking ways of putting it back on the EU agenda.
The goal of this paper is to shed light on the portrayal of Turkey in the Polish media.
The key assumption behind the research that constituted the basis for this paper was
that the way media and opinion leaders in the country talk about Turkey and Turkish
issues has a significant influence on the perception of Turkey by the wider public and
Ph.D., Department of European Studies, Cracow University of Economics, e:mail:
konrad.pedziwiatr@uek.krakow.pl
1
Szymon Laszewski, Premier: chcemy Turcji w Unii [Prime Minister: We Want Turkey in the
EU], Rzeczpospolita, 8 December 2010, http://www.rp.pl/artykul/575658.html?print=tak (accessed
10 November 2014).
2
Attitudes towards European Union Enlargement, Eurobarometer, Brussels: European
Commission, 2006; The European Today and Tomorrow, Eurobarometer, Brussels: European
Commission, 2010.
*
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support for Turkish accession. So far there has not been any research that would
systematically analyse the media discourses on Turkey and Turkish issues in Poland.3
The research of this type carried out in France (one of the most anti-enlargement
members of the EU) revealed that the discourse of the former president Nicolas Sarkozy
and the narrative of the quality daily  Le Monde have played a key role in the
popularisation of a highly negative image of Turkey in the French public.4
The paper is based on the research sponsored by the Visegrad Fund that involved
systematic content analysis of how Turkey had been portrayed in the most influential
quality newspapers in Poland (i.e. Gazeta Wyborcza and Rzeczpospolita) and the
news magazine (Polityka) over the period of 7 years, that is since the beginning of
the official negotiation talks between Turkey and the EU in October 2005 until
October 2012 when the analytical material was collected. The choice of Polityka
magazine and Gazeta Wyborcza and Rzeczpospolita newspapers was made above
all on the basis of their importance in shaping public debates in Poland  they are
the most highly quoted news media in Poland with centre-left (Polityka and Gazeta
Wyborcza) and centre-right (Rzeczpospolita) political profiles. Not without
importance was also a fact that all of the selected media sources have comprehensive
electronic archives, which allow the finding of articles devoted to Turkey and
Turkish issues from 2005 onwards. The key findings of the media analysis are
presented below with regards to each of the selected newspapers and magazine,
followed by general conclusions.
Turkey and Turkish issues in Polityka weekly
Before the results of the empirical analysis are presented it is important to point
out one of the main assumptions behind this study, which is that public opinion on
the given subject is not given, but it is above all discursively constructed. In other
words, any descriptions of an unknown polity takes part in the construction of the
polity itself. Thus, writings on Turkey or its prospective accession to the EU, are
not an innocent statement but a political act that inscribes the notion of Turkey into
the political debate. The power of discourse in shaping a specific way of viewing
Turkey has been very aptly captured especially in the studies devoted to historical
perceptions of Turkey. One of them by Gerard Delanty has particularly clearly shown
how Turkey, and earlier the Ottoman Empire, as the major significant other played
3
An attempt to deal with these issues was undertaken recently by Chomêtowska-Kontkiewicz in
a short (less than 6 pages) article on dualism of the presentation of Turkey in the Polish press,
however, the aforementioned article says very little about the methodology of the undertaken content
analysis and the findings are presented in a non-systematic manner without in-depth analysis  Anna
Chomêtowska-Kontkiewicz, Globalizacja kontra islamizacja: dwubiegunowy wizerunek Turcji
w polskiej prasie opiniotwórczej [Globalisation against Islamisation: Twofaced Portrayal of Turkey
in the Polish Press], in Zachód a wiat islamu  zrozumieæ innego [West and the World of Islam:
Understanding the Other], Izabela Koñczak (ed.), £ód: Uniwersytet £ódzki, 2012, pp. 100106.
4
Nicole Pope, Turquie-France  Dialogue de Sourds, Stambul: Center for Economics and Foreign
Policy Studies Report, 2010.
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a key role in the European self-invention over the centuries.5 As it will be shown
below one may trace elements of this European self-invention in relation to Turkey
also in todays media writing.
It is worth beginning the analysis with regards to the countrys biggest selling
weekly, the centre-left Polityka magazine. Its database search with key words
Turkey and European Union generated 45 hits in the period of seven years
between 1 September 2005 (a month before the beginning of the accession
negotiations) and 1 September 2012 (the starting month of building empirical corpus
for analysis). The database searches over the same period of time with words
Turkey and Europe generated 88 hits and with the word Turkey producing
261 hits. The content analysis was carried out on the basis of 45 articles generated
with the word search Turkey and European Union since they most strictly related
to the issues of concern. 13 out of 45 articles had only coincidental references or no
relations at all to Turkey or Turkish issues. In 14 publications Turkey or Turkish
issues constituted their major part and in 18 publications their minor part. Six out of
32 articles were wholly devoted to the issue of Turkish accession to the European
Union, while 19 articles only partially concerned this issue and seven of them did not
mention the subject of Turkish EU accession at all.
As far as the type of articles is concerned the vast majority of articles in Polityka
magazine (22) were at least 1000-words long opinion articles, seven were short news
articles and three were interviews. The thematic scope of these articles was very
wide. While the largest number of them concerned some aspects of Turkish accession
of to the EU, many dealt also with such barriers in the accession as divided Cyprus,
Kurdish and Armenian issues. Less frequent were articles on Turkish internal affairs,
its relations with neighbouring countries and Israel, Turkish diaspora in Europe and
the EU in crisis and in search of its identity. The economic ties between EU/Poland and
Turkey, Eastern Partnership, Polish presidency in the EU and Turkeys foreign policy
during the Arab Spring comprised the other topics of the analysed articles.
As far as the character of the general portrayal of Turkey and Turkish issues in
Polityka is concerned the majority of the articles were neutral, which means that
their authors made an effort to balance their arguments and point out not only
positive but also negative elements of the analysed issues. There were more articles
(eight) that described Turkey, its transformation, economic condition, foreign policy
and other issues overwhelmingly positively. One of them was by Patrycja Sasnal
in which she inter alia mentions a survey of Arab public opinion carried out by the
University of Maryland according to which in the eyes of the populations surveyed
there were only two countries that played a constructive role in the present Middle
East: France and Turkey.6 Another article by Marek Ostrowski and Piotr Zalewski
argued that The EU strategy of keeping Turkey in the waiting room of the
Gerard Delanty, Inventing Europe: Idea, Identity, Reality, London: Palgrave Macmillan, 1995.
Patrycja Sasnal, Wycieki z krainy ropy [Leaks from the Oil Land], Polityka, No. 2790, 15
January 2011, pp. 4850.
5
6
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membership negotiations is quite irresponsible. It is better to have such a country
(Turkey  KP) on our side, especially in the Middle East.7 Only in a fraction of the
Politykas articles (three) was the overall portrayal of Turkey in a negative light
(please see graph 1).
Graph 1. Portrayal of Turkey in Polityka
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A similar situation could be seen with the Politykas overall portrayal of the prospective
membership of Turkey in the EU (please see graph 2). A significant number of the
articles did not concern this subject at all or were neutral about it. Six articles were
overwhelmingly in favour of Turkeys membership in the EU and only two were openly
opposing it. Interestingly, the publications which did not make any efforts to balance
their stand on the issue of Turkish accession to the EU and negatively portrayed Turkish
chances of ever becoming an EU member were interviews, in which the authors did
not have the chance to present the theme objectively. Both of them were published in
2006. The first one was with Valéry Giscard dEstaing who argued that, With regards
to Turkey the answer (to the question on EU enlargement  KP) is negative. Turkey (if
allowed to join the EU  KP) would be the largest country in the EU, a nation of a
different culture which should be respected but different. We should have with Turkey,
the relations of a close neighbourhood, agreement of free trade, and regional cooperation.
This will be for Turkey more beneficial than EU membership.8 The second one was
with the Polish historian prof. Krzysztof Pomian who pointed out that, When President
Chirac claims that we should allow Turkey to join the EU in order to show that the
Union isnt a Christian club, I am asking why we should do this. The EU is a Christian
club. What is more it is a club of Latin Christianity. ( ) I am the last person who
could be accused of ultra-Catholicism, but I am a believing and practising historian.9
7
Marek Ostrowski, Piotr Zalewski, Nie karaæ Ankary [Dont Punish Ankara], Polityka, No.
2741, 30 January 2010, pp. 6870.
8
Marek Ostrowski, Popychanie przywódców [Pushing the Leaders  interview with Valéry
Giscard dEstaing], Polityka, No. 2564, 29 July 2006, pp. 4850.
9
Jacek ¯akowski, Nikt nie rodzi siê Europejczykiem [Nobody is born European  interview
with professor Krzysztof Pomian], Polityka, No. 2573, 30 September 2006, pp. 310.
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Graph 2. Portrayal of the prospective membership of Turkey in the EU in Polityka
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An example of the interview in which the chances of Turkish membership are
presented in much brighter colours is the one with José Manuel Barroso in which he
claims that Negotiations with Turkey will take many years. I do not know how
many, but we have to be honest with Turkey. We started negotiation and we shouldnt
add any new criteria.10
One of the conclusions one may draw from the analysis of the portrayal of Turkey
and Turkish issues in Polityka magazine is that taking into account a period of
analysis of seven years there were relatively few articles on the subject. Turkeys
EU accession negotiations and Turkish issues in general have clearly not preoccupied
Polish public debates hence the semi-silence about them in the most popular Polish
news magazine. However, if these issues appear on the pages of Polityka they are
usually dealt with in an objective manner with hints of sympathy to Turkish EU
ambitions. Articles opposing Turkish candidacy or presenting Turkey in the negative
manner are a rarity and usually confined to personal views of interviewed celebrities.
Turkey and Turkish issues in Gazeta Wyborcza daily
The first clearly visible difference between Gazeta Wyborczas (hereafter GW)
portrayal of Turkish issues and those presented in Polityka is the sheer number of
articles on the subject in the same period of time. In the case of the biggest selling
quality newspaper in Poland, the electronic archives search with key words Turkey
and European Union generated almost six times more hits (260) than from a similar
search in Polityka. The database searches over the same period of time (1.09.2005
1.09.2012) with the words Turkey and Europe generated 1.035 hits and with
just the word Turkey, 1.947 hits. Clearly, the content analysis was not feasible
and not needed on such a large sample of texts. Thus, the final analysis was carried
Jacek ¯akowski, Marek Ostrowski, Adam Krzemiñski, Jerzy Baczyñski, Daniel Passent,
Edwin Bendyk, Oni to te¿ wy [They Are Also You  interview with José Manuel Barroso),
Polityka, No. 2576, 21 October 2006, pp. 2426.
10
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out on the basis of the articles selected from one month periods in each year (since
the opening of the negotiations in 2005) crucial either to the accession negotiations
or those related to national or international issues.
The electronic archives search with the words Turkey and European Union in
the period just before and after opening of the negotiations (15.09.200515.10.2005)
generated 11 hits; the period (1.12.200631.12.2006) when the dispute over Cyprus
led to the freezing of eight chapters of the negotiation talks and when Pope Benedict XVI
paid a visit to Turkey generated nine hits; the period covering the Turkish domestic
elections (25.06.200725.07.2007) generated five articles; the month proceeding
French Presidency in the EU (1.06.200830.06.2008) generated three hits; the period
covering the World Economic Forum in Davos with the diplomatic clash between
the Turkish Prime Minister and the Israeli President (15.01.200915.02.2009)
generated one single hit; the period covering the Freedom Flotilla raid and its
consequences (15.05.201015.06.2010) generated three hits; the period covering
the Eastern Partnership Summit during Polish Presidency (1.09.201130.09. 2011)
generated one article and finally the period covering the beginning of Cypruss EU
Presidency (15.06.201215.07.2012) did not generate any hits.
All together the electronic archives of GW showed 34 articles with words Turkey
and European Union in the selected periods, however eight of these articles turned
out to have no (or only coincidental) relations to Turkey or the Turkish issue. The
final in-depth analysis was thus carried out on 26 articles, of which 21 were devoted
in their major part to Turkish issues. As far as the relation to Turkish accession to
the EU is concerned 12 articles were wholly devoted to the subject, 11 were partially
concerned with the topic, while only three bore no relation to the issue.
Similarly to Polityka, opinion columns were the major type of GW articles that
were analysed, however there was a higher diversity of articles, which included also
interviews, news articles and reportages. The key topics of the articles also varied
greatly. The largest number were devoted to Turkish accession to the EU and some
of the accession obstacles (e.g. division of Cyprus, treatment of the Kurdish minority,
or the very little progress being made in reconciliation with Armenia). Quite numerous
were also articles on Turkish relations with other countries in the Middles East and
Turkish internal affairs. Less numerous were articles on Turkish involvement in the
Arab Spring, Eastern Partnership or Turkish economic ties with Europe/Poland.
As far as the character of the overall portrayal of Turkey and Turkish issues in
GW is concerned, half of the articles were neutral, whereas almost the entire other
half (with one exception) were painting an overwhelmingly positive picture of Turkey
(please see graph 3). As was the case with Polityka, the GW articles which portrayed
Turkey in predominantly positive light dealt with the economic and demographic
potential of the prospective EU member, its rapid transformation and reforms as
well as its sophisticated foreign policy. In the article from 2005, the newspaper
journalist argues, for example, that Union with Turkey will be surely more diverse,
economically poorer and less cohesive, but it will also be most certainly younger and
stronger. He also quotes one of the Polish Members of the European Parliament who
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pointed out that, The agreement to start negotiations with Turkey is a signal that the
EU has overcome the enlargement fatigue.11 Another contributor to GW  analyst
Adam Balcer  argued that, Due to high Turkish public support for the countrys
membership in the EU the AKP has managed to implement a lot of difficult reforms.12
In 2008 the Chairman of the Demos Europa think tank wrote an opinion article for
GW with a significant title, Lets Allow Turkey to Conquer Vienna, in which he
claimed among others that, Turkey is the only example of a reasonable marriage of
modernity with tradition in the region.13
Graph 3. Portrayal of Turkey in Gazeta Wyborcza
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The overall portrayal of the prospective membership of Turkey in the EU was
also predominantly positive in GW (please see graph 4). Six of the analysed articles
did not mention this issue at all, while 10 were predominantly positive about it, six
were neutral and only one was openly opposed to the prospective Turkish
membership in the EU. The negative portrayal of Turkish chances of becoming a
member of the EU concerns a lengthy presentation of the French stand on the
issue. In the article the author inter alia extensively quotes President Sarkozy who
as an MP spoke very critically about Turkey and continued to do so as a President.
He is quoted as saying that I do not understand how it is possible to have one
opinion on the issue, as a candidate, and a different one as a president. I repeat:
there is no place for Turkey in the Union and propose an alternative to Ankara  a
Union of the Mediterranean countries.14 One of the articles presenting the chances
of Turkish accession into the EU in a much brighter perspective comes from 2005
Saryusz-Wolski quoted by Jacek Pawlicki, Czemu tak dla Turcji w Europie [Why a Yes
for Turkey in Europe], Gazeta Wyborcza, 5 October 2005, p. 17.
12
Adam Balcer, Demokracja po turecku [Democracy in Turkey], Gazeta Wyborcza, 2 December
2008, p. 22.
13
Pawe³ wieboda, Pozwólmy Turcji zdobyæ Wiedeñ [Lets Allow Turkey to Conquer Vienna],
Gazeta Wyborcza, 7 June 2008, p. 26.
14
Pawe³ Szczerkowski, Francja wypycha Turcjê z Unii [France is Pushing Turkey away from
the European Union], Gazeta Wyborcza, 26 June 2007, p. 11.
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Graph 4. Portrayal of the prospective membership of Turkey in the EU in Gazeta Wyborcza
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and is based inter alia on an interview with Hrant Dink15 who is quoted as saying
that the, Union is a catalyst of democracy. This process (of EU negotiations 
KP) is even more important than the membership, however, if we do everything
that we are asked to do, then there will not be any reasons not to accept us (as a
member of the EU  KP).16
Another article strongly in favour of Turkish membership argued that allowing
Turkey to join the EU was in Europes interest since without Turkey Europe would
be poorer, weaker and less secure. Its author Margaret Beckett, the British Minister
of Foreign Affairs, put it in the following way: Ask any European politician to
make a list of challenges faced by their nations, and surely you will get more less
this type of answer: growing global competition from Asia, insecurity in the transfer
of energy, supposedly difficult problems in the Middle East, growing extremism,
ageing societies, a desire by Europe to play a more active role in international
politics and an urgent need to fight organized crime and illegal immigration. And
now imagine that there is a country which could play an important role in facing all
of these challenges. 17 The importance of Turkey and the planned Nabucco pipeline
for European energy security was for example mentioned by Konrad Niklewicz.18
Yet, another article amongst those presenting Turkey in a favourable light elaborated
on the surprising endorsement of the Turkish EU candidacy by Pope Benedict XVI
during his papal visit to Turkey. Its author claimed that, Benedict XVI decided to
win Turkey over for Europe and to convince Muslims to build a united front against
15
A Turkish journalist and columnist of Armenian descent, known for advocating Turkish-Armenian reconciliation and human and minority rights in Turkey was assassinated in Istanbul in
January 2007 by a Turkish nationalist.
16
Konrad Niklewicz, Zielone wiat³o dla Turcji [Green Light for Turkey], Gazeta Wyborcza,
4 October 2005, p. 8.
17
Margaret Beckett, Turcja: strategiczny wybór Europy [Turkey: Strategic Choice of Europe],
Gazeta Wyborcza, 14 December 2008, p. 12.
18
Konrad Niklewicz, Nie ma niezale¿noci bez mi³oci... do Turcji? [There is no Independence
without Love
to Turkey?], Gazeta Wyborcza, 21 January 2009, p. 27.
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the dictatorship of relativism. 19 What is interesting is how the Rzeczpospolitas
authors accounted for this surprising change in the Popes attitude to Turkey in a
fundamentally different way.20
One of the conclusions that could be drawn from the analysis of the GW portrayal
of Turkey and Turkish issues is that it is by and large positive or neutral. Most
articles were either well balanced or presented Turkish prospective membership in
the EU or Turkish issues in a favourable light. One of the rare articles showing
Turkey in a negative light summarized the French position with regards to the Turkish
candidacy. What is interesting is that Turkish issues have been discussed in GW
publications not only by journalists but also by many experts. Some of the frequent
contributors to GW in the analysed period of time were for example analysts from
the Demos Europa think tank: Pawe³ wieboda and Adam Balcer, presenting in their
articles numerous advantages of possible Turkish membership in the EU.
Turkey and Turkish issues in Rzeczpospolita daily
On the pages of Rzeczpospolita (hereafter RP) daily, which is probably the most
influential newspaper among Polish economic elites and political decision-makers,21
Turkey and Turkish issues have been discussed even more often than in Gazeta
Wyborcza. The searches of the electronic archives over the period of analysis
(1.09.20051.09.2012) have generated in some categories as many as three times
more hits than similar searches in the GW.22 Due to the large size of data, the final
analysis, as was the case with the GW, was limited to articles selected from one
month periods every year since 2005 that were crucial either to the accession
negotiations or related to national or international issues. The electronic archives
search with the words Turkey and European Union in the period 15.09.2005
15.10.2005 generated 33 hits, in the period 1.12.200631.12.2006 22 articles, between
25.06.2007 and 25.07.2007 nine hits, in the period 1.06.200830.06.2008 10
publications, between 15.01.2009 and 15.02.2009 10 articles, between 15.05.2010
and 15.06.2010 12 hits, in the period of 01.09.201130.09.2011 16 articles and
finally between 15.06.2012 and 15.07.2012 six articles. Thus, the electronic archives
of the newspaper showed all together 118 articles with the words Turkey and
European Union in the selected periods.
In contrast to the GW there was a much lower rate of accuracy of the generated
sample since 62 articles turned out to have no (or only coincidental) relations to
Turkey or Turkish issues. The final analysis was thus carried out on the basis of 56
articles, half of which were wholly devoted to Turkish issues and the other half only
19
Katarzyna Winiewska, Dlaczego papie¿ chce Turcji w UE [Why Pope Wants Turkey in the
EU], Gazeta Wyborcza, 4 December 2006, p. 12.
20
It will be shown below.
21
This is inter alia thanks to its large economic and legal sections.
22
Database search over seven years with words Turkey + European Union generated 776 hits,
with words Turkey + Europe 1.065 hits, and with a word Turkey 4.458 hits.
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partially. As far as the relation to the issue of Turkish candidacy to the EU is concerned,
there were only 16 articles wholly devoted to the issue. 28 publications addressed
this problem only partially mentioning it, whereas 12 did not relate to the issue at all.
Amongst the different types of articles, the highest number made up relatively short
news articles (22). However, opinion columns and reportages also constituted a
significant number (18 and three respectively ) of the analysed publications. There
were also a few interviews (seven) and letters from readers to the editor (four). The
last type of article, which is difficult to find in GW and Polityka, played an important
role in the overall portrayal of Turkey.
The range of topics dealt with in RP texts varied greatly. While the most numerous
were articles discussing various aspects of Turkish accession negotiation (17), a
significant number of texts dealt with economic ties between the EU/Poland and
Turkey (eight), some analysed such barriers in the accession as a divided Cyprus,
minority rights for Kurds and the Armenian genocide issue (seven) and yet another
cluster of articles dealt with relations of Turkey with neighbouring countries and
Israel (five). The RP also devoted substantial space on its pages to discuss various
aspects of the Popes Benedict XVI visit to Turkey (five). Other topics related to
Turkey, less often discussed on the pages of RP, included the situation of Turks in
Europe, Christians in Turkey, Turkish internal affairs, the EU in crisis and in search
of new identity, and finally Eastern Partnership.
The predominant feature of the overall portrayal of Turkey in RP was that the
journalists and the newspaper contributors made an effort to paint an objective picture
of the country and issues related to it. The vast majority of the articles (43) portrayed
Turkish issues in a neutral way (please see the graph 5). However, in contrast to the
GW and Polityka there were more articles that described Turkey in a negative light.
There were actually more articles in the analysed periods that painted a picture of
Turkey in overtly dark colours, than in a brighter perspective. Here, a particularly
important role was played by short letters to the editor. In one of them its author
argued, maintaining that, It is worrying that European politicians (while taking
decision on the start of negotiations with Turkey  KP) did not take into account the
serious violation of human rights in the country. Then he went on to describe the
trial against Orhan Pamuk who talked in a Swiss newspaper about the Armenian
genocide.23 In another letter its author pointed out that, There are numerous
arguments against Turkish accession to the EU: crimes against Kurds, Armenians,
violence against women, violations of human rights, support for Muslim extremists,
problems with the assimilation of Turkish immigrants in Germany, or rejecting the
recognition of Cyprus. In conclusion he argued that marriage between Turkey and
EU will be, typically Turkish, that is one in which the husband harasses his wife.24
Grzegorz Sobczak, Bezrefleksyjna konsekwencja [Unreflexive concequence], Rzeczpospolita,
16 September 2005, p. 10.
24
Micha³ Raczkowski, Turcja w Unii Europejskiej [Turkey in the European Union],
Rzeczpospolita, 4 October 2005, p. 9.
23
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These type of voices from the beginning of the accession negotiations are difficult
to find in articles on Turkey from the last years. It seems that the tone of fear is
quite strong in the publications from 2005 until 2009, and has been slowly overtaken
by a tone of respect and admiration. One may easily encounter this phenomenon, for
example, in an article by Wojciech Lorenz who extensively quotes the Egyptian
correspondent from Bloomberg saying that, The Arabs are looking at Turkey with
admiration and jealousy. They would also like to have such a standard of life and
democracy in their own countries. Turkey has the chance to become a leader in the
Muslim and Arab world.25 In another article praising the Turkish economic boom
and presenting Turkey as an example to follow for Greece, its author quotes a bank
expert from Credit Agricole Chevreux in Vienna who says that, Turkey is today one
of the most fiscally reliable countries in Europe.26
Graph 5. Portrayal of Turkey in Rzeczpospolita

Positive

Negative

Neutral

As far as the overall portrayal of the prospective membership of Turkey in the
EU is concerned, here again the largest number of articles (26) demonstrated
both the advantages and disadvantages of such a scenario. 16 of the analysed
articles did not concern the issue at all, while nine presented it in a predominantly
negative light and five in a largely positive light (please see the graph 6). One of
the articles which portrayed Turkey as an unlikely member of the EU concerned
Joseph Ratzingers views on the subject. His author argued that Yet before
becoming the Pope, cardinal Ratzinger frequently expressed his opposition to
the plans of granting Turkey the membership. He viewed such an idea as a gigantic
mistake and a decision against the logic of history. 27 In 2006 Benedict XVI
went to Turkey and to the surprise of the world spoke positively about the
25
Wojciech Lorenz, Turcja budzi podziw i lêk [Turkey Cherished and Feared], Rzeczpospolita,
17 September 2011, p. 14.
26
Anita B³aszczak, Turecka lekcja wychodzenia z kryzysu [The Turkish Lesson of Leaving the
Crisis Behind], Rzeczpospolita, 11 June 2010, p. 13.
27
Jacek Moskwa, Papie¿ w zgodzie z rabinami [The Pope in Agreement with the Rabins],
Rzeczpospolita, 16 May 2005, p. 4.
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Graph 6. Portrayal of the prospective membership of Turkey in the EU in Rzeczpospolita
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prospective accession of Turkey to the EU. Interestingly, the journalists and
contributors to RP did not try to explain the change in the Popes opinion on the
issue (as for example was the case with the GW and Polityka journalists) but
instead tried to prove with the opinions of Turks and non-Turks that the Pope
did not say what he was supposed to say, and even if he had supported Turkish
EU ambitions, he did not mean it. Piotr Jendroszczyk did so for instance by
quoting a newspaper vendor who said that, This is propaganda. The Pope did
not change in Turkey.28 Other RP journalists interviewed cardinal Walter Kasper
who argued that, I was not present during the discussion of the Pope with
prime minister Erdogan, however those who were there said that the Pope had
not directly supported the accession of Turkey into the EU. He only said as I do,
that he would not like to talk about political matters. ( ) His expression was
wrongly understood and then abused.29 Yet, another interview that appeared on
the pages of RP over the analysed period of time which showed Turkish aspirations
in a completely different light was an interview with the Polish Minister of Foreign
Affairs Adam Rotfeld, who claimed that, anti-Turkish attitudes have depleted
with king Jan III Sobieski.30 At that time Europe did not reciprocate. When 100
years later Poland was being partitioned, Turkey was the only country that did
not recognize it since the Turks believed that without a strong Poland, political
equilibrium in Europe would be shaken. Now we are repaying to the Turks this
specific moral debt ( ) There is a space for Turkey in Europe. 31

Piotr Jendroszczyk, Meczety s¹ naszymi koszarami [Mosques Are our Barracks],
Rzeczpospolita, 2 December 2006, p. 18.
29
Jan Haszczyñski, Chrzecijanie musz¹ wreszcie siê obudziæ [Christians Have to Finally
Wake up] Rzeczpospolita, 23 December 2006, p. 15.
30
The Polish king who fought with the Turks in Vienna in 1683.
31
Adam Rotfeld quoted in Wojciech Grzêdziñski, Traktujmy Turków powa¿nie [Lets Treat
Turks Seriously], Rzeczpospolita, 4 October 2005, p. 7.
28
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Conclusion
To sum up one may argue that the public portrayal of Turkey in Poland is very
much in line with the opinions expressed by Polish respondents in social surveys
(such as for instance Eurobarometers).32 The main quality newspapers that are the
Gazeta Wyborcza and Rzeczpospolita and the news magazine Polityka describe Turkey
and Turkish issues usually in a highly balanced way or with hints of sympathy to
Turkish EU ambitions. In the last years one can also easily detect a prevailing tone of
respect and admiration for the state of the Turkish economy and its dynamic and
flexible foreign policy especially with regards to the Arab Spring. The articles
presenting Turkey in an overwhelmingly negative light are quite rare especially on
the pages of Polityka and Gazeta Wyborcza. They are a little bit more frequent on the
pages of Rzeczpospolita, but still the predominant character of reporting on Turkey
and the portrayal of the country is neutral with a numerous articles praising Turkish
systemic transformations.
At the same time it must be stressed that the Turkish EU accession negotiations and
Turkish issues in general are not preoccupying Polish public and political debates and
they are rarely catching the attention of the most popular Polish media. One of the
important ways of explaining this limited interest paid in Poland to Turkish issues is by
a close inspection of the economic cooperation between the two countries. Although it
has been significantly intensifying in recent years, Polands share in Turkeys trade
balance is less than 1.5% and Turkeys share in the Polish trade balance is roughly the
same.33 Given the economic potentials of both countries the mutual foreign investments
in Poland and Turkey are also quite limited. Polish-Turkish economic relations have
been particularly significant in tourism, textiles and the building sector  Turkish firms
(e.g. Gulermak) have been inter alia highly involved in the construction of the second
metro line in Warsaw  but in other sectors this cooperation is still quite limited.
The public awareness of the fact that Turkey has a major impact on the Eastern
direction of Polish foreign policy (e.g. the balance of powers in the post-Soviet area,
energy sector and the future of enlargement) is still very low, not only in the wider
society but also amongst the Polish political elite. Until this awareness is made more
widespread and Polish-Turkish political and economic relations tighten, it is rather
unlikely that Polish media will devote more time to Turkey and Turkish issues. The
600th anniversary of Polish-Turkish diplomatic relations celebrated over the whole
of 2014 provided a good opportunity to at least minimally improve the knowledge of
each other in both societies and of the lengthy and complex mutual relationship.
Further research is needed though to evaluate, within Polish society, its effects on
the perception of Turkish society as well as Turkey and its prospective accession to
the European Union.
Attitudes towards European Union Enlargement...; The European Today and Tomorrow...
Adam Balcer, Poland and the Czech Republic: Advocates of the EU Enlargement?
demosEUROPA, Warsaw, 2010.
32
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Abstract
Many conservative parties which attach a great significance to religion claim that they
support the democratic principles. However, their actions are against the liberal model of
democracy. The main question posed in this article is if it is religion that is the major factor
behind the particular understanding of democracy. The author argues that it is a mixture of
conservative, religious and populist (sometimes also nationalist) aspects that in this context
can play a crucial role  even in diverse national and cultural settings. The article is a
comparative analysis of the Justice and Development Party in Turkey and the Law and
Justice party in Poland.

1. Introduction
From the perspective of political science, the approach towards democracy from
the political parties attaching great significance to religion belongs to the issues worth
analyzing. It is not about religious parties whose ideology is derived from or shaped
by religious ideas and which mobilizes the grassroots on the basis of shared religious
identity and that seek regime change by implementing their religious values.1 It is
about religion oriented conservative parties, that stress the religious values both in
their programs and political behaviour, but they are not anti-regime parties. Their
goal can be a change in the regime to give an adequate place for religion, tradition
and morality in public life but at the same time they do not want a transformation of
the regime.
Their attitude and more often their real commitment to liberal democracy, associated
here with respect for individual human rights, pluralism and rights of minorities, can
be even more ambiguous than is the case of religious parties. It is because of the role
of conservatism that nowadays has broad-ranging ideological characteristics as well
as different forms and articulations in different contexts. This situation is connected
with the fact that the current conservatism in practice may be a mixture of the
traditional elements, i.e. the substantial role of community, tradition or religion and
Ph.D., Institute of Political Science, University of Warsaw, e-mail: ad_szym@poczta.onet.pl
Hakan M. Yavuz, Secularism and Democracy in Turkey, Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 2009, p. 7.
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the aspects developed within different traditions of 19 th century conservatism (e.g.
the significance of a nation) as well as post-war trends.2
This article is a comparative analysis of two cases of conservative parties  the
Turkish Justice and Development Party (AKP, Adalet ve Kalkýnma Partisi) and the
Polish Law and Justice party (PiS, Prawo i Sprawiedliwoæ). There are obviously
many differences between Poland and Turkey that shape the environment in which
both parties act, thus making their comparison a difficult task. It refers among
others to the dominant religions  Islam and Catholicism respectively and the current
model of relationship between religion and politics.3
However, a comparison between the AKP and PiS is not impossible. There are
already examples of this kind of comparison in literature, although not really in the
context of democracy. These analyses usually concern Christian democrats in European
countries and the AKP/Muslim democrats in Turkey. Researchers focus either on
the Christian democracy in the 19th century or on post-war Western Christian democracies
in such countries as France, Germany or Italy.4 However, there is a lack of genuine
attempts to compare relevant parties in Central and Eastern Europe with Turkey. The
advantage of this kind of comparison is that both the AKP and PiS had to deal with the
constitutional and economic systems that they inherited from their predecessors 
which was not the case with Western Christian democracies in the 1940s  and the
competition within a secularism vs. religious traditionalism axis still plays a big role in
both countries  in comparison say to todays France or Germany.5
The main goal of this article is to confirm the hypothesis that religion and
conservatism  in connection with populism and nationalism can in practice be a
2
Iain McLean, Oxford Concise Dictionary of Politics, Oxford, New York: Oxford University
Press, 1996, pp. 104106.
3
The Turkish system is based on the French model of the so called hostile separation of
religion and state, in other words on the assertive secularism, whose aim is to privatize religion and
ban or limit its visibility in the public sphere. However, the Turkish model is modified because of the
control of the state over religious (mainly Muslim) affairs. The Polish system is characterized by a
more friendly separation model, i.e. the passive secularism that underlines the neutrality of
state towards religion and allows the visibility of religion in the public sphere. It is based on: equal
rights for religious communities, the impartiality of public institutions towards religion with the
clause of freedom of expression of religious beliefs in the public sphere as well as the respect for the
independence and autonomy of both state and Church. For more, see William Hale and Ergun
Özbudun, Islamism, Democracy and Liberalism in Turkey. The Case of AKP, London, New York:
Routledge, 2010, p. 22; Józef Krukowski, Koció³ i pañstwo. Podstawy relacji prawnych [Church
and State. Legal Relationships Fundamentals], Lublin: Wydawnictwo KUL, 2000, pp. 4286.
4
Stathis N. Kalyvas, The Turkish Model in the Matrix of Political Catholicism, in Democracy,
Islam & Secularism in Turkey, Alfred Stepan and Ahmet T. Kuru (eds), New York: Columbia University
Press, 2010, pp. 189198; William Hale, Christian Democracy and the JDP: Parallels and Contrasts,
in The Emergence of a New Turkey. Democracy and the AK Parti, Hakan M. Yavuz (ed.), Salt Lake
City: The University of Utah Press, 2006, pp. 6787.
5
Hale, Christian Democracy , p. 75; Aleks Szczerbiak, Social Poland Defeats Liberal
Poland? The SeptemberOctober 2005 Polish Parliamentary and Presidential Elections, SEI Working
Paper, No. 86, May 2006, pp. 3638.
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dysfunctional mixture for a liberal-democracy. It does not matter if it is a party that
attaches great attention to Islam or Catholicism. There are some common mechanisms
that can be triggered  both when a party governs and is in opposition but plays a
crucial role in the political system, as the main opposition party. This illustrates
a very important value of the comparison of the given cases  the main hypothesis,
if confirmed, proves that the problematic approach towards democracy of such
parties as the Justice and Development Party in Morocco or Ennahda in Tunisia is
not a solely Middle Eastern specificity.
In the first part of the article its author identifies both parties, arguing that their
ideological profiles and related structural aspects are similar. The second key section
presents the impact of these factors on the attitude and real commitment to democracy
 i.e. both on the theoretical and practical plane of the analysed issue.
2. AKP and PiS  what kind of parties are they?
2.1. Origins and history
Although the AKP and PiS were founded exactly at the same time, they have
obviously different origins as well as a history of political success. The AKP developed
from the tradition of the National Outlook Movement (millî görüº) represented by
the Islamist parties  and dissolved by the Constitutional Court because of anti-secular activities. The AKP was founded in 2001 by the politicians active in both the
Welfare Party (RP, Refah Partisi) and the Virtue Party (FP, Fazilet Partisi), both of
whom could be called modernists (yenilikçiler), as opposed to the traditionalists
(gelenekçiler) who established the Felicity Party (SP, Saadet Partisi).6 The AKP
represents an advanced phase of the evolution of political Islam in Turkey and its
movement (at least its part represented by the AKP) towards a centre-right position
was affected more by the pragmatism than ideology.7 The AKP won a landslide
victory in the 2002 parliamentary elections, winning over two thirds of the seats. It
has been governing alone in Turkey since that time, sustaining its support as reflected
in the results of the parliamentary elections in 2007 and 2011 (47% of votes and 341
seats, as well as 49.8% of votes and 327 seats respectively). The first AKP prime
minister was Abdullah Gül but the constitutional amendment enabled the leader of
the party, Recep Tayyip Erdoðan, to take the position in 2003. Gül was elected
president of the Republic of Turkey by a parliamentary vote in 2007. In 2014 Erdoðan
became the first president elected directly by the citizens, and the post of prime
minister was taken up by Ahmet Davutoðlu (the foreign minister in the previous
government).8
Hale and Özbudun, Islamism, Democracy and Liberalism , pp. 35.
Menderes Çýnar and Burhanettin Duran, The Specific Evolution of Contemporary Political
Islam in Turkey and Its Difference, in Secular and Islamic Politics in Turkey. The Making of the
Justice and Development Party, Ümit Cizre (ed.), London, New York: Routledge, 2008, pp. 1740.
8
Kerem Öktem, Angry Nation. Turkey since 1989, London, New York: Zed Books, 2011, pp.
126140.
6
7
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The Law and Justice party was also founded in 2001 to capitalise on the popularity of
Lech Kaczyñski, the justice minister in the government of the Solidarity Electoral Action
party (AWS, Akcja Wyborcza Solidarnoæ). It was established as a splinter-group
from the AWS. The Centre Agreement (PC, Porozumienie Centrum)  a centre-right
anti-communist party with Jaros³aw Kaczyñski (a twin brother of Lech Kaczyñski)
as one of its leaders, played a relatively minor role in the 1990s after breaking away
from the Solidarity movement, and formed the Law and Justices core. However,
within PiS there were also representatives of both conservative and Christian
democratic parties (especially within the Right Alliance  Przymierze Prawicy) who
later very often abandoned the party. In the 20012003 period the chairman of the
party was Lech Kaczyñski, and since 2003 this position has been held by Jaros³aw
Kaczyñski. After the 2001 parliamentary elections PiS was the fourth political force,
belonging to the opposition during the period of the post-communist ruling. However,
already in 2002 Lech Kaczyñski was elected president of Warsaw. His popularity as
the president influenced the results of subsequent elections  in a similar fashion to
the popularity of Erdoðan as the mayor of Istanbul in the 1990s. In the 2005
parliamentary elections PiS won 155 seats in Sejm (the Lower House) and fifty in
the Senate, a success based on anti-corruption, conservative, law and order agenda.
The party became the major ruling group forming a few minority and coalition
governments. In 2006 the prime ministers position was taken by Jaros³aw Kaczyñski.
In October 2005 Lech Kaczyñski won the presidential elections and kept this post
until his death in a tragic airplane crash in 2010. After the parliamentary elections in
October 2007 PiS has been the main opposition party.9
The AKP is then the more successful party. However, although the centre-right
oriented Civic Platform (PO, Platforma Obywatelska) governs together with the
more provincially focused Polish Peoples Party (PSL, Polskie Stronnictwo Ludowe),
PiS plays a key role in the political system in Poland and has chances to win the
parliamentary elections in 2015.10
2.2. Ideology
The AKP and PiS are both mass pragmatic parties paying attention to the support
of the electorate. At the same time they are conservative parties that attach great
significance first of all to the traditional institutions as well as religion and pious
people.
They both support the traditional model of the marriage as the relationship solely
between men and women  which in the case of PiS was even underlined in the
project of the constitution as well as the model of the family based on religious
9
Rafa³ Matyja, Od silnego przywództwa do partii monocentrycznej [From Strong Leadership
to a Monocentric Party], in Prawo i Sprawiedliwoæ [Law and Justice], Marek Migalski (ed.),
Toruñ: Wydawnictwo Adam Marsza³ek, 2010, pp. 2455.
10
Andrzej Antoszewski, Prawo i Sprawiedliwoæ w polskim systemie partyjnym [Law and
Justice in the Polish Party System], Przegl¹d Politologiczny/Political Science Review, No. 1, 2011,
pp. 7993.
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values.11 The PiS point of view on this matter influenced the negative position of the
Polish government on the Charter of the Fundamental Rights of the EU. Both parties
are in favour of the traditional family structure, supporting numerous families. They
treat the family as the fundamental institution playing important roles in society 
e.g. as the community builder (underlined particularly by the AKP) or educational
institution (PiS approach).12 Both parties relate the issue of the protection of the
family to the protection of life from the conception till the natural death. It is reflected
in different ways. The proposals for more restrictive laws on abortion are common
to the AKP and PiS. In addition PiS organized the National Day of Life (24 March)
and a campaign against public spending in terms of financial support for
contraception.13
Both the AKP and PiS put religion into the centre of their ideology and activities.
The AKPs deep involvement in Islamic social ethics and cultural norms is noticeable
already with reference to the key names they use. The AKP defines its political
profile as the conservative democracy  muhafazakâr demokrasi. 14 The term
conservative  muhafazakâr includes the religious connotation  that is why there
is talk about the fideistic conservatism of the AKP.15 When it comes to the name of
the party, the term justice is the most significant Islamic concept. 16 Law and
justice refers first of all to the effective working of the judicial and legal system in
Poland.17 However, it can be also associated with the words from the Bible used with
reference to a just order.
In the case of the AKP it is also about the abbreviation of its name. Ak means in
Turkish pure, something that can be understood as a reflection of the image of the
AKP politicians guided in their actions by moral values. The partys point of view on
the role of politicians is that they should also provide services to the people. This in
turn reflects the traditional Islamic and Ottoman value  hizmet, i.e. a rendering of
services in the name of Islam.18 According to PiS in turn, there is a lack of politicians
Konstytucja Rzeczypospolitej Polskiej. Projekt Prawa i Sprawiedliwoci [The Constitution
of the Republic of Poland. Law and Justice Draft], 2010, p. 5, www.pis.org.pl/download.php?g=
mmedia&f=konstytucja_2010.pdf (accessed 5 August 2013).
12
Party Programme, 2013, www.akparti.org.tr/english/akparti/parti-programme (accessed 3
August 2013); Polska katolicka w chrzecijañskiej Europie [Catholic Poland in Christian Europe],
2005, pp. 2628, www.pis.org.pl/download.php?g=mmedia&f=broszura_katolicka.pdf (accessed
5 August 2013).
13
Polska katolicka w chrzecijañskiej Europie , pp. 910.
14
Yalçýn Akdoðan, AK Parti and Muhafazakâr Demokrasi [AK Party and Conservative
Democracy], Istanbul: Alfa, 2004.
15
Yavuz, Secularism and Democracy , p. 83.
16
Burhanettin Duran, The Justice and Development Partys New Politics. Steering towards
Conservative Democracy, a Revised Islamic Agenda or Management of New Crises? in Secular and
Islamic Politics , Cizre (ed.), p. 84.
17
IV Rzeczpospolita. Sprawiedliwoæ dla wszystkich [Fourth Republic. Justice for All], 2005,
pp. 1437, www.pis.org.pl/doc.php?d=unit&id=3 (accessed 1 August 2013).
18
Yavuz, Secularism and Democracy , pp. 1722 and 83.
11
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who act in accordance with moral values in the Polish state that is full of corrupted
and immoral elites. The moral and political renewal supported by this party means
among other things, that politicians aim at public virtue.19
The aforementioned question refers to the issue of a presence of religious and
moral values in the political and public arena and is connected with the question of
secularism. Both the AKP and PiS treat it as the prerequisite for democracy. However,
they refer to it by state  religion/Church relations, not to society, which cannot be
secular. For both the AKP and PiS, religion means personal piety but at the same time
social values  which cannot just be forgotten in the public sphere. They are simply
their life and guide of behaviour as PiS put it.20 However, at the same time for both
parties religious values cannot be political. That is why, for example, Erdoðan talks
about religion as a private tenet but refers to democracy as political.21 Both the AKP
and PiS do not want to build an Islamic or Catholic state with its law just based on
religion. Such attempts would simply be unacceptable to the electorate.
It does not preclude, however, manifestations of religious values in the public and
even political spheres. This is connected again with the understanding of secularism.
In the current AKP program it is written: Basically, secularism is a principle which
allows people of all religions, and beliefs to comfortably practice their religions, to
be able to express their religious convictions and live accordingly.22 Both parties
underline the necessity of free expression of religious and moral values by society.
In the case of the AKP it is connected with a call for the modification of the current
model of secularism  they want to free the peoples beliefs from state control. As
far as PiS is concerned, it is more a call for the full implementation of the model
confirmed by the constitution.
According to both the AKP and PiS, the manifestation of religious beliefs in the public
sphere should take place with reference to religious symbols. The best example in the
case of the AKP is the call for the protection of the right for Muslim women to wear
headscarves in public places. In the opinion of some scholars this represents an example
of the subtle Islamization in Turkey.23 It may be a sort of exaggeration but according to
Menderes Çýnar and Burhanettin Duran, the third layer of Turkish Islamism is the strong
desire to meet the Islamic demands, which includes wearing headscarves.24 In the case
of PiS the religious symbol is a cross. According to the provision in the partys project of
the constitution, citizens have the right to the protection of the presence of religious and
cultural symbols and keepsakes existing in the public sphere.25
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The manifestation of religious values in the public sphere is referred in both cases
also to the educational system. In Turkey and Poland religion is taught in public
primary and secondary schools (in the case of Poland there are two optional courses
 religion or ethics). The AKP supported the equal access to universities by graduates
of the so called imam-hatip schools that originally educated imams and Islamic
preachers, but their curriculum now also embraces standard secular courses.26
PiS in turn supports the Catholic Church in the campaign for the equal treatment of
religion as a fully fledged area of study along with other school subjects. It is currently
a curricular activity categorised as secondary, alongside physical education, and
cannot be one of the final exam subjects.27
However, as it was mentioned before, conservatism can be articulated in many
ways and in different contexts. It means that it can include a list of various elements in
addition to placing emphasis on religion and tradition. The AKP and PiS took different
sources of inspiration for their conservative ideological approach. The AKP is based
more on American neo-conservatism.28 That is why it often takes a neo-liberal approach
to the economy.29 PiS in turn takes more from French and German conservatism in
different time periods, something that is reflected in a more social approach to the
economy as well as in supporting a strong state (in comparison to the AKP) and the
national community (strictly connected with the state) as main core values.30
For PiS nationalism is as important as religion. In different speeches or party
documents Catholicism is connected with national feelings, which is not only a German
pattern but it has its roots in Polish history, in which the religious and national aspects
usually came together. PiS refers in this context to patriotism which is rarely noticeable
in Polish society nowadays.31
However, it appears in practice that the positions of both parties are not so different.
On the one hand, although PiS during parliamentary election campaigns was talking
about the liberal Poland supported by opponents, in contrast to its own vision of a
loyal Poland, the 20052007 period saw PiS often in favour of neo-liberal solutions.32
On the other hand, the AKP stresses the importance of social services for the people.
Although the AKP politicians want to limit the power of the state, they cannot ignore
its role  because of a traditional strong position of the state starting from the Ottoman
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era and the general attitude of AKP voters.33 The AKP political identity is a combination
of religion and Turkish nationalism.34 The source of inspiration here is the conservatism
of former Turkish centre-right parties that supported the so called Turkish-Islamic
synthesis.35 Western writings about Muslim nationalists generally refer to Turkishness
based more on imperial Ottoman and Seljuk times.36 However, milliyetçilik  a
Kemalism principle  still affects, to some extent, the party position because of the
true belief of the nationalists among the AKP deputies, or temporarily, for tactical
reasons.
Because of the tactics connected with elections (amongst other things), both the
AKP and PiS include in their manifestos elements of populism repeated many times,
thus appearing to act accordingly to the will of the people.37 This is related to the
question of democracy.
3. The question of democracy
3.1. Parties programmes
The AKP and PiS in their documents are very clearly in favour of a liberal democratic
regime although they do not mention the adjective liberal  in the former case
because of an association with excessive permissiveness or lax behaviour38, whereas
in the latter  due to critics of a liberal Poland usually represented and championed
by the PO. According to the election manifestos of the AKP from 2002 to 2011,
freedoms constitute democracy and the respect for rights and freedoms are the
basis for social peace and the well-being of the people.39 PiS also underlines the
principles of liberal democracy. Its project of the constitution includes the whole
catalogue of individual rights that must be respected and can be limited only by law
and in a scope necessary for democratic order.40
This support for democracy has quite different origins in the analyzed cases. The
position of the AKP was determined apart from the changing attitude of many Islamic
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intellectuals and the lessons from the 1997 virtual coup, by the need for the domestic
and international legitimacy that was possible thanks to the image of the party that
has abandoned the anti-democratic approach of the previous Islamist parties. 41 A
very important external factor was also the process of the integration with the EU.42
PiS in turn underlines its participation in the opposition in the communist times and
its Solidarity roots. It was then impossible for this party not to stress the necessity
to respect human rights. Other reasons include important determinants, i.e. the
advanced stage of the political transformation in Poland as well as the NATO and EU
membership.
Another common element of both parties is the protection of their own interests
that also affects this manifestation of the devotion to democratic values. It was in
the interest of the AKP to support the liberal democracy, because thanks to this
wearing headscarves or equal access to universities by graduates from imam-hatip
schools could be presented as democratic rights of Turkish citizens. However, the
AKP did not pay the same attention to other freedoms. PiS also often organizes
campaigns and demonstrations to protect democracy, whilst bearing in mind the
right to manifest their religious beliefs, although this aspect is not so pronounced as
is the case with the AKP. For example, it organized demonstrations in Poland and
Brussels to protect the freedom of the media, after the initial rejection by the National
Council of Radio and Television regarding the broadcasting concession for the religious
television channel TV Trwam. 43
Underlining democracy is in both cases also a part of the political strategy that
reflects at the same time their populism. The AKP and PiS on the one hand
criticize their political opponents, in that they do not respect democratic rules
and freedoms. They both regard their opponents as oligarchic elites. AKP considers
the Kemalists as secular elites, represented among the parties in Turkey by the
politicians of the main opposition party  the Republican Peoples Party (CHP,
Cumhuriyet Halk Partisi). PiS rails against post-communists and the main
governing party  the Civic Platform. According to the AKP and PiS these
oligarchic elites policies are based on the representation and protection of narrow
interests, a limitation of citizen participation in politics as well as top-down social
engineering policies. 44
On the other hand, the AKP and PiS present themselves as parties that share the
opinion that democracy is based on the will of the people. One of the main promises
41
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of the election manifestos of both parties is the fight against the limitations of the
peoples freedom. The AKP talks about an advanced democracy as one in which
the will of the citizen has a direct impact on state institutions not only through
elections but also through decisions and controls exercised by citizens in every aspect
of public life.45 PiS promises, in the context of a fight against the limitations of
the citizens participatory rights, to give support to local citizens initiatives, a de-monopolization of the media and a much broader and freer access to information
about public affairs.46
3.2. Confrontation with ideology
However, the confrontation of the elements of conservatism of both parties and
the manifested devotion to democracy reveals some contradictions. In other words
the conservative ideology that includes elements of nationalism and populism, can
be in practice dysfunctional for a liberal democracy. This phenomenon is possible
because the attitude towards democracy declared by parties very often differs from
their real commitment to it. The ideological factor can determine political behaviour
to a large extent.
Both parties underline the role of community in the political system  as a result of
the impact of conservatism and nationalism. As mentioned earlier, it is about the
family but it is also about different intermediary groups and the macro-community,
i.e. Turkish Sunni Muslims and Polish Catholics respectively. Politicians of both
parties refer and appeal to them (particularly during the election campaigns) while
talking about the significance of religious, cultural and patriotic values.
This communitarian approach cannot coexist easily with the model of liberal
democracy. It leads to giving priority to collective principles and values over individual
rights and freedoms. According to PiS, without the notions of community and nation
state, democracy and human rights are not possible. Only by taking part in these
communities can each person fully develop his humanity; only by being a member of
a nation state can every citizen fully embrace his freedoms. Therefore, according to
PiS, it does not neglect individual rights. It sees a common good as a false alternative
to individual freedom.47 A similar approach is taken, at least in theory, by AKP. Erdoðan,
whilst talking about democracy, mentions both the notions of common good and
individual rights.48
However, the Turkish prime minister has in mind first and foremost the freedom
of religion, and thus the expression of religious values. This shows that the,
rootedness in collective norms can contradict the support for individual rights.49
The individual choices are shaped by religious-communal and national values. With
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reference to Turkey, White argues that what is becoming more important than
individualism and personal choices are obedience, conformity and group solidarity.50
When it comes to the two first elements, Islamic and family values and agents of
socialization seek to mould and discipline the citizen believers with a sense of
communal duty.51 The best example is at the level of the micro-community, i.e. the
family that is still defined first of all in terms of patriarchal values as an institution in
which a woman plays a subordinated role (with little possibility of personal choices).
However, it seems that this model is shared by the AKP whose political spaces ( )
tend to be male-dominated.52
PiS also pays attention to duties connected with community values (although
not necessarily regarding the obedience of women to the traditional patriarchal
system). The most important one is the mentioned solidarity  the term particularly
emphasized by PiS (in comparison to the AKP), although not solely because of the
historical association with the Solidarity movement. The principle of solidarity is
the basis for the proposal of a loyal Poland which, in opposition to a liberal
Poland, is based on national values, community spirit and social solidarity.53
However, the term solidarity according to this vision is more than a social rule  it
is a key principle that unites a community of free people and as such must be
respected by the people. 54 Herein lies the impact of different sources of inspiration
for the parties conservatism. According to PiS solidarity as a key community
principle should have priority over the liberalism in terms of the position of the
state as well as regarding an individualistic approach alongside a never ending
sense of competition.55 The AKP has more understanding for competition and wants
rather to diminish the role of the state.56 This is first of all about an economic
dimension but, as Ümit Korkut argues, PiS criticisms of a liberal economy in
Poland would in practice include also political rights, e.g. the freedom of expression
or assembly. 57
As Hakan Yavuz put it, AKP understands that individual freedom means the removal
of state intervention and constraints from the formation of the community. This
understanding does not include the empowerment of the individual to form a critical
outlook.58 This leads the analysis to the issue of pluralism. The emphasis on the
community and its religious or national values leaves a little space for pluralism and
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a tolerance of heterodoxy, criticism.59 In particular, religion does not, create the
necessary cultural and social environment for the construction of difference. Instead
of difference, a religious sense of sameness is constantly formulated. 60 There
cannot be any different points of view on religious dogmas, and therefore there
cannot be any criticism either. For PiS, religious and patriotic values are true to
the party vision  and as such there is no other truth. 61 It leaves no space for
compromise. This way of thinking of many PiS politicians who criticize relativism,
creates a risk of discrimination against different opinions  expressing them can
even lead to court cases.
The AKP and PiS conduct a politics of exclusion based on shared religious, moral
or national beliefs. They very often deny the individual rights of people with different
points of view to the one presented by the party in this context. In Turkey for
instance, people who express atheistic opinions via social media can be prosecuted
(e.g. the musician Fazýl Say) and LGBT citizens cannot count on total respect for
their rights when the AKP politicians express opinions that homosexuality should be
regarded as a disease.62 This opinion is very often shared by the politicians of PiS.
There are many examples of their negative attitudes towards homosexuals and a
limitation of their rights as citizens (not to mention the right to marriage), which
includes a negation of the freedom of assembly. This was reflected, amongst other
cases, by the banning of the equality parade by Lech Kaczyñski acting as the
mayor of Warsaw.63
It shows clearly that the communitarian approach can have far reaching
consequences for a real commitment to democracy  particularly when it can be
exercised by a governing party. Sultan Tepe writes in the context of the religious
and cultural community values that the AKP: not only assumes the presence of a
set of shared social values, but it also claims full knowledge of societys needs and
desires ( ) it can exercise collective reasoning on behalf of the public.64 It can
also impose some solutions, knowing best what the masses need. Because of this,
White writes with the reference to the AKP that, democracy is widely understood
as a mandate for the winning party to impose its values.65 The question is what
legitimizes this mandate. According to both the AKP and PiS politicians the parties
represent the will and interests of the community  Turkish Sunni Muslims and
Polish Catholics respectively, who are in a big majority in their nations of origin.
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They are electoral majorities that support the governing party, or the millions of
people as PiS put it whilst in opposition.66 They have then the democratic legitimacy
to act on behalf of the people.
Firstly, this way of thinking can lead to a narrow understanding of the electoral
process. The elections are treated as the foundation of democracy but after the
elections the role of the citizens is limited. Tepe points out, in this context, one of the
Turkish democratic deficits  a lack of deliberative elements in the political life of
Turkey.67 It seems that these social aspects of democratization are overlooked by the
AKP apart from the rights and liberties of Islamic identity.68 This was reflected in
the position of Erdoðan who appealed to the Gezi Park protesters to compete in local
elections instead of demonstrating.69 PiS showed a similar approach when it was
ruling. The governing practice revealed that little attention was paid to consultation
mechanisms.
Secondly, it results in a majoritarian understanding of democracy according to
which minorities, although usually recognized, are marginalized. For instance
Erdoðan repeats the Turkish term çapulcu which means marauder, whilst
considering, for example, the role of ecologist organizations.70 There is therefore a
risk of discrimination against these minorities. In the case of the AKP, initial priority
is given to highlighting religious communities (e.g. Alevis).71 PiS in turn sometimes
presents a negative attitude towards ethnic minorities, e.g. the Silesians.72
The communitarian approach can be even more dysfunctional for democracy
when populism is added.73 Both parties seemingly set simple citizens, pure
people who are marginalized and excluded in the old systems (on the periphery),
against narrow circles of corrupted, immoral and anti-democratic elites (in the
centre)  the aforementioned oligarchic elites who still govern. Both parties
contribute then to the polarization of societies and their division into homogenous,
antagonistic groups  we vs. others. This is a situation that creates conflicts
and instability.
Both parties have certain projects which must be implemented to change the
situation, i.e. to dismantle old systems based on the governance of narrow circles
of elites. They are projects of the new, post-kemalist Turkey and the so called
Fourth Republic (instead of the current Third Republic)  a vision of Poland free
from post-communist influences, corruption, social injustice, growing inequalities,
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economic deterioration, nepotism and cronyism.74 Both parties call for a new social
contract concerning the state  society relations, in the form of a new constitution.
This contract must be based on some ideological assumptions  the project is
about a socio-political as well as moral renewal, including a strengthening of the
role of religious and moral values. PiS even talks about a moral revolution while
the AKP is more cautious and supports a gradual change in this context  as a
result of the lesson from 1997 and the role of laicism in Turkey.75 The introduction
of an anti-pluralistic political regime could implement these projects. This is
happening with reference to the freedom of the media. Both the AKP and PiS as the
governing parties at important events (the national congress and the signature of
the stability pact with the coalition partners respectively) invited only selected
media with a particular and suitable profile, in the case of PiS, only agencies steeped
in Catholicism.76
The anti-elitist, populist approach has one more significant consequence. Both
parties criticize the institutional aspects of the democratic order  including current
constitutions. They must be changed because their authors belong to the old elites.
While in the case of AKP the adoption of the new constitution is justified  the old
one is a result of a military coup in 1980, the 1997 Polish constitution is objectively
speaking a democratic legal act. Court verdicts, including the Constitutional Court,
were also often criticized by the AKP and PiS. They accused the judges of political
and anti-democratic, as opposed to legal, behaviour (interestingly  only in the cases
of the verdict not being in favour of the parties interests). Both parties also criticized
also the operation of their countries central banks, whose decisions were made by
the members of the old elites.77
This anti-institutional approach goes even further. In the election manifesto of the
PiS program there is some criticism of the legal and procedural impossibilism that
reflects the partys impatient position on complex democratic procedures and
regulations, an apparently idealistic checks and balances system and the standard
understanding of the rule of law. As Lech Rubisz says, this is reminiscent of the
totalitarian, political philosophy of Carl Schmitt.78 The same impatient position can
be found in the case of the AKP. The best example is Erdoðans criticism of the
separation of powers that limits the executive power.79
Table 1 summarises four main difficulties attributable to the two case study parties,
in terms of their commitment towards democracy, being a result of the impact of
ideological factors.
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Table 1. Key problems of the AKP and PiS with democracy
AKP

PiS

Anti-individualistic approach  individual
rights less important than communal
obligations  e.g. woman in family
(patriarchal approach reflected in politics)

Anti-individualistic approach  connected
with the key word solidarity  present both
in economy (critics of the liberal economy)
and politics

Anti-pluralistic approach  sameness has
priority over difference  negative attitude
e.g. towards atheists, LGBT citizens, or
scientist writing on evolution theory

Anti-pluralistic approach  there is one truth
having roots in religious values and patriotic
traditions  actions against homosexuals or
writers writing negatively about Poland

Majoritarian understanding  representation
of the will of the majority (Muslim Sunni
Turks)  minorities neglected (e.g. Alevis) 
marauders; representation of excluded
people (on the periphery)  impact of
populism on the polarization of the society

Majoritarian understanding  representation
of the will of the majority or millions of
Polish Catholics  minorities neglected (e.g.
Silesians), representation of groups of
citizens increasingly marginalized  impact of
populism on the polarization of society

Anti-institutional approach  institutions
shaped by the Kemalist elites are not
recognized  negative position on the
constitution or Constitutional Courts
verdicts as well as critics of democratic
procedures and the central bank's decisions

Anti-institutional approach  institutions
shaped by the oligarchic Pact are not
recognized  negative position on the
constitution, Constitutional Courts verdicts
and independence of the central bank as well
as critics of democratic procedures

Source: authors work.

4. Conclusion
The main questions posed in the article are about the attitude and real commitment
to liberal democracy by the Turkish Justice and Development Party and the Polish
Law and Justice party as well as the impact of their conservative ideology and religion
on this issue. The analysis proves that on the one hand, the official documents present
a devotion by both parties to democracy. On the other hand, in practice their vision of
political order seems far removed from the liberal model of democracy. This practice
reflects the role of the parties ideology in shaping their real commitment towards
democracy. It is not only about religion and tradition per se. The conservative ideology
of these parties includes also elements of nationalism and populism and this mixture
can be dysfunctional for a liberal democracy. Although the declared intention of both
parties is to develop an advanced or full democracy with the real sovereignty of
the people, it can be treated more as a popular measure to gain electorate support
than a real tangible goal. The presence of the ideological factor, in spite of a noticeable
pragmatism, leads to a narrow understanding of democracy and the model of a regime
with majoritarian, anti-pluralistic and anti-institutional characteristics.
As the analyzed cases prove, this phenomenon does not depend on national and
cultural settings of states. The similar ideological profile of the AKP and PiS with the
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crucial role of the communitarian approach triggers comparable mechanisms with
reference to the democracy question.
However, the aforementioned ideological mixture characterizing both parties is
context dependent, which is something natural for conservatism. This concerns
also its impact on the approach towards democracy. The dysfunctional influence
cannot be wiped out. However, it can be weakened by different factors. The crucial
role is played in both analyzed cases by the level of pragmatism (which is also a key
issue for the Islamic parties after the Arab awakening). This is particularly noticeable
in the case of AKP, whose policy was more inclusive when it was needed for
domestic and international acceptance, progress in the EU pre-accession process
and the increase of the electorate at the expense of the opponents. However, when
the accession negotiations came to a deadlock and the AKP position was consolidated,
the level of exclusiveness increased. 80
The contradiction between the rules of a liberal democracy and the communitarian
approach is decreasing when some elements of the aforementioned ideological mixture
do not have a great significance, even temporarily. The position of nationalism in the
ideology of both analyzed parties is the best example.
The partys capacity to implement a political project based on ideological premises
is equally important. This capacity increases when one party governs, particularly
without coalition partners. Because of this, in Turkey the question posed very often
in the current political debate is if authoritarian tendencies  a traditional element of
Turkish political culture  will be strengthened in the coming years with the de facto
implementation of the AKP project for a new Turkey  reflected, for example, in the
actions against the Kemalist elites (primarily the Ergenekon or Sledgehammer lawsuits
that leave a lot to be desired when it comes to respect for the rule of law), or the
plans of an introduction of a presidential system.
Although since 2007 PiS has played the role of a strong and influential opposition,
its capacity to introduce its political project of the Fourth Republic is currently quite
limited. As Rubisz says, if PiS had the total freedom regarding the introduction of
institutional changes or political actions that suit its socio-political diagnosis, the
accusation of authoritarianism would not be the only accusation.81 However, there
is a chance that the Law and Justice party will govern again after the parliamentary
elections in 2015. In this case the debate present nowadays in Turkey can also be
developed in Poland.
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Abstract
Religious parties moderate their stands and change their strategies when they have to
involve in electoral politics and when they face the prospects of coming to power. However,
these parties organizational structures limit the extent of change. In this article, the
ideological moderation of the Welfare Party (WP) (predecessor of the currently ruling
Justice and Development Party  JDP) in the 1980s and 1990s will be analyzed. The study
has possible implications for religious parties to become more democratic and inclusive in
Muslim countries.

Introduction
Religious/ideological parties change their strategies in order to appeal to a broader
electorate when they are faced with electoral failures or a possibility of gaining
power.1 These parties de-emphasize their religious/ideological character in this process.
Since religious mobilization that paves the way for religious party formation is mostly
initiated by a religious authority,2 the leaders of religious parties have to disassociate
themselves from this religious authority in order to introduce any kind of changes in
the partys religious character. In the case of the West European confessional parties,
this religious authority was an institution outside the party; the Catholic Church.
However, in the religious party in Turkey, the party leadership itself claimed to be the
religious authority.3 This created a dilemma for the leadership.
The Welfare Party (WP) changed its strategies in the 1980s and 1990s due to
electoral concerns, competitive party politics, and possibility of coming to power.
The party adopted new policies, made some organizational changes and altered the
campaigning methods in order to reach different social groups other than religious
voters. However, the leadership of the WP maintained a religious discourse that
*
Associate Professor, Necmettin Erbakan University, Faculty of Social Sciences and Humanities,
Department of Political Science, e-mail: staniyici@konya.edu.tr
1
Adam Przeworski and John Sprague, Paper Stones: A History of Electoral Socialism, Chicago:
The University of Chicago Press, 1986; Stathis N. Kalyvas, The Rise of Christian Democracy in
Europe, Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1996.
2
Stathis N. Kalyvas, Unsecular Politics and Religious Mobilization: Beyond Christian
Democracy, in European Christian Democracy, Thomas Kselman and Joseph Buttigieg (eds),
Notre Dame: University of Notre Dame Press, 2003.
3
The claim for religious authority had implications for the partys external and internal relations.
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limited the extent of change. Even though the leadership was willing to change the
partys strategies and policies due to political constraints, it also wanted to maintain
its religious authority over the party activists. Within the party, the religious authority
of the party leadership was used to minimize intra-party criticism and opposition.
Ergun Yildirim4 called this dilemma of the WP leadership as the leaderships political
schizophrenia.
Electoral constraints and strategic changes
The political-institutional context in which the religious parties function affected
the strategies of these parties. Existing electoral systems and the position of competing
center right parties created electoral concerns that induced the religious party to
make changes in a number of areas.
For religious parties, electoral concerns led to two kinds of strategies and these in
turn have consequences for the parties ideology. First, electoral defeats led to strategic
moderation. When these parties faced electoral failures, they changed their strategies
to attract non-religious voters and de-emphasized their religious rhetoric and identity.
As they perceive that their strategy of moderation worked in terms of successful
election results, and as the chances of coming to power increased, the party made
further changes to attract more voters. Just as the early confessional parties did in
Europe,5 when faced with electoral concerns and government prospects, religious
parties in Turkey de-emphasized their confessional character.
Secondly, party competition is another external factor that influenced religious
parties strategies. If the center right parties included conservative elements, the
religious party followed a differentiation strategy. When the center-right parties
excluded these conservative groups the religious party moved to a more conservative
center right position to appeal to conservative voters.
The WP leadership and electoral concerns in the 1980s
In the 1970s, Turkey experienced increasing violence between leftist and rightist
groups.6 The party system was polarized and short-lived coalition governments could
not provide stability in the country. When the military intervened in September 1980,
the parliament had failed to elect a president for several months. The military junta
accused the political party leaders of the polarization of the party system and banned
all pre-1980 parties. The leaders of the parties were banned from politics for ten years.
The WP, the third party of the National View Movement and the successor of the
National Salvation Party (NSP), which was closed by the military rulers in 1980,
Ergun Yildirim, Iktidar Mucadelesi ve Din [The Struggle for Power and Religion], Istanbul:
Bilge Publications, 1999.
5
Stathis N. Kalyvas, The Rise of Christian Democracy in Europe, Ithaca: Cornell University
Press, 1996.
6
The clashes took place mainly between extreme leftist and ultra-nationalist youth organization
members. The youth organizations of the National Salvation Party were not involved in violence
with some exceptions.
4
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was again founded in July 1983. The WP convened the first grand congress in June
1985 and its second one two years later in October 1987. The crescent in the partys
emblem represented the struggle for national independence and the ear of grain
represented prosperity and peace, understood as development.7 ªevket Kazan explains
that the party leadership chose the name Welfare or Prosperity due to conjectural
factors. Because of legal considerations, the party used a new concept, national
consciousness in place of the concept of the National View Movement that the NSP
was using in the 1970s.8 The WP claimed to be a new party promising to rely on
national consciousness, modern technology, and moral and rational methods to
solve the nations problems.
Since the National Security Council wanted a controlled transition to multiparty
politics and did not like to see the pre-1980 parties in parliament, the High Election
Board did not allow the WP to participate in parliamentary elections in 1983. Other
parties that were established as successors of pre-1980 parties such as the center right
True (or Right) Path Party (TPP) and the Social Democrat Peoples Party (SDP) were
also not allowed to participate in the elections. The WP was permitted to participate in
the local elections in March 1984 and received 4.4% of the votes. The party candidates
won mayoral elections in the Urfa and Van provinces, and in five districts. In the local
elections of 1984, the results were a failure for the WP. In 1987, the party did not fare
any better despite the return of Necmettin Erbakan after the ban on political activities
of pre-1980 political party leaders was lifted by a referendum in 1987. Despite his
leadership, the party received 7.2% of the votes in the parliamentary elections in 1987
and remained outside parliament until the 1991 elections.
Erbakans National Salvation Party (NSP) had received 11.8% of the votes in the
1973 parliamentary elections. The party gained 48 seats in the lower house of
parliament and two seats in the Senate.9 The NSP participated in coalition governments
between 1974 and 1978. Since there was a perception of electoral and policy success
during this period, there was little motive for party change. In the 1977 elections, the
NSP received slightly more votes but fewer seats in parliament. Since the party
managed to enter in parliament and found a place in coalition governments, the
leadership again did not see any need for change.
Electoral concerns were clearly observed in Erbakans statements in the 1980s.
Erbakan often repeated that a regime change occurred after 1980 and this regime
could not be called a democratic because of the changes in the electoral system
from proportional representation to a system with a threshold of 10%.
The party leaders attributed the electoral failure to the partys involvement in the
elections in limited areas due to the timing of elections in early winter and also to the
7
Economic independence and development were two main themes the NSP emphasized in the
1970s.
8
ªevket Kazan, Refah Gercegi [The Truth of the Welfare Party], Ankara: Kesif Yayinlari, 2000,
p. 9.
9
The electoral system in Turkey was favorable to the representation of small parties in parliament
between 1961 and 1980.
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partys financial constraints. In the by-elections in September 1986 that took place
in 10 provinces, the party received 5.4% of the votes.10 In the second Grand Congress
of the party in September 1987, the newly elected party administration promised to
succeed in the upcoming parliamentary elections of November 1987.11
However, the WP received 7.2% of the votes in the 1987 general elections. Erbakan
pointed out that the 1987 election results should be evaluated in the light of a number
of unjust conditions such as the state televisions propaganda in favor of the ruling
Motherland Party (MP). Erbakan said that he himself traveled to 61 provinces and
more than 300 districts to counter government sponsored advertising. He also
mentioned the huge gap between parties as to the allocation of state aid for the
election campaign. He also lamented that the ruling MP established thresholds targeting
the WP as high as 33% in many provinces.
Erbakan compared the 4.4% vote share the WP had received in the 1984 local
elections to its vote share in 1987 and reflected that: there is only a small distance to
pass this unjust and unprecedented threshold. We will pass these thresholds easily
with our next step forward.12 Erbakan remarked that the local election results in
1989 would be important for the WP for gaining more municipalities and to show
that it could pass the 10% threshold.13
Due to these unpromising results, the party elite recognized the need to make
changes in party strategies. Erbakan declared the beginning of a new effort by the
party to enter parliament: In order for the National View Movement which represented
the one thousand year history of our nation, to enter parliament and to prevent the
western imitators from destroying our national consciousness, we initiated a new
campaign period after the 1987 elections.14
Erbakan even suggested cooperation with the parties he labeled imitators of the
west to pass the election thresholds. He suggested a legal change that would permit
parties to form alliances to be able to participate in the elections as a bloc. Erbakan
invited the True Path Party (TPP) and the Social Democratic Peoples Party (SDP)
to cooperate and enter the elections together in order to correct the injustices in
the electoral system that benefited the MP.15
Erbakan also wanted the replacement of the nationwide 10% threshold with a 5%
one and also advocated abolishing of district level quotas. He was also concerned
10
Refah Partisi, Ýkinci Büyük Kongresi (11 Ekim 1987) [The Welfare Party, Second Grand Congress
(11 October 1987)], Ankara: Refah Partisi, 1991, p. 39.
11
Ibid., p. 43.
12
Prof. Dr. Necmettin Erbakanýn Aylýk Basýn Toplantýsý Özeti (30 Kasým 1987) [Prof. Dr. Necmettin
Erbakans Monthly Press Conference Summary (30 November 1987)], Ankara: Refah Partisi, 1987.
13
Prof. Dr. Necmettin Erbakanýn Aylýk Basýn Toplantýsý (11 Kasým 1987) [Prof. Dr. Necmettin
Erbakans Monthly Press Conference Summary (11 November 1987)], Ankara: Refah Partisi, 1987.
14
Prof. Dr. Necmettin Erbakanýn Aylýk Basýn Toplantýsý Özeti (30 Kasým 1987) [Prof. Dr. Necmettin
Erbakans Monthly Press Conference Summary (30 November 1987)], Ankara: Refah Partisi, 1987.
15
Prof. Dr. Necmettin Erbakanýn Aylýk Basýn Toplantýsý Özeti (13 Aralýk 1987) [Prof. Dr. Necmettin
Erbakans Monthly Press Conference Summary (13 December 1987)], Ankara: Refah Partisi, 1987.
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that the state television station did not allocate enough time for the WP because the
party was not in parliament.16
The WPs strategic and organizational changes
WPs program and the leadership speeches in the 1980s were similar to those of
the National Salvation Party. The WPs second grand congress document stated that
the party aimed to develop Turkey both spiritually and materially. One of the partys
priorities was an economically independent Turkey, facilitating heavy industry and
advanced agricultural sector.17
Despite these similarities, the WPs discourse also showed early signs of change
from that of the NSP in the 1970s. The WP leaders demanded social justice and
basic human rights and freedoms for lower income groups criticizing the MPs
liberal economic policies. The NSP had emphasized establishing heavy industry but
had not given much importance to social welfare. Also, the debate over the idea of a
mass party within the WP started in the mid 1980s.
By the early 1990s, there were changes in areas such as the partys organizational
structure and its campaign methods, including the involvement of women in party
affairs, and towards a free market orientation in the partys economic policies. There
was also a debate on the partys identity as an ideological party and its change
toward a less ideological position, especially among the religious intellectual circles.18
The NSP in the 1970s had been concerned mostly with the religious segments of
society. Its policies such as opening more imam-hatip (to train preacher and prayer
leader) schools and introducing religious courses in public schools had targeted its
religious constituency. The NSPs policies of supporting the development of a national
industry and opposing a customs union with the European Economic Community
had aimed to get the support of small, devout manufacturers and merchants.
In the 1980s, the party now did not just target the religious segments of society
but also the lower income groups that had been disadvantaged as a result of the
liberalization policies of the MP. Bahri Zengin19 was the deputy party chairman
responsible for advertising and campaigning in the 1980s. He commented that the
NSP for years had not tried to appeal any group except the mosque goers. Party
activists had not communicated with those that were different from them. He said
that a group in the party tried to explain this mistake to other party members in
the 1980s but this was not easy. To convince the party activists and those outside
the party took three years in Istanbul alone. We first had to reach those living in
Ibidem.
Refah Partisi, Ýkinci Büyük Kongresi (11 Ekim 1987) , p. 4.
18
These intellectuals had some influence on the party policies but to a limited extent. Ali Bulac
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party into a more inclusive organization.
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urban areas who had prejudices against us. Surveys and face-to-face communication
brought success. We sent our youth who spoke well in public to homes for
campaigning. The urban masses saw these young people and their prejudices
weakened.20
At organizational level, the party created a well-functioning party network in every
provincial party unit. Essentially, NSP had relied on religious order/community
members and the network of mosques for campaigning. The WP broadened its
organizational structure and carried it to every street and neighborhood. The party
members in the new structure campaigned door to door during election period trying
to reach everyone. Teblig, a preaching like campaigning style, turned into propaganda
in the 1980s. By these methods, diverse social groups such as professional associations
and non-orthodox religious groups like Alevis were also contacted. In the 1991
elections, the party campaign targeted all social groups. Bahri Zengin21 prepared
posters that included themes on issues such as the problems of women in brothels,
farmers and lower income groups.22
The party also made some changes in its discourse. The concept of just order
was introduced before the 1991 elections campaign. Erbakan first pronounced the
concept of just order in a press conference on May 8 1988. He stated that, in order
for the workers and all employers to get their due share, the existing capitalist economic
order should be disbanded and a just economic order, a healthy economy, should
replace it. The constitution pronounces that economic order should be just. Without
removing the five elements from the current economic order and without transition
to a just economic system and a healthy economy it is not possible to be saved from
this swamp.23
The introduction of the concept of just order can be seen as the partys new
strategy to attract non-religious, lower income groups in society. The WP approached
those who were the losers of the new economic system with a discourse of social
justice. The partys focus in economic policies has changed from heavy industry to
public welfare. However, the party also closely focused on the newly enriched religious
businessmen who demanded a share in the local and central government benefits.
20
Mustafa Okyay, Bir Siyasi Parti olarak RPnin Halkla Iliski Kurmada Uyguladigi Yontemler:
20 Ekim Secimleri Ornegi [Public Relations Strategies of the Welfare Party as a Political Party.
The Case of October 20th Election], Unpublished Ph.D. Dissertation, Ankara: Gazi University,
1994, p. 6.
21
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These were neglected by the ruling center right parties. It attracted most of these
religious business people.24
According to ªevket Kazan, a member of the WPs old guard, three main factors
played very important roles in the development of the WP in the 1980s and 1990s. In
1987, when Erbakan and the former NSP leadership returned to the WP administration,
the party leadership started to search for a project that would allow the party to reach
more people and would clear the partys way (to parliament). Kazan argues that the
concept of just order played a very important role both as a slogan and also with its
substance in the election campaigns beginning with the 1991 elections: The results of
the 1995 elections in which the WP was the first party were indeed a result of our
efforts that started in 1991.25 Secondly, the WP leadership worked hard from 1987 to
1995 to reorganize and broaden the party organization to the smallest administrative
units so that the party members would be active observers of the election processes.
According to Kazan, the third factor was the partys activities in the realm of public
relations. The party tried to contact professional organizations that it had neglected
until that time. The party leadership regularly held meetings with 13 professional
organizations. In addition, the party tried to reach every social group during this period.
Some of the changes in the party discourse were visible in the WPs 20 October
1991 election manifesto. The manifesto emphasized the basic human rights and
freedoms. According to the manifesto, human rights originate from four sources.
One is the God-given basic rights that humans acquire at birth. These are the right to
live, the right to protect the offspring, the right to own property, the right to protect
human intellect, and the freedom of thought and belief. There are also four inseparable
components of the freedom of belief. These are the freedom of expression and
dissemination of ones belief, the freedom of education and teaching, freedom of
association, and freedom of practicing ones belief. The other sources of rights are
labor, contract and justice. In addition to these, the manifesto talked about the primacy
of womens education and their involvement in social life.
The notion of the all-powerful state was questioned in the manifesto. According
to the manifesto, in a just political order, the state would be an organization in the
service of the people, not an instrument of repression. The WP promised a reduction
in the size of state bureaucracy and the introduction of competition in the state
services. The state would provide foreign and domestic security and infrastructure.
In the economic area, it would only determine the national goals with macroeconomic
plans, and it would provide maximum freedom for individuals.26 The manifesto further
stated that there would be real free enterprise in a just order. The states main
Rusen Cakir, Ne Seriat Ne Demokrasi: Refah Partisini Anlamak [Neither the Sharia nor
Democracy: Understanding the Welfare Party], Istanbul: Metis Yayinlari, 1994, p. 75.
25
Yavuz, Yol Ayrimi: Milli Gorus , p. 77. Kazan repeated the same argument in my interview
with him, 6 February 2003.
26
Refah Partisi Seçim Beyannamesi (20 Ekim 1991) [The Welfare Party Election Manifesto (20
October 1991)] Ankara: Refah Partisi, 1991, p. 77.
24
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function would be preventing the emergence of monopolies and maintaining
competition in the market.27
The party leadership supervised these changes. A few WP deputies took the steps
to implement the changes at the central level and the emerging younger leadership in
the provincial party organizations, especially in Istanbul, implemented them. Bahri
Zengin was the deputy party chairman responsible for the public relations and
campaigning between 1985 and 1987 and between 1990 and 1993, and he played an
important role in all of these activities.28 He introduced the idea of peoples councils
in municipal governments, SE-DE (Elect and keep accountable), a multi-legal society
and worked to turn the party into a mass party meaning a less ideological and
more inclusive party.29
The WP leader Erbakan did not oppose the campaigning and changes in the party
organization but supported and encouraged them. He defended these developments
and the people who implemented them against the intra-party critics. Bülent Arýnç
argues that Erbakan was in favor of the strategy of opening party to every social
group that was led by Bahri Zengin and Tayyip Erdoðan. For example, in 1991,
Erbakan decided in favor of the alliance with the conservative-nationalist parties in
spite of a party central executive board decision against it. In the partys central
executive and decision-making board at least 30 members opposed the alliance on
the grounds that the alliance would damage the partys ideology and the party should
not dilute its ideological stands.30
Erbakan tried to create a balance between those who viewed these changes as
compromises from the partys ideology and those who wanted to make the party
more pragmatic and inclusive. Yahya Bas, who was elected WP deputy from Istanbul
in 1991, argued that the changes were introduced by entire organizational units of
party, not just by the Istanbul branch.
Therefore, it can be argued that the WP leadership perceived the need for changes
from the 1980s onwards and initiated them and/or at least allowed persons within
the party to make strategic and organizational changes. The electoral quotas pushed
the party to change its strategy to attract the lower classes and these changes demanded
a moderate image in the party propaganda. The changes also had unintended
consequences such as the entrance of new members to the party and creating an
intellectual debate on the partys identity.
Empowerment of the provincial party organizations
The changes both created a debate about the partys ideological identity and indirectly
paved the way for a factional formation. Religious intellectuals in their journals debated
Islamic democracy, pluralism and other new concepts. Most of them supported the
Ibid., p. 119.
Yavuz, Yol Ayrimi: Milli Gorus , p. 79.
29
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partys transformation into a mass party. Some of these individuals actively took
part in the Istanbul Municipality cultural activities during Erdoðans mayoral term
and influenced the direction of some party policies.
The new strategies were implemented especially in Istanbul. This provincial branch
of the party developed a separate identity, and the Istanbul provincial party organization
chairman Erdoðan eventually gained mass support. Erdoðan initially opposed the
strategy of reaching different social groups with effective propaganda. Erdoðan was
quoted as saying that our party does not have a flexible structure like other parties.
We do not try to convince people by offering them material incentives. Our
understanding is such that the partys door is open to everyone who wants to return
(to our party from the MP).31
However, Erdoðan employed the most successful implementation of this strategy
later. His provincial party branch campaign team reached the excluded, lower income
groups in less developed parts of Istanbul. Just before the local by-elections in some
of the districts of Istanbul in 1992, Erdoðan commented that his partys aim was to
unite social groups regardless of the strength of their religious belief.
The Istanbul provincial branch prepared for the local elections by adopting a different
campaigning style. For example, Erdoðans election team used music in the campaign
for the first time. Women as party activists were active in campaigning.32 By 1994, the
WPs election headquarters in Istanbul was well equipped technologically with computers
and cellular phones. These headquarters were open twenty-four hours a day during the
election period. Erdoðan established an election office set apart from the partys various
district offices. These offices were connected to the electoral district headquarters,
which in turn were connected to the provincial election administration center.
The strength of Erdoðan and the Istanbul party organization was tested before the
1994 municipal elections. The party headquarters in Ankara favored conservative Ali
Çoskun to be the WP candidate for the post of greater Istanbul mayor. However, the
party leadership had to select Erdoðan as a result of resistance from the Istanbul
party organization.33
Strategies of differentiation and rapprochement with conservatives
As a result of the affinity between conservative parties and religious groups in
Turkey, the position of the conservative center-right parties also affects the religious
parties strategies. If the center-right parties are inclusive of conservative elements,
the religious party tries to differentiate itself from these parties. If not, it moves to a
more conservative center-right position to include those elements. The party does
this by adopting center right symbols in its discourse and also including conservative
elites in the party.
31
Rusen Cakir and Fehmi Calmuk, Recep Tayyip Erdoðan: Bir Donuyum Oykusu [Recep Tayyip
Erdoðan: The Story of a Transformation], Istanbul: Metis Yayinlari, pp. 4749.
32
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33
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Differentiation from the MP
The WP leaderships electoral concerns led the party to differentiate itself from
the center-right MP, which included some of the NSP elites and provincial organization
members as well as voters from religious orders/communities. According to Kazan,
because the WP was not allowed to participate in the elections in 1983, some NSP
members joined the MPs conservative wing. 34 The MPs leader had been a NSP
candidate in the 1977 elections and he was known for his religious inclination and
this played some role in the NSP voters turn to the MP in the 1980s.35
Some observers indicated the WPs movement towards a more radical and anti-systemic party in the 1980s and 1990s. Nuray Mert argues that the most important
divergence between Islamism and the conservative-right has been through the type
of Islamism that developed in the 1980s. According to her, Islamism during this
period gained a social/oppositional character and criticized the conservative-right
directly. This critical stand was observable in social and political areas as well as
intellectual circles.36
I argue that the WPs movement to a more anti-system position was partly a
result of its elites efforts to differentiate the WP from the MP, which also claimed to
be a conservative party in the 1980s. During the 1980s and early 1990s, the WP
criticized the MP harshly for a number of its domestic and foreign policies in order
to attract the supporters of this party, some of whom had been NSP party members
in the past.
The WP leader Erbakan focused his criticisms on the MP and did not talk much
about the opposition parties, the SDP and the center right TPP in the late 1980s
and early 1990s. The WP leadership tried to achieve differentiation from the MP
by introducing policies that would favor the lower income groups. The party tried
to achieve this mainly by introducing its just order slogan which appealed to the
lower classes alienated by the MPs liberalization policies, criticizing the MP for its
foreign policy.
In the 1980s, Erbakan claimed that the MP had destroyed Turkey in several areas;
it made the masses poorer every day. It stopped investments in heavy industry and
the national defense industry. It destroyed morality of common people. Its practice
on the human rights issue was a failure.37
Erbakan maintained that Turgut Özals administration was dependent on modern
colonialism and its unjust economic policies were based on rising interest rates,
Kazan, Refah Gerçeði , p. 10.
ªaban Sitembolukbasi, Parti Secmenlerinin Siyasal Yonelimlerine Etki Eden Sosyoekonomik
Faktorler: Isparta Ornekolay Arastirmasi 19951999 [Socioeconomic Determinants of Voters
Preferences: The Case of Isparta, 19951999], Ankara: Nobel, 2001, p. 158.
36
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Ýstanbul: Ýz Yayincilik, 1995, p. 247.
37
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more taxes and inflation.38 He argued for the necessity of the replacement of this
economic system with a just and healthy economic order.39
Another area of criticism was the MPs foreign policy. Erbakan criticized the MP
government harshly for failing to recognize the dangerous developments in the
European Community (EC) towards becoming a member state. He pointed out the
danger of Turkey losing its national sovereignty by becoming an EC member.40 Erbakan
suggested the founding of a defense organization, a common market, a common
currency and a common cultural organization among Muslim countries, instead of
the EC membership.41
The WP leadership downplayed the conservative character of the MP on socio-cultural issues. The WPs 1991 election manifesto stated that when the MP had
first emerged in 1983, it had introduced itself as a conservative party that respected
national and spiritual values. The WP leaders criticized the MP for the destruction
of morality. Erbakan often repeated in the 1980s that the MP did not have a particular
ideology. 42 The WP used the headscarf issue to further criticize the MP.43 It seems
that purpose of all this criticism was to draw conservative votes from the MP to
the WP.
Erbakan explained his purpose in December 1988: In order to get rid of the Özal
administration and its policies, the MPs votes should be reduced to below 30%. If
this is achieved, the local elections in March 1989 will be a turning point for us. It is
necessary to get back the votes that moved to the MP in the November 1983 elections
in which the WP could not participate.44
The strategy of rapprochement
The WP followed a strategy of rapprochement with conservative elites and groups
after these groups were excluded from the MP in 1991. The WP also established an
electoral alliance with smaller conservative-nationalist parties in 1991. Nevzat Yalcintas,
who was the chairman of a conservative intellectual organization, explained that
they supported the alliance for democratic and political reasons. According to him,
the democratic factor was the unfair electoral system that wasted the votes of a
Prof. Dr. Necmettin Erbakanýn Aylýk Basýn Toplantýsý Özeti (21 Aðustos 1988) [Prof. Dr. Necmettin
Erbakans Monthly Press Conference Summary (21 August 1988)], Ankara: Refah Partisi, 1988.
39
Refah Partisi 3. Olaðan Büyük Kongresi: genel baþkan Prof. Dr. Necmettin Erbakanýn açýþ
konuþmasý [The Welfare Party 3rd Grand Congress, Prof. Dr. Necmettin Erbakans Openning Speech],
Ankara: Refah Partisi, 1990, p. 26.
40
Prof. Dr. Necmettin Erbakanýn Aylýk Basýn Toplantýsý Özeti (14 Ocak 1989) [Prof. Dr. Necmettin
Erbakans Monthly Press Conference Summary (14 January 1989)], Ankara: Refah Partisi, 1989.
41
Refah Partisi 3. Olaðan Büyük Kongresi: genel baþkan Prof. Dr. Necmettin Erbakan , p. 10.
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Refah Partisi Seçim Beyannamesi (20 Ekim 1991) , p. 29.
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Prof. Dr. Necmettin Erbakanýn Aylýk Basýn Toplantýsý Özeti (6 Kasým 1990) [Prof. Dr. Necmettin
Erbakans Monthly Press Conference Summary (6 November 1990)], Ankara: Refah Partisi, 1990.
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Prof. Dr. Necmettin Erbakanýn Aylýk Basýn Toplantýsý Özeti (14 Aralýk 1988) [Prof. Dr. Necmettin
Erbakans Monthly Press Conference Summary (14 December 1988)], Ankara: Refah Partisi, 1988.
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party if it received votes fewer than the 10% threshold. The second reason was
political in that the center right parties, the MP and the TPP, excluded the conservative
individuals who advocated a national and Islamic line of thinking, and spiritual values.45
In addition to the election alliance with nationalist and conservative parties, some
MP deputies were invited to join the WP in the early 1990s. These individuals had
served as ministers or in bureaucratic posts during earlier periods. Ultimately, these
persons did not join the WP but they joined the Virtue Party later in its first congress
on 14 May 1998. According to Cakir, the attempt to transfer some former MP deputies
to the party just before the fourth congress did not just mean an image change but a
move toward the center-right by the WP.46
The election alliance between the WP and the conservatives ended quickly but the
WPs movement to a conservative position proved to be a long-term strategy. The
WP was able to enter into parliament after the 1991 elections. The alliance of
conservative-nationalist parties received 17% of the votes. The WPs election partners,
the Nationalist Action Party and the Reformist Democracy Party deputies, left the
WP to return to their old parties in less than two months after the elections. The WP
in addition to its election alliance with two other conservative parties also started to
develop more social democratic, more populist, pro-freedom and pro-civil society
policies blended with Islamic overtones in the 1990s.
Possibility of gaining power and strategic changes
The changes in the Welfare Partys strategies and discourse were more pronounced
after the partys fourth congress in 1993. The party leadership was moderating the
partys image because of the increasing prospects of coming to power.47 In the 1994
local elections the WP gained 19.1% of the vote and won mayoral elections in Istanbul,
Ankara and 400 other cities and towns.
Some liberal religious intellectuals started to support the WP after the death of
Turgut Özal, who had served as the MP leader until 1989 and as the president of the
Turkish republic until his death in 1993. These intellectuals tried to pull Erbakan in a
more liberal direction. For example, they highlighted the speech by Erbakan in the
WPs fourth party congress as evidence of the partys movement away from its
statist policies towards a more liberal position.48
In the fourth party congress in 1993, the discourse of reaching every group in
society was noticeable. Erbakan did not equate religion with the party in his speech
in this congress as he did in earlier speeches. He also talked about the differences
between majoritarian democracy and pluralistic democracy. According to him,
pluralism and diversity were the necessary conditions for a functioning democracy
and economic prosperity.49A strategy document that included instructions for the
Interview with Nevzat Yalcintas, in Cakir, Ne Seriat Ne Demokrasi , p. 48.
Ibid., p. 171.
47
The party had its first big election success in the November 1992 by-elections.
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partys provincial organizations, during the campaign of the March 1994 local elections
and its aftermath, showed the extent of the changes in the partys strategies in the
1990s. The WP proposed two different strategies, one for the Southeastern region
and one for the major cities, Ankara and Istanbul. The partys different strategy for
the Southeastern region would address the problems of the area such as the issue of
granting cultural rights to the Kurdish population.
The 1994 strategy document also advised that even though the WP needed to
continue following its main policies like spiritual development, industrialization,
and cooperation with Muslim countries, issues that were abstract and not directly
relevant for the people needed to be avoided, such as the claim that the WPs
government would be a salvation for the six billion people of the world.50 Also, any
style that could be deemed derogatory, and aggressive to other parties candidates
should not be used.51
The same document on the partys strategies stressed the WPs role as the
defender of basic human rights and freedoms. According to the instructions, the
party had to defend the rights of people from every social group, not just the
rights of the students with headscarves. Particular emphasis was placed on the
right to live according to ones beliefs. In the WPs 1995 election manifesto there
was also a long section titled human rights and democratization. In this section, it
was argued that the state existed to serve the people not to repress them. According
to the manifesto, the WP would guarantee all human rights to all Turkish people
without any discrimination.52
The 1994 strategy document also included instructions about the WPs economic
policies. It criticized an all-powerful state that reached every corner of the economy.
It stressed that reducing the size of the state sector was a matter of freedom in the
end. The document also argued that local governments had to be given additional
powers. The state should carry out only basic services such as domestic and foreign
security; justice and others responsibilities should be turned over to local governments
and individuals.53
The March 1994 local elections strategic document also advised that the WPs
classic anti-west, anti-US discourse should at least be softened. According to the
document; in the WP government, peace, friendship and right would prevail in foreign
policy area. The WP would try to improve its relations with every country in the
world. The WP would also be a reliable and respectable partner for the West.
Refah Partisi 4. Büyük Olaðan Kongresi: Prof. Dr. Necmettin Erbakans openning speech (10
Ekim 1993) [The Welfare Party 4th Grand Congress: Erbakans Openning Speech (10 October
1993)], Ankara: Refah Partisi, 1993.
50
Refah Partisi. Yerel Seçim 94 [The Welfare Party. The Local Election 94]. Ankara: Refah
Partisi, 1994, p. 3.
51
Ibid., p. 5.
52
Refah Partisi Secim Beyannamesi (24 Aralýk 1995) [The Welfare Party Election Manifesto (24
December 1995)], Refah Partisi:Ankara, 1995, p. 21.
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Refah Partisi. Yerel , p. 5.
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Increasing economic relations with Europe and its common market was Turkeys
national policy.
The document declared that an image of a party that was ready for government
should be promoted. It should be assured that the WP was a party for all sections of
society both for the religious and not so religiously oriented. Particularly, the WP
should be a speaker for socially and economically disadvantaged social groups in
cities, as well as for women and youth alike. The WP should leave the reactionary
policies it adopted when it was a small, marginal party, and it should follow a
constructive, inclusive and guiding campaign.
It was also stated in the document that the people who would carry out the campaign
should go through a special education. They should pay special attention to what
they wear, their style of speech and the issues they emphasize. Sermon-like
campaigning should not be used any more, and clear and short messages should be
conveyed. Aggressive, derogatory styles should not be used.54
In the 1980s, the party leadership employed moderation, differentiation and
rapprochement strategies. The party moderated its image as a religious party.
Also, it differentiated itself from the socially and culturally conservative MP by
changes in economic policies and also by criticizing this party. In the 1990s
however, the WP moved to a center right position to include those excluded by
the MP. The WP also further moderated its image as the leadership regarded
itself close to power as a result of electoral successes. The changes could be
implemented by the efforts of some elements in the party center and the younger
provincial party mayors.
Constraints of the coalition government
In the December 1995 parliamentary elections, the WP won the plurality of the
votes and the largest representation in parliament with 21.4% and 158 of the 550
seats. This share of votes was important because the Turkish party system was
the most fragmented ever. Immediately after the elections, the WP leadership adopted
a moderate stance and declared that its party was ready to form coalitions with
any party.
The party came to power in a coalition government in June 1996 with the center
right TPP, after a coalition government between the MP and the TPP had collapsed in
May 1996. Erbakan gave priority to economic issues while in power. He stressed the
need to solve the nations economic problems in his speeches in the WP parliamentary
group meetings by working together with other parties.
The WP particularly sought to receive the support of the MP and the Grand Unity
Party to be able to establish a coalition government and to maintain it after its formation.
His language was very moderate toward the center right parties during this period.
When we were forming the government, we opened our arms to all our brothers
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saying that we carry the spirit of 1946 (the year the Democratic Party was founded)
to get together to form an inclusive government.55
Erbakan used symbols that appealed to conservative and religious groups alike.
He often made references to the Democratic Party period of the 1950s. According to
Erbakan, the WP had been a representative of real people and it carried the torch
of the 1946 democratic spirit and Menderes was a symbol of this.56 He also praised
Turgut Özal of the MP in the 1980s and his administration.57
Erbakan whilst in power, stressed that the private sector was an important player
in national economic development. In referring to Anatolian businessmen that
supported the WP Erbakan enthused that, Anatolian lions are superior to far eastern
tigers. In his speech presenting the 54th government program, Erbakan announced
that the governments main target was to restructure the role of the state in economy58
so that it performed its principal functions of providing judicial, security and
infrastructure services in an effective manner.
There were also some, albeit limited, signs of moderation in the area of foreign
policy. The True Path Party and Welfare Party coalition governments program stated
that necessary arrangements including legal ones would be made in order to achieve
the ultimate objective sought in the Ankara Association Agreement with the European
Economic Community and in the Customs Union Agreement.59 Erbakan said that the
WP would comply with all international agreements but with a condition that they
were not against Turkeys national interest.60
Limits of change
Even though the WP leadership made strategic changes and moderated the partys
image as a result of electoral concerns and the possibility of coming to power, the
power structure of the WP limited these changes. Since the leadership wanted to
maintain its religious authority over the party, it also emphasized the partys religious
character.
As early as 1993, some columnists had argued that the WPs changes towards
becoming less ideological and more like an encompassing, catch-all party would
create problems for the leadership, increasing pressure to change the partys
hierarchical structure. Ahmet Taha for example, wrote that the party leadership would
have difficulties to contain the pressures that would come from within the party as
55
Refah Partisi Parlamento Grup Konuþmalarý (14 Aðustos 1996) [The Welfare Party
Parliamentary Group Speeches (14 August 1996)], Ankara: Refah Partisi, 1996, p. 103.
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a result of being a more inclusive, pluralistic and cosmopolitan party in order to
change its hierarchical, pyramidal, and traditional structure: Would the party central
leadership take the risk of losing control within the party by making changes to
appeal to a broader electorate? 61 Hasan Mezarci, who was elected as a WP
parliamentarian from Istanbul in the 1991 elections, argued that the WP had chronic
structural problems that prevented the party leadership from making much needed
changes to become a more inclusive party. He claimed that, even though it was in
the name of Islam, the WPs party organization showed characteristics of extreme
centralization, statism, and of being a monopoly. According to him, the WP structure
resembled the structure of the communist parties in the former socialist bloc that
had the principle that everything is for the party and the party is everything.62
Mustafa Karaalioglu similarly argued that the discourse of the parties in the National
View Movement tradition could be more democratic, more liberal and even more
secular over time but loyalty and obedience would continue to be the dominant values
within the party.63
Therefore, despite the changes, the WPs leadership continued to stress the
ideological character of the party. According to the WPs 1991 election manifesto:
none of the existing parties could be compared to the WP in respect to having
belief. 64 Another party booklet argued that the WP increased its votes in the
November 1992 by-elections because it was a party of belief and all believers had
worked very hard for the success in the elections just as if they had been praying.65
Erbakan often repeated that the WPs four million members constituted a community
of belief. He stated that not only with its size and its organization but also with its
work discipline and order, the WP was an example to the world. He repeated
several times his well-known phrase: Other parties have members but the WP has
believers.66
This divergence between the party leaderships less religious discourse outside
the party regarding the state institutions, and its continuing religious language and
practice demanding strict obedience within the party, became apparent in the partys
fifth grand congress in October 1996 while the party was in power. Erbakan declared
the WP to be a protector of secularism and democracy in his speech in this congress.
However, the demands by provincial party organization members for intra-party
Ahmet Taha, RP Disa Acilma Talebiyle Yuzyuze [The Welfare Party is Facing the Demand
for an Opening], Yeni Zemin, September 1993, pp. 3033.
62
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Zemin, September 1993, p. 31.
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Yayýnlarý, 1999, p. 119.
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democracy, and for the inclusion of younger party members in the partys decision-making organs, were not even considered.
Conclusion
In this article, I argued that the electoral concerns were very important for the
religious party actors in the 1980s and first half of the 1990s. The party leadership
made changes in the partys organization, campaign methods and strategies to increase
their voters and to gain seats in parliament. I also argued that in the 1990s and
especially after the party came to power in June 1996, the regime-related factors
were also important and the leadership adopted strategies taking into account the
concerns of the state actors.
Both electoral and regime constraints during this period led the party towards
increasing moderation in its discourse. However, the partys power structure limited
the leaderships willingness to make significant changes that would cost it its privileged
position in the party. The leadership tried to maintain a party structure similar to
those of religious orders, they were not allowing any feedback to come from the
party organization on the changes in party policies.
Despite these limitations, it can be argued that the process of moderation could
have eventually led to change towards a more democratic structure within the party.
And this change could have led the party to be more moderate ideologically. It has
been observed that religious centered political parties main incentive for moderation
is the possibility of coming to power.
The WP in Turkey was willing and able to moderate in its voyage to power and
when in power. However, this process of change or moderation was interrupted by
military intervention in February 1997 and eventually the closure of the WP in January
1998. The WPs closure and the measures against party members and any supportive
social groups stopped processes of change and moderation within the party at one
level and within the religious groups another level.
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Abstract
The study of Turkish elites phenomena, embedded in the context of socio-political
transformation, is a timely and important topic, because it allows a better understanding of
the drivers of change and further developments in Turkish society and democracy. Referring
to the complex relationship between elites and social forces mapped in the center-periphery
paradigm, I try to explain the process of elites replacement in modern Turkey. The essential
question for this article is  which groups contesting the authority of current political elites
may emerge as a significant source of authority in the future, and therefore will challenge
the ruling elite, assuming a repeatability of the elites replacement process and the validity
of the power struggle between elite and counter-elite.

Introduction
The study of elites since the late 19th century to the present day is one of the main
issues of social sciences. Especially over the last decade the sociology of elites has
experienced a renaissance. Therefore, the process of elites replacement and the
competition between elite and counter-elite in modern Turkey, with attention given
to the social and historical context in which these entities act, is an attractive case
study. This paper explores the issue of Turkish elites since the second half of 20th
century and refer to the works of Turkish sociologists.1 Crucial to this proposal is
ªerif Mardins concept of hierarchical organization of the social world, mapped in
terms of center-periphery relations. Moreover, I conduct this exploration from the
standpoint of Vilfredo Pareto and his theory of elite circulation and a functionalist
approach to elites.2
In the first part I present some basic conceptual assumptions and define what lies
behind the term Turkish elites. Then, I focus on a relational approach between
*
Research Assistant, Institute of Mediterranean and Oriental Cultures, Polish Academy of
Sciences, e-mail: awojcik@iksio.pan.pl
1
I agree with Erik Zürchers argument that until 1950, Turkeys sociopolitical power structure
remained the same as it had been during the Young Turk period and the 1950 election ushered in a
new political era; see also: Erik Zürcher, The Ottoman Legacy of the Turkish Republic: An Attempt
at a New Periodization, Die Welt des Islams, Vol. 32, No. 2, 1992, pp. 237225.
2
Mainly drawing upon the assumptions of German elite researchers such as Karl Manheim,
Otto Stammer, Ralf Dahrendorf, Wolfgang Zapf, but also with special attention given to Suzanne
Kellers argument about the social functions of elites perceived as primary forces supporting any
organized society, see: Suzanne Keller, Beyond the Ruling Class: Strategic Elites in Modern Society,
New York: Random House, 1963.
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elites and counter-elites, the process of their replacement and provide an answer to
the question why the center-periphery divide is still an important structural component
of Turkish politics. I am aware that interactions between a Republican elite and an
Islamist counter-elite are captured here in a fragmentary way. However, the main
concern of this paper is to grasp an overall meaning of the struggle between these
two entities and to grasp the validity of their replacement by stressing their key roles
in Turkeys democratic transition and its breakdowns. In this sense the replacement
of elites is perceived as an important indicator of political and social changes, which
helped to moderate tendencies towards a violent conflict in Turkish society. The
general pattern is that the challenges of one elite by another seem incessant. Therefore,
in the conclusion I focus on the following question: which groups contesting the
authority of prevailing Turkish political elites may become a part of the new
establishment in the future, assuming repeatability of the elites replacement process?
The Turkish Politically Relevant Elite
In social and political sciences the term elite can be defined in different ways
and vary according to discipline and context. The diversity of conceptual and
theoretical approaches to an elite paradigm reflects to some extent its complexity. In
political sociology many elite theorists have attempted to explain and defined this
dominant group as a privileged minority that occupies pivotal positions, enjoys more
power, influence and prestige than the rest of the ordinary members of society.3
However for Suzanne Keller, a single hierarchical pyramid with an elite at its top is
no longer a social reality. A transition in the modern world towards a multitude of
parallel pyramids involves a coexistence of a number of elites instead of a single
elite.4 A proliferation of elites takes place due to four main social processes: 1) growth
of population, 2) growth of occupational specialization; 3) growth of formal
organization, or bureaucracy; and 4) growth of moral diversity. Thus, as an outcome
of these processes, elites become more numerous, more varied, and at the same time
more autonomous.5 Keller proposes the concept of strategic elites as compromising,
not only political, economic and military leaders, but also moral, cultural and scientific
ones.6 She provides a systematic description of their social function and defines
strategic elites as those who are significant for society as a whole because their
decisions and actions have consequences for many members of society.7
To describe elites in Turkish society I refer to Volker Perthes model of the Politically
Relevant Elite  PRE, defined as: those people in a given country who wield political
An extensive body of work is devoted to elite theory. Among the elite theorists we can distinguish
such classical writers as Vilfredo Parto, Gaetano Mosca, Robert Michels, and modern scholars such
as Karl Manheim, Talcott Parsons, Charles Wright Mills, Raymond Aron, Suzanne Keller and
Harold D. Laswell.
4
Keller, Beyond the Ruling Class , p. 5758.
5
Ibid., p. 65.
6
Ibid., p. 20.
7
Michael Hartmann, The Sociology of Elites, London and New York: Routledge, 2007, p. 31.
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influence and power in that they make strategic decisions or participate in decision making
on a national level, contribute to defining political norms and values (including the definition
of national interests), and directly influence political discourse on strategic issues.8
This approach (based on the social network perspective9) allows us to point out a
complex relationship between Turkish political and social forces. The PRE model, similar
to Kellers strategic elites, includes beyond the circle of the core elite of policy makers,
also those who attain the highest levels of achievements in different fields of a particular
activity. Thus, we are concerned with representatives of economic and corporate interests
such as business elites, professionals associations and unions, ethnically (Kurdish) or
religiously (Sunni Islamic and Alevi) defined communities and actors who influence and
set agendas for public discourse, namely intellectuals, journalists, interests groups.10
Assuredly, by studying these actors (specifically their interdependency) we gain more
comprehensive insights into the process of political representation and the distribution of
power. However, identifying these actors among a variety of aforementioned sectors
involves many subjective judgments and is a contentious and debatable issue.
Contesting for power: Interactions among elites and counter-elites
Individuals or groups seeking to engage in a struggle for power frequently make
alliances among themselves in order to confront the established authority from the
position of collective and, consequently, greater strength. Such alliances lead to a
formation of counter-elites towards the ruling political elites.11 Following John
Higleys assumption, I accept that counter-elites are subsumed by an elites definition,
because they clearly have an organized capacity, although perhaps mainly through
contestation, to affect political outcomes regularly and substantially.12 The ways in
which elite and counter-elite affect each other can be captured by different aspects
of that relation. According to John Friedmann, the conflict between established
authorities and counter-elites can have up to four possible outcomes: suppression/
blockage, neutralization, co-optation/absorption, and replacement.13 When we look
at the Turkish political transition from a historical perspective we can infer that
Islamist counter-elites avoided co-optation and tried to take advantage of formally
democratic institutions and legitimating principles to achieve their political goals.
Volker Perthes (ed.), Arab Elites: Negotiating the Politics of Change, London: Lynne Rienner,
2004, p. 5.
9
David Knoke however critically reviews the recent power structure research that applies
network techniques to the analysis of elite structures and decision making, pointing out some
methodological constraints; see: David Knoke, Networks of Elite Structure and Decision Making,
Sociological Methods and Research, Vol. 22, No. 1, 1993, pp. 2345.
10
Perthes, Arab Elites: Negotiating the Politics of Change, p. 5.
11
John Friedmann, A General Theory of Polarized Development, Los Angeles: University of
California, 1972, pp. 4950.
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John Higley, Elite Theory and Elites, in Handbook of Politics: State and Society in Global
Perspective, Kevin T. Leicht and J. Craig Jenkins (eds), New York: Springer, 2010, p. 163.
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Friedmann, A General Theory , pp. 4950.
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Replacement of elites is understood as a process which provides a substantial
reconfiguration in constellations of actors with effective control and influence over
society, rather than a mere exchange of personnel at the top.14 According to Vilferdo
Paretos assumption, the circulation of elites is a prerequisite for the efficient
functioning of both the state and society. A state in which the circulation of elites
does not occur is vulnerable to collapse or revolution.15 For Pareto, the history of
men is the history of the continuous replacement of certain elites, as one ascends
another declines, such is the real phenomenon, though to us it may often appear
under another form.16 There is no accepted specification of the circumstances and
ways in which one model of elite replaces another. However it can be assumed that
during the circulation of elites, an integration of new actors take place as well as
crucial changes in political practices, norms and objectives. It can also be
acknowledged that the process of replacement is completed when counter-elites
take the place of established authorities and substitute their own authority for them.17
Ralf Dahrendorf suggested that, changes of political regime invariably involve changes
of leading personnel. At the same time, it is not always a counter-elite that replaces
its predecessor entirely when political systems change.18
Replacement of elites in Turkey according to a center-periphery framework
When can we speak about elites replacement? What are the basic determinants of
this process in Turkey since the 1950s? Is Turkey a unique case due to its political
culture and if so, can we identify patterns of a Turkish elites replacement that allow
for scenarios of future developments?
Assuming that political elites are on the front lines of socio-cultural cleavages in
Turkey, I focus on this particular category and its counter-elite equivalent. Thus, to
comprehend the circulation process, elite and counter-elite must be considered within
the policy process and as its output. As I already mentioned, the replacement of
Turkish elites is not merely a simple process of replacing one group of elites by
another, and in the case of Turkey it should be seen rather as a continuous process
of an intermixture between old and new actors, between a Republican elite (and thus
military officers, bureaucrats and Kemalist intellectuals) and its Islamist counter-elite (presented by a local bourgeoisie, religious sects and Islamist intellectuals).19
An important contribution to the circulation of elites theory was made by V. Pareto, G. Mosca,
M. Kolabiñska. Circulation and replacement are treated here as interchangeable concepts.
15
Tom Bottomore, Elites and Society, New York: Routledge, 1993, p. 48.
16
Vilferdo Pareto, The Rise and Fall of the Elites: An Application of Theoretical Sociology, New
Jersey: The Bedminister Press, 1968, p. 36.
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Friedmann, A General Theory , pp. 4950.
18
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Vol. 93, No. 1, 1964, p. 241.
19
According to Nilüfer Göle, the Islamists movement have developed their own educated, technical
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Counter-Elites, Middle East Journal, Vol. 51, No. 1, 1997.
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Referring to ªerif Mardins center-periphery concept (derived from Edward Shils
theory of societies), society consists of both, ruling groups or the state (center)
and social forces outside the ruling group (periphery).20 These social forces
(periphery) aspire to become a political force (center). Coopting into the ruling elites
individuals largely recruited from the periphery and socializing them into the official
political discourse, has led them to obtain political recognition. The distinction between
center (official elite) and periphery (counter-elite) is an important determinant because
it helps to capture the main axis of struggle and confrontation between a Republican
elite and an Islamist counter-elite along religious and regional divisions. Of course,
the picture is far more complex because  as it can be observed in Turkey today 
the new cleavages and differentiations have emerged within the periphery and its
socio-cultural milieu.
Moreover, this constant struggle is also the driving force behind processes of
social closure or opening. Therefore, it can be understood along the lines of Max
Weber as an effect of the open or closed social relationships. As Weber pointed out,
a social relationship ( ) will be spoken of as open to outsiders if and insofar as
its system of order does not deny participation to anyone who wishes to join and is
actually in a position to do so. A relationship will ( ) be called closed against
outsiders so far as, according to its subjective meaning and its binding rules,
participation of certain persons is excluded, limited or subjected to conditions.21
The discussion about the representation of marginalized or excluded others has
come about since the establishment of the Turkish Republic in 1923.
Between 1950 and 1990 colossal social and political changes occurred in terms of
different dimensions. For a specific example we can look at the demographic changes
and migration processes regarding the rural exodus of Anatolians and Kurds towards
Istanbul.22 Due to this rampant migration process, the center-periphery relations
were significantly rearranged. Along with this transformation, encounters between
various strata of society have become more frequent, because the physical as well
as the psychological proximity between the center and the periphery have changed
gradually.23 Periphery counter-elites seem to have increased mobility within society:
rank more easily in many industries and institutions (including state institutions such
ªerif Mardin, Center-Periphery Relations: A Key to Turkish Politics, Daedalus, Vol. 102,
No. 1, 1973.
21
Max Weber, Economy and Society. An Outline of Interpretive Sociology, Guenther Roth and
Claus Wittich (eds), Berkeley: University of California Press, 1968, p. 43.
22
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Kastamonu and Giresun. In the aftermath of this process, in 2008 nearly two thirds of the population
of Istanbul was born outside of the department; Jean-François Pérouse, Istanbul depuis 1923: La
difficile entrée dans le XXème siècle in Istanbul Histoire, Promenades, Anthologie & Dictionnaire,
Nicolas Monceau (ed.), Paris: Robert Laffont, 2010, pp. 231290.
23
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Journal of Alternative Perspectives in the Social Sciences, Vol. 2, No. 1, 2010, pp. 365366.
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as schools, public offices, the army, and the judiciary).24 Furthermore, the upward
mobility of the periphery counter-elites partially reduced the gap between them and
their counterparts from the center and strengthened their capacity to act as an
influential entity. However the picture has not markedly improved in terms of mutual
perception, fluency of cultural settings and respect for shared worldviews. There
are still little signs of rapprochement between the center and the periphery in these
matters.
The legitimate participation of the periphery
The year 1950 marked an important caesura in Turkish history. Since then the
multiplication of social and political actors has taken place. We can observe the
tendency of increasing openness and mobility, mainly due to the expansion of the
educational system that provides opportunities for the Turkish youth and the next
generations.25 In 1950 Turkey opened up its political system to competitive parties
and significant changes have occurred within the electoral process. In a study on
Turkish elites, Frank Tachau pointed out social background indicators (such as
education, localism and family size) that influence changes in political representation.
He acknowledged that over time, and particularly in the 1960s and early 1970s, the
Turkish parliamentary elite has tended to be more representative of society as a
whole.26 Thus, based on Tachaus survey findings and Webers assumptions about
social closure, it can be argued that the Turkish social and political system has
become more open and the decision making structure has been altered.
An entrenched administrative elite was challenged by the pressure of political
competition. The election of 1950, which is often referred to as ruralizing election,
presaged the dawn of a new political era. A mobilization of new voters, and the
defeat of an urban-based modernizing Republican elite by the local elite, led to the
replacement of politicians with administrative backgrounds by individuals who were
representative of more rural interests.27 Up until then the Republican Peoples Party
(CHP, Cumhuriyet Halk Partisi) represented a bureaucratic center, whereas the
Democrat Party (DP, Democrat Parti) embodied a democratic periphery. As Leslie
and Noralou Roos stressed, Turkey is one of the few countries which have passed
through the initial period of intra-elite conflict associated with the advent of rural
Michael Thumann, The Battles of Turkeys Elites, IP Journal, No. 4, 2010, p. 49.
Once we traced the pattern of change in the social background of Turkish political elites we
noticed the great importance of education that paves the way to political careers and leadership in
terms of possessing intellectual status. See: Frederick Frey, The Turkish Political Elite, Cambridge:
M.I.T. Press, 1965.
26
Jacob M. Laudau, Ergun Özbudun and Frank Tachau (eds), Electoral Politics in the Middle
East: Issues, Voters and Elites, Hoover Institution Press: California, 1980, p. 238.
27
Samuel P. Huntington makes a concept of ruralizing elections. These kind of elections are
characteristic for developing countries during their transition to a multiparty era, see: Leslie L. Roos
and Noralou P. Roos, Managers of Modernization, Organizations and Elites (19501969), Cambridge:
Harvard Univeristy Press, 1971, p. 2.
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participation in politics.28 This growing rural participation in politics is also known as
the Anatolization of politics that raised new regional accents into Turkeys elite.29
The coup of 1960 reflected the official elites response to its loss of power. Kamil
Yilmaz, using Paretos logic, admitted that in the Turkish case military coups may
occur when the circulation rate of elites is too high (or gets higher).30 Turkish military
interventions into politics, the fourth coup detat in forty years (two direct interventions
 in 1960, 1980  and two indirect  1971, 1997) without doubt represent turning
points in the struggle between Islamist and secularist forces. It can be assumed, that
all interventions have interrupted the process of elites replacement with the aim of a
protection of the secular state and the restoring of political equilibrium.
The Turkish army on the defensive
The role of the Turkish army and its influence on the political process should not
be undervalued. The military in Turkey has a privileged place in the state power
structure since the foundation of the Republic in 1923. The army had been a significant
force engaged in the Kemalist project of modernization which partly paved the way
in making it a powerful guardian of secular order in coping with external threats but
also with internal enemies. Historically, the Turkish military was a dominant player
in the secularist-Islamist cleavage which had justified its intervention in the democratic
process by referring to the rise of political Islam. Thus, Turkey has a long tradition
of military involvement in civil politics and the army took over power whenever the
political process faltered. Moreover, the army derived its legitimacy not only from
the constitution and legal framework, but also from its unique role and high confidence
among the public.
Nilüfer Narli draws attention to the complicated interaction between the military,
the political elites and the citizenry. She points to different elements, related to Turkeys
specific historical, social, institutional and politico-cultural context, that had a decisive
impact on the autonomy of the military and the imbalance of power between officers
and civilians. Among these factors are: a stratified Turkish society, historical conflicts
with neighboring countries, the relative weakness of the civilian institutions, civil
society and the governability question that enabled the military to carry out direct
and indirect interventions.31
Since the Turgut Özal era, Turkey is witnessing a process of ongoing transformation
from the militaristic republic. The patterns of civilian-military relations have been
gradually changed. The formal and informal influences of the military were challenged
Ibid., p. 7.
Udo Steinbach, The Impact of Atatürk on Turkeys Political Culture since World War II, in
Atatürk and the Modernization of Turkey, Jacob M. Landau (ed.), Colorado: Westview Press, 1984,
p. 80.
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Turkish Studies, Vol. 12, No. 2, 2011, p. 217.
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and the growing influence of civilian leadership in the polity can be observed. 32
Moreover, the prominent role of the army in Turkeys political affairs has also been
put under scrutiny by the European Union because of the membership ambitions of
Ankara, and the further integration to the EU emphasizes the need of separation
between civil and military authorities.
On the other hand, militaristic values  which are still an important pillar of
Turkish political culture  sustain strong social beliefs on the armys guardianship
role. The Turks support an exceptional role of the military in politics.33 However,
the most recent survey findings point to a decrease in public confidence in the
military. A public investigation known as Ergenekon and subsequent trials focusing
on an alleged anti-government plot can be perceived as a turning point in the civilmilitary relations. Yaprak Gürsoy, who examined the influence of the Ergenekon
trials on social confidence in the military, concludes in her survey that after
Ergenekon there is a lower level of trust in the Turkish military among the public
and, the military stripped of its popularity might find it more difficult to intervene
in politics and resist reforms that would curtail its political powers.34 Thus, the
case created conditions for an increased monopolization of power by the civilian
government and consequently in the post-Ergenekon era the military ceased to
be a dominant force that can act with impunity as a supreme power of the political
elite and social forces.
In his analysis of Turkish political elites, Ali Arslan proves that two thirds of the
presidents in Turkey have indicated military education as the primary source of their
education.35 The presidency in Turkey stands as a symbol of Atatürks legacy and
historically the president was elected from retired generals. Turgut Özal was the
second civilian (after Celal Bayar) who had not graduated from military academies
and held the presidential position since 1989 to 1993 (Özal served also as Prime
Minister between 1983 and 1989).
The emergence of New Turkey and new players
The transformation of Turkey  perceived as a political, ideological and social
differentiation process  accelerated after 1961. A proliferation of associational groups,
namely civil groups, trade unions and business organizations took place, but they

Ibid., p. 218.
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remained under state control and regulations and the linkage between political parties
and social groups was rather weak.36
The Republican elites ideology of Kemalism that provided a framework for Turkeys
political and socio-economic development has lost its formative ability and political
attraction. The emergence of leaders aligned with a political Islamic agenda, elicited
the loyalty of social groups that epitomized the same set of values and shared a specific
cultural code. In this sense, despite the formally anti-democratic tendencies of the
Islamist leaderships, they promoted, to some extent, cultural and religious diversity.
As Tachau demonstrates, the origin and socio-cultural profile of the ruling elites,
and their ideological and geographic horizons have changed. It is commonly assumed
in academic literature that the distinctiveness of elites is an outcome of political
socialization that is determined by various agents, namely family, education (attendance
to a particular type of school and university), media, religion, race, gender, age. After
the 1983 election (the first since 1977), a new class of politicians belonging to recently
immigrated groups appeared on the political scene. Fairly representative in this respect
is the current incumbent President Recep Tayyip Erdoðan. The son of an immigrant
from northeast Turkey, he has achieved the highest political position any Turkish
citizen could attain. He is a graduate of the Istanbul Religious Vocational High School
(Ýmam Hatip School) and Marmara University, instead of being an alumnus of the
famous Mülkiye (Faculty of Political Sciences) in Ankara or the prestigious Robert
College in Istanbul, like his predecessors.37 Having been the mayor of Istanbul (1994
1998), the leader of the Justice and Development Party (AKP, Adalet ve Kalkýnma
Partisi), the prime minister (20032014), he is now the newly elected 12th president of
Turkey, winning in the countrys first direct presidential elections.38
New business groups  economic influence versus political power
In the last three decades Turkey has markedly improved its economic conditions
and since the 1980s it has appeared as a highly dynamic country, which is increasingly
engaged in the global economy. This process has also influenced changes in the
Turkish elite structure and has somehow accelerated the elites replacement process.
The Islamist movement that emerged after the 1950s grew during the post-1980
coup period and changed its character over time. The course of change within this
movement influenced and formed contemporary Islamist counter-elites which due
to changes in the Turkish social and economic structure in the 1980s moved to the
political center and became a serious rival for the Republican elite. The circulation of
elites which took place in Turkey from 2002 to 2007 should be perceived as a result
For more on interest groups see Robert Bianchi, Interest Groups and Political Development in
Turkey, Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1984.
37
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of Turgut Özals economic reforms, partial political democratization processes and
increased international integration (in particular the TurkeyEU integration process
which is a good example how external actors support in a constructive way, the
transformation of political systems in Turkey).39
The political and economic implications of the neoliberal reforms imposed by the
Turgut Özal government have been well examined. Since the 1980s the states role
in the economy has changed. The country shifted from state-centered import
substitution policies to economic liberalization. Thus, the state drew back from its
previous role as the main economic actor which affected the interplay between state
and society. Economic transformation has far-reaching consequences for Turkish
society and its social stratification. The growth of new business groups energized
by Islam and known also as the Anatolian Bourgeoisie40 have facilitated much needed
class mobility.41 Furthermore, the engagement of these groups into economic activity
fuelled the competitiveness of Turkish industry. Assuming that economic elites and
organized groups representing business interests have impact on Turkish government
policies it can be acknowledged that this newly emerged Anatolian Bourgeoisie become
an important social force that influenced the partys politics.
Due to changes in Turkish state and political tradition, historically underrepresented
and marginalized groups of society have gained an opportunity to be politically visible.
After the rise to power of the AKP in 2002 we can observe a more pluralistic and
competitive political environment in which the legitimate participation and involvement
of the new conservative elite in social, economic and political spheres significantly
increased.42 Following Michael Thuman, I agree that the rise of the periphery elite
to power is a result of long-term sociological change combined with a serious
malfunction of the Turkish political system.43 A new elite with a distinct Muslim
identification became a dominant social force. Taking into account the successful
process of socialization of these groups, we can observe a higher social mobility,
and beyond  a growing structural openness of Turkish society. The integration of
this new elite into society heralds positive signs for Turkey in the sense that increased
social inclusion helps to reduce violent radicalizations of religious sentiments.44
Competition between various elite groups and counter-elites seen through the prism
Many improvements have taken place thanks to the European accession process: human
rights, Kurdish community and Christian minority rights have improved. See: Meltem Müftüler-Bac, Turkeys Political Reforms and Impact of the European Union, South European Society and
Politics, Vol. 10, No. 1, March 2005, pp. 1630.
40
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of shifting boundaries of socio-cultural cleavages has shown that counter-elites
perpetuate their own counter-narrative along with different set of values common
for a broader and previously excluded spectrum of society. As Nilüfer Göle stressed,
Turkey is a unique example in the Middle East where such radical political change in
the nature of governing elites can take place peacefully and by democratic means.45
Conclusion and perspective
The replacement of elites in Turkish society is an open-ended process that nowadays
takes place in a more pluralistic, competitive, social and political environment.
Regarding who will be the next in power or when will a significant shift within the
Turkish PRE model occur  it is hard to predict. One may infer that the emergence
of new players and their rise to an elite position is an inevitable outcome of Turkeys
evolving political and social order. After a decade of AKPs government, the first
opportunity for the challenging of the Turkish incumbents political elite will be 2015s
parliamentary election. To what degree the character of ascendants elites and leaders
will change, it is too early to conclude. The so called Project of New Turkey might
bring further polarization and dissension, but at the same time it might encourage
different interest groups to engage in political struggle.
Turkish democracy due to the nature of political transformation has experienced
a lot of ups and downs, and nowadays we are witnessing political crisis in Turkey.
The harsh stance of former Prime Minister and current President Recep Tayyip
Erdoðan towards the Gezi Park protests which started in May 2013, corruption
scandals that were publicized in December 2013 and implicated members of
government and business spheres, and the banning of social media websites  all
these were seriously disruptive actions which led to further political polarization and
revealed an increasingly authoritarian tendency of ruling elites. These events inevitably
diluted social cohesion. Thus, it can be argued that the Gezi Park protests revealed
the potential for activist groups to rise to an elite position. However, once we look at
the actors associated with various contesting, youth and interest groups across
Turkey, we have noticed that they can no longer remain classifiable simply along
secular-religious divides. There has been a convergence in lifestyles and aspirations
between secular and pious youth.46 Thus, to get a clear image of their involvement in
the process of challenging Turkish political elites, we should look upon the grounds
for contestation and the ultimate goals of the contesters.
Probably the greatest chance to gain political influence or even a presence in the
Turkish Politically Relevant Elite may go to groups or individuals which countervail
the populist and authoritarian tendency of the contemporary Islamist political elites.
Therefore, there is a possibility that change within Turkish elite circles will provide
a change of policies. In addition, there is an argument that political mobilization and
struggle against elites contributes to an integrative/inclusive understanding of national
45
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identity or it will rather prepare the ground for radicalization and uphold or even
reinforce social, ethnic and religious cleavages.
With attention to these issues, thus, the new actors that could be seen as a potential
and competitive political alternative to the current ruling elites should provide a
consistent political program and adopt a less blatant posture. The ruling elites should
swing back towards civil society and the demands of new social actors should not
be ignored.
It seems safe to conclude, that the fragmentation of political parties and the lack
of convergence between Islamist/conservative and secularist elite worldviews are
still important obstacles. From this perspective the decision of Turkeys two opposition
parties, the Republican Peoples Party (CHP) and the Nationalist Movement Party
(MHP, Milliyetçi Hareket Partisi), made during this years presidential election, and
the announcement of joint presidential candidate Ekmeleddin Ýhsanoðlu (the former
head of the Organization of Islamic Cooperation) was a promising sign. Presenting a
conservative candidate, who is not an Islamist and who was not a CHP or MHP
supporter, was an effort to shift the balance as it showed that some politicians can
finally reach consensus on basic shared principles. However, it did not bring any
tangible change yet. In this respect, it can be noted that, the elections revealed the
increasing role of Kurds in Turkish political life. For the first time a Kurd was
nominated as a presidential candidate. Nevertheless, the new style of Erdoðans
presidency and the discussion around the introduction of the presidential system in
Turkey indicate a deepening process of the monopolization of power and an
authoritarian style of government.
Moreover, a very peculiar conflict within the conservative camp (the AKP and
Hizmet, Gülens movement  who are fighting amongst themselves via the media
and social networks) undermines the validity and reliability of the current political
elites and causes further disintegration. As recently as last November, there were
three attempts to establish political parties. Ýdris Bal, a former AKP lawmaker, formed
a new center-right party named the Democratic Progress Party (DGP). In mid-November, Emine Ülker Tarhan a former CHP Ankara deputy, filed a petition to
found a new party known as the Anadolu Party, at the Interiors Ministry. Also a
group led by a former deputy of the AKP and previous Interior Minister Ýdris Naim
Þahin, took an initiative to establish a political party called the Nation and Justice
Party.47 Whether these new parties will create opportunities for disgruntled members
of society and consequently reshape the political scene  it is too early to conclude.
But it is reasonable to say that the political ineptness and ideological intransigence of
the AKP is providing a political space for a next elite. During the Gezi Park protest
Erdoðan said to crowds, If you dont agree with my decisions, win an election.

Ex-interior Minister Forms Third New Party this Month, Hürriyet Daily News, 19 November
2014.
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